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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 2-1-55

To

For

Advertiser
Releasef

‘

•*

(Spring Registration—1)

New freshman, transfer students, and other full-time students
•f cxr..c

whp failed to take part in advance registi?:at^n5''^®egis.tei«d
£ (f. &t

preparation for the opening of classes tomorrow at # A. M.
Registrants met with college officials yesterday in a. briefing

and testing program which lasted throughout the day.

Today‘s F eb

§1, they registered for their choice of the 563 spring semester

courses in the main reading room of the James E. Morrow Library.
According to Luther E. Bledsoe, Marshall registrar and director

of admissions, the registration process has been greatly speeded

up by the use of new mechanical registration equipment.
Part-time students will enroll in the library Friday, February 4,

between 7 and 9 P. M.

A late registration fee will be imposed upon all full-time
students who enroll after today.

The late fee will be one dollar

Thursday, Feb. 3> and will increase at the rate of one dollar each
business day until Wednesday, Feb. 9»

Full-time students will not

be registered after 4*30 on that date.

For part-time students, the late registration fee will be one
dollar Monda$, Feb. 7> and will increase at the rate of one dollar
each week day until Saturday, Feb. 12.

No part-time students will

be enrolled After that date.
f

Subjects ranging from art and adverM&fefcg to zoology and chemistry

will be offered to the students during the spring semester.
(more)

These

0

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 2-1-55

(Spring Registration—2)

subjects represent thirty-^&^wi fields of endeavor and are presented

to the student in some 563 classes.
Day classes will begin tomorrow at 8 A. M. and evening classes
will commence Monday, Feb. ?•
-30-

I.

V

V

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 2-1-55

To t he Herald-Dispatch
For Immediate Release

(Spring Registration—1)

.

.

•

n

rt

_ 1___

__

_»________ _ uC»____ - b.K.

.

*

—

-

Registration for new freshman, transfer$students, and full time
students who failed to register during advance registration in

January,

is being conducted from 8 A. M. to 4

M. today at

Marshall College.

New freshman and transfer students met yesterday with college
officials for an all day briefing and testing program.

/Feb.
F

Today,

these students and all other full-time students who have

not registered, ere being enrolled in the main reading room of the

James E. Morrow Library from 8 A. M. to 4 P* M.
Part-time students will enroll at the same place Friday, between
7 and 9 P. M.

According to Luther E. Bledsoe, Marshall registrar and director

of admissions, the registration process is being speeded up
considerably by the use of new mechanical registration equipment#

Said Mr. Bledsoe, "The new equipment will facilitate the classifying
of information about students and will save us some operational expense."

A late registration fee will be imposed upon all full-tim.e students
who enroll after 4 P. M. today.

Part-time students ,..4n
will

< A/
-

a late registration f ee after 12 Roon. Saturday.
Thirty-seven fields will be represented by the 563 spring
semester classes ranging from art to zoology#
Day classes will begin tomorrow at 8 A. M.

will commence on Monday, Feb. 7•
$

-30-

and evening classes

J

I

—

•<2
O.,

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE— 2-1-55
(

To

Herald-Advertiser

(Cutline)
Heavy equipment must be stored wherever possible in the

Marshall physical education building.

Ladders, parallel

bars, rope and lumber are stored at the head of the main

stairway leading to the second floor of the gymnasium.

i

i

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—2-1-??
To

Herald ^-Advertiser

(Cutline)
The only shower room on the men’s side of the Marshall

physical education building has twelve shower heads.

C> i

■<r-

J*

* I

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—2-1-55
To

Herald-Advertiser

(Cutline)

Narrowing, spacing between lockers makes dressing and nndressing a problem for students in the men's locker room

at Marshall.

(

(

I«. ...4
--

marshall

To

COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—2-1-55

Herald-Advertiser

(Cutline)
Bins and shelves catch most of the school’s athletic

equipment in the supply room bit part of it must be stacked
in the floor.

,1
II

f
—.Cji-.’ '

-X*—

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—2-1-55

To

Re^rald-Advertiser

(Cutline)
The main gymnasium at Marshall is used on a tight, hourly

schedule.

During basketball season it is used each week day

from 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.

4

i

4*

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—2-1-55
To

V

Heaald-Advertiser

(Cutline)
The men’s swimming pool was once adequate for an enrollment
of b-00 students but teday- Marshall's present student body
sees it as a "glorified bath tub".

r

f

•a»
—

—

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—2-2-55
v
To the Herald-Dispatch
For Immediate Release

(Spring Registration)

Spring semester classes will commence at 8 A. M. today,
(Feb. 3) at Marshall College with freshman, transfer students,

and upperclassmen taking advantage of thirty-s^irf7different subjects
offered in 563 classes.

Although regular registration terminated at 4 P. M. yesterday
&

for all full-time students, these students may still register today
it

and up until Wednesday, Feb. 9yby paying a late registration fee
at the rate of one dollar each business day.

Full-time students

will not be registered after Feb. 9- ?
Part-time students will registerMtomorrow from 7 to 9 P. M.

in the main reading room of the James E. Morrow Library.

have until 12 noon Saturday, Feb. 12 to^Baroll.

These students

A late fee will

be imposed Monday, Feb. 7 up to Saturday, Feb. 12. No part-time
students will be enrolled after that date.
Night classes will begin Monday, Feb. 7.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 2-2-55

To the Advertiser
For Immediate Release

(Spring Registration)

-time students returned to classes
today at Marshall College to start off the spring semester.

Although

regular registration ende^&l yesterday for full-time students, these

students may still enroll today and up until Wednesday, Feb. 9, by

paying a late registration fee.

The fee will be one dollar today, and will increase at the
Full-time

rate of one dollar each business day until Wednesday,Feb. 9.
-students will not be registered a ft er 4*«30 P. M. on that dab®.

Part-time students will register tomorrow from 7 to 9 P. M.

in the main reading room of the James E. Morrow Library.

These

students have until 12 noon Saturday, Feb. 12 to enroll.

A late

fee„will be imposed Monday, Feb. 7 up to Saturday, Feb. 12.
par^rtime student will be enrolled after that date.
Night classes will begin Monday, Feb. 7•
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 2-2-55

Fcr Immediate Release

(Dr. Purdy)

Dr. Ralph D. Purdy, associate professor of education at
Mardiall College, will a ttend a three-day conference at the

University of Florida at Gainesville, as a member of a regional
planning committee of the Southern States Cooperative program in
education administration.

The meeting will be held April 14-16.

Dr. Purdy is state coordinator of a West Virginia study in

educational administration which

is part of a national movement

to build school systems that better meet the needs of the areas they
serve.

-30-
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For Immediate Release

(President Smith)

Dr. Stewart H. Smith, president of Marshall College, will
speak to a general meeting of the Clarksburg chapter of the

American, Association of University Women at the Stonewall Jackson

i

I

Hotel/.'February 5, at 1 P. M.
Dr. Smith’s topic will be "The Power of the Individual."
-30(
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—2-3-55

For Immediate Release
Herald-Dispatch

(Spring Registration)
The final phase of Marshall College registration will get
under way tonight, Feb. 4, at 7

M. in the main reading room

of the Jane s E. Morrow Library as part-time students begin
registering for 89 classes representing 3# fields.

The enrollment process for part-time students starts at
7 P. M. and ends at 9 P* M.

Students who fail to enroll during

this two hour period have until Saturday, Feb. 12 to do so, but
they will be charged

a late registration fee of one dollar per

day from Monday, Feb. 7 until Saturday, Feb. 12.

No part-time

student will be enrolled after 12 noon on that date.
The 89 classes offered cover subjects ranging from art
and advertising to zoology and botany.

Evening classes will begin Monday, Feb. 7.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 2-3-55

For Immediate Release
Advertiser

(Spring Registration)

Part-time Marshall College students will register from 7 to 9
P. M. tonight in the main reading room of the James E. Morrow Library.
Students who fail to take part in this registration process may register

from Feb. 5 until Feb. 12, but they will be charged a late
registration fee of one dollar per day starting

Monday,Feb. 7.

No part-time student will be enrolled after 12 noon Sat. Feb. 12.

The Marshall College evening program presents to the part-time

student thirty-eight fields and eighty*nine classes from which to

choose from.

These fields range from Art and advertising to zoology

and botany.
Evening classes will begin Monday, Feb. 7.
-30-
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For Immediate Release

(Professor Jolley)

Professor Vernon D. Jolley, head of the Marshall College Business

Administration Department, will present a program, "Records as An
Aid ffo Management" today, Feb. 4, at 2 P. M. over WSAZ-TV.

The program, the third in a series of eight half-hour shows dealing

with the general topic, "Business Management In The Home", will follow
the same basic formual as the earlier program.
Professor Jolley, a member of the National Association of Cost
(

Accountants, received an A. B. degree at Greenville College, Illinois;
an M. B. A. degree at the University of Michigan, and is a candidate

for a PH.D. at the University of Chicago.

Professor Jolley expects his series of light programs to end
on or about March, 11.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 2-3-55
For Immediate Release

(President Stewart H. Smith)

President Stewart H. Smith, of Marshall College, will attend

a meeting of the State Cival Defense Advisory Council at the State
capitol Tuesday, ffeb. 8, at 10 A. M.

President Smith was appointed to the council by former Governor
Okey L* Patteson, in 1951.
The meeting has been called by Governor William C. Marland.

-3o-
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For Immediate Release

(Dr. Elizabeth Cometti-—1)

Dr. Elizabeth Cometti, professor of history at Marshall
College, will address the McDowell Woman’s Club at Welch
Saturday (Feb. 5)»

Her subject will be "Mutual Aid Is Mutual Security.
-30«
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FUR -LO^DIATE BKLSAPB

BOB HULL, SPOUT; > EDITOR
MAGTHALL’S BIG GIWEN BL,KET8aLL TEAM ..ILL H3 TRYILG TC GBT BACK
IN THS WIN CCLUi?K SATURDAY NIGH? AT 8:;0 IN THE HUNTINGTON LEJGPI-L
FIF.LD HOUSE, WHEN THEY TAKE ON THS GULDEN EAGLES OF J-.VRRIJ HaRVSI
COLLEGE.
THS HEJiWSON MEN HAVE HO v LOOT TWO IN A RW IK LU-L'i-RlU.-ri

CCWSRHNUE FLAY.

THE l.A tSHALL BASKETSALLERS Wil} BEATEN BY KSNT

STATi- UKIVSUFi’Y ARD WELTERS MICHIGAN, BOTH Ch’ TH8 ROAD IN WHAT COULD
BB CALLED UPSETS.

CU.'.CH EDDIE LING CF i-.O-Eixu Ha ViiY WOULD LIKE NOTHING DET:ER THAN
TO KLOCK OFF THE BIG GREEN AND GET REVEiiGS FOR THE Tut) SETH.-tCKS
THAT MARSHALL HAND::-!) THS QuLDKN SAG.uIA LAAT Y...aH S6-UO, 101-92.
ON THE OTHXR HAND FOR MARSHALL IT IS OHS OF ITS BIGGEST KCN-CCEFK .£{»'■; B

3 -ATT LE.j- ■

TAG BUYS WHO LIV.B IK THS SHADOWS OF MOA -IO HaHVGY, CKBE

RICS

AND PAUL UNDERWOOD FHUM SOUTH CHARLESTON CvGLD L-,LL BE THS DIFFORETCK

BETuLEN THS

AEG THS EaGLHS.

Litica I.; LAALINQ THE LAKHaLL

SCORING U-■F.?NB3 WITH AN AV JRAGE GF 24.3 AND UJiD8:< 000 13 FOURTH IN
TSAK SCCEINQ Ll'IH 16.B PbR U*ME.

CHAiiL;.3IGK FANS AKr. KlFLUTEDvTO

FOLLOW THE RGRHI; HARVEY TSa. TO HUNTINGTON TO LEK TH KIR TWO LOCAL
iCY'i IN* ACTION A

IK-T TH-IR HoFsTGWN COLLEGE.

THS CTHLR STOFI LUj BLOCK IN FRONT OF COACH

6-5 CHARLIE SLACK.

D KIhG’S M;2i WILL Bg

CHARLIE SLT HL; SEASONS HIGH FOR KSBvUNDS LAST

YE...R BY PULLING 43 BALLS FROM THS. B LKBC RD.S IN '.HE FIRST METING
BSTuLEH THE EULTIKG70N AND CHARLESTON SCHOOL>.

HOT GLLY GILL THE

GOLDEN EAGL.S HAVE TO STOF SLaL’K LN THE R'3UvHD DiiMRTi SLT BUT IN IHE
SPRING AS WELL, BECAUSE BLAUiv 13 NOW SEGWiu lii TILL. KITH AN AV&J ;3E
CF 19 POINTS PER GAI '&.

IS M.iv,R.'!LL’3 LA..T Ga E, AG IDSL MSTEnN

MICHIGAN, THE NATIONS KUIPER ONE P.UIUUKD )LN HIT FOR 27 POINTS TO LEAD
.-.DcnaLL SCORING Im a LCLIKG EFFORT. -30-

MARSHALL COLLEGE BASKETBALL STATISTICS SIWARX 2-1-55 Won 10, Lost 3
Per Fouls
NO._________
Field Goals
Free Throws
Rebounds
Points
no. tfisg
games Att. Scor, Pct' Att sccr pct
ave
no.
Players
no. ave
.461
>e Price
6.0
316
13 264 122 £2
107 72 .672
30 2
24.3
79

•n

331 25.4

49

3

248

19.0

5.8

31

1

229

17.6

•774

68 5.6

40

2

219

16.8

9

.562

56

5.0

14

0

35

3.1

10

4

.400

17 1.5

8

0

24

2.1

.428

17

8

.470

80

6.1

40

3

26

2.0

5

.312

8

4

.500

6

6

0

14

1.5
.8

203

92

□453

90

64 .711

Dave Robinson 13 191

85

.445

75

$9

.786

75

82
13

•371

71 55

Lewis Burns U

221
41
41

.316

16

11

27

10

.370

Ray Frazier 13

21

9

Sonney Parkins 9

16

Charlie Slack 13

Paul Underwoodl3

Frank Crum

Paul Hopper

7

6

3

.500

0

0

.000

2

3

0

6

Bob Ashley

4

4

1

.250

1

1 1.000

1

1

0

3

Jerry Pierson 2

2

0

.000

0

0

000

0

0

0

0

Joe Hunnicutt

3

0

.000

0

0

.000

0

0

0

0

1

Team

Own Totals

50

13

Bppnents Totals 13

4

999 422 .427
985

374 .379

222 11

276 .698

765

58.8

364 239 .656

543

31.9 257 11

395

1120

86. i

987

75*9

I
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For Immediate Release

/ '4

(ar. Noble)

Dr. Alma N. Noble, associate professor of French at Marshall
College, has been selected as one of eight educators from
■College faculties throughout the country who will judge a French

slogan-poster contest for high school students.

Sponsored by Pi Delta Phi, national French honorary society,
the aim of the contest is to foster an interest in and appreciation

of France and her culture^. Fifteen national prizes will be
awarded in the contest.

*
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Ballet Program Tonight

K, - ’

Two traditional ballets and one tween midnight and dawn. The
^g/fpew production will be seen when young swans dance with the
Whe TLondon
’ ~ Festival
’ —
...
Ballet
ap- prince’s companions and the dawn
lears tonight at 8:45 P. M. at the proclaims the hour of enjoyment
•^^•^BCeith-Albee Theater as a Mar- has passed. The princess reas'^Cj^haU College Artists Series pres- sumes the form of a swan and’
■ -A'^entatlon.
takes flight, leaving the prince beAmong the stars in the company wildered and grief-stricken.
*
'V100 are Nora Kovach and Ist- Scheherazade: .The curtain rises)
■
■
'
■4
y?X'-.
''
',*van Rabovsky, Hungarian dan- on the Palace of Shariar, Kingi
- f’- ®
‘ '
I™* w,ro
from behind
of India and China. His brotter.
^tron Chrtain last year.
Shah Zeman, tells him his sus
program includes Tciiai- picions about the infidelity of hfc
lgiMW®WSSkov5ky's "Swan Lake-” "SKhe-Wives and especially ot'his fa
A’
L
|
gherazade,” by Rimsky-Korsakov, vorjt8 zobeide; but shariar doe.*
•§$8and “Napoli,” a work being seen not believe it. They both preteno
7^ in this country*for the first time, to leave for a hunting expedition
’ -fi S'.•/n ...
A brief description of the story No sooner have they departec
than the wives bribe the chie:
?•
behind each of the ballets fol Eunuch, custodian of the Harem
blows:
to open the doors leading to the
A-:.' ■
Napoli: The scene is set in the slaves’ quarters. They appear anc
• \ •' ”r| •y
■ Icily of Naples. Gondoliers dance J0Lri the Sultanas. Zobeide enter*
.•
V,' ■
jand a street-singer entertains the last, compelling the Eunuch t<
",C,
open the last door, from whicl
people. Then to the strains of the darts the Golden Slave. An orgj
Tamara Toumanova will be a guest artist when thbarcorol]e>
the
newIy
_____ .— ____ ■ married follows, with food, wine and
pas
London Festival Ballet appears at 8:45 P. M. tonigh couple, Teresina and Gennaro, ap sionate dances at the climax of
at the Keith-Albee Theater as a Marshall C o 11 e g pear with friends. Their romantic which Shariar appears. He is dis
Artist Series presentation. She will be seen in “Swa wedding dance is followed by the turbed about Zobeide, whom he
deeply loves, and she tries to re
i
Lake.”
■
pas de six, into which is inter gain her lord’s grace. He is abom
polated a pas de deux. The ballet to pardon her, but his brothel
is brought to a close with the re reminds him of Zobeide’s love:
who .lies slain at his feet. Shar
nowned tarantella and finale.
iar throws her into the hands o)'
Swan Lake: Prince Siegfried his guards to be killed, but shu
and his friends have planned a snatches a dagger and stabs hei
midnight hunt by a lake, where self. As she dies, the Shah burie:
the night before, they had seen a his face in his hands and the cur
flock of swans flying. As the tain falls. ....
swans approach the surface of the
lake, the first of the swans re-|
veals herself as a beautiful princess. She explains she is a prin
cess who is in the power of an evil
magician, and is forced to assume
thhe form of a swan except be-

raw

* y /'

Bl? 71,6

* A

1f

........................

-

R - I -V..
i

2-

V'

Bar

ry' 1

When Harold Lander’s one-act setting of “Nopoli” is'
produced here by the London Festival Ballet company:
Wednesday evening at the Keith-Albee Theatre, Toni
Lander and Oleg Briansky, above, will be the princi
pals. Guest artists with the famous company will in-1
elude Tamar Toumanova, and Nora Kovach and Istvan
Rabovsky, whose escape from behind the Iron Curtain I
made international headlines recently. The local man
agement emphasized that curtain time will be 8:45
o’clock. Other ballets to be danced Wednesday evening
include “Swan Lake” and “Scheherazade.”

2nd Slot
in MAC Is
At Stoke if,(
Marshall College’s Big Green
eagers hit the hardwood again to
night at Kalamazoo, Michigan,
where they will encounter the
Broncos of Western Michigan in
a Mid-American Conference tilt
which will have a decided effect
on the conference standings.

Cam Henderson’s crew, now
i running second to Miami of Ohio
in the MAC, Is playing the third
place squad and the outcome can
either boost Marshall into a onegame-away position from a tie
for the lead or knock them down
to the third slot.

The Big Green’s MAC record is
5-2 and the Broncos’ 5-3 while
the Miami’s Redskins sport a 7-2.
A repeat of Marshall’s conquest
of Western Michigan this season,
in which they downed the Broncos
j79-50 at the Field House, will
bring the Big Green within one
game of Miami, who plays Toledo
next Saturday.

“HE FLOATS THROUGH THE AIR - — Everett
Burnett of Dallas, right, appears to be floating right
through the air before making a landing on the canvas
in the first round of his semi-final bout in the open
middleweight division of the Golden Gloves Tourna
ment in Dallas Saturday night. It was the third time
that Burnett went down and it won an automatic
Marshall’s only defeats in the
MAC have been at the hands of TKO victory for Airman 2-C Robert Jarmans, left, of
Baltimore, Md.
Miami and Kent State, fifth rank

ing in the conference. The Red
skins downed Marshall January 5
and the Golden Flashes upset the
Big Green at Kent January 22.

The Big Green now possesses a
13-2 season slate (counting a win
over the Republic of China). Their
next home game will be a non
conference affair with Morris
Harvey Saturday at the Field
House.
MAC STANDINGS
Miami
7
2
2
Marshall
5
3
Ohio U.
5
3
1 Western Michigan
5
Bowling Green
4
3
Kent State
3
6
Toledo
3
6
Western Reserve
6
1

720
575
638
594
518
(Ml
568
535

638
515
627
583
551
722
598
558

Audience Thrived '
At Theatre By BaHet
The London Festival Ballet completely conquered a Marshall
College Artists Series audience that packed the Keith-Albee Theatre
last night for its mid-season program. The well-conceived program
opened with a sparkling ballet, “Napoli,” given in America for the
first time, followed with the classical “Swan Lake” and worked up
to a thrilling climax with t h e
sombre and melodramatic “Sche
herazade”.
In the latter work, .the audience
interrupted the action with pro
I
longed outbursts of applause for
the remarkable dancing of its star
artists, Hungarian-born Nora Ko
vach and Istvan Rabovsky.
The charm and grace of Miss
(Special to Tho Advertiser)
Kovach’s dancing, and the extra
■ New freshman, transfer stud
ordinarily emotional effect of Mr.
ents, and other full-time students
Rabovsky’s dramatic acting and
who failed to take part in advance
registration, were registering at'remarkable leaps and spins high
Marshall College today in prepara-1
lighted the evening’s performance,
iion for the opening of classes to-'
and brought them before the cur
morrow at 8 A. M.
tain for an ovation at the close.
Registrants met with college of-'
Other outstanding performers
ficials yesterday in a briefing and
(included Tamara Toumanova,
testing program which lasted
John Gilpin, Nicholai Polajenko,
throughout the day. Today they;
Natalie Krassovska, Violette
. registered for their choice of the
Verdy, Oleg Brainsky and Anita
563 spring semester courses in the
main reading room of the James.
Landa. Miss Toumanova, e s p eE. Morrow Library. According to
cially, captivated her audience
Luther E. Bledsoe, Marshall regis-!
with a. movingly touching inter
trar and director of admissions,
pretation of the lead role in
the registration process has been
Tschaikowsky’s “Swan Lake”.
greatly speeded up by the use of
Long and careful training was,
new mechanical registration equip
evident in the ebullient perform
ment.
'
ance of the youthful corps de bal
let, scenic and lighting effects
Late Fee Is Set
were excellent, and the orchestra
Part-time students will enroll
was ably conducted and efficient,
in. the library Friday, February 4, .
lit all added up to a dramatically
between 7 and 9 P. M.
|
exciting evening of fine entertain
A late registration fee will be:
ment.
imposed upon all full-time students
who enroll after today. The late
fee will be one dollar Thursday
and will increase at the rate of
one dollar each business day until
Wednesday, February 9. Full-time
students will not be registered
after 4:30 on that date.
For part-time students, the late
registration fee will be one dollar
Monday, February 7, and will in
crease at the rate of one dollar
each week day until Saturday,
February 12. No part-time stud
ents will be enrolled after that
date.
Subjects ranging from art and.
advertising to zoology and chemis
try will be offered to the students
during the spring semester. These
subjects represent thirty-eight
fields of endeavor and are pre
sented to the student in some 563
classes.
Day classes will begin tomorrow
at 8 A. M. and evening classes will)
commence Monday.

Classes To
Get Started
At Marshall

(

<2-
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Frosh Defeat
Morris Harvey
For 10th Win

Freshmen]
j Marshall College’s
basketballers . took an early lead
and fought off a late rilly by
Morris Harvey’s Junior Varsity
last night in Charleston to defeat
the Eagles, 97-86.
The Little Green led by 14 at
. halftime, but saw the margin slip
to three early in the second half.
However, Marshall’s Dave Kirk,
Jack Freeman and Hal Greer had
enough to ward off the rally and
win.
Kirk led the winners with 33, as
the usual high-scoring Freeman
was held to 19. Greer chipped in
with 16. Others in double figures
included John Mayfield with 11
and Dave Dingus with 10. For the
losing Morris Harvey team, Jones
had 17 and Larry Tyree 12.
The Little Green now own a 10-1
record, losing only to Ohio U.’s
frosh.
Mar. ‘Frosh’ (97) POS. M. Harvey (86)
8
Harris
Greer
4
19 F D. Tyree
Freeman
13
11 C Clutchfield
Mayfield
II
33 G L. Tyree
Kirk
10
8 G Aborgast
Patton

Uuyandotte
Club To Hear
Dr. Moffat

| Dr. Charles H. Moffat of the
history department at Marshall
College, will speak at a meet
ing of the Guyandotte Woman’s
.Club at 7:30 P. M. tonight at
Guyandotte Methodist
Church. His topic will be “Pres-1
idents’ Wives.”
Special music will be pre
sented by Mrs. Robert Dillon,
organist; Mrs. Earl Irwin, pian
ist, and Miss Patricia Green,
violinist.
A report of the nominating
committee ’will be given, and
names of candidates for mem
bership will be presented.
Hostesses will be Mrs. Allen
Rogers, chairman, Mrs. V. C.
Hurst, Mrs. Carl Withers, Mrs.
R. E. Spencer, Mi's. Charles
Grubbs, Mrs. H. 0. Sheets, Mrs.
H. B. Mackoy, Mrs. Wilson D.
Linville and Mrs. E. D. Howard.

<>

SUBS — Marshall — Dingesi 10, Blake
SUBS
2. Morris Harvey — Lusk 8, Jones 17,
Martin 12.

Smith Named
Obi Education
Study Group
Dr. Stewart ‘H. Smith, presi
dent of Marshall College, has been
appointed to a committee which
will plan a statewide conference
on education for next fall.
The conference will be prellm’ inary to President Eisenhower’s
White House Conference on Edu
cation to be held in Washing
ton, D. C., November 28 to De
cember 1.
Governor Marland, on the rejuest of President Eisenhower,
xas appointed a state committee
o plan and direct the West Vir
ginia conference. W. W. Trent,
state superintendent of schools, is
committee chairman. •
Public Law 530, passed by Con-1
gress last fall, allocates $700,000
to the states for defraying a per-1
tion of the costs of preparing for
and conducting these meetings.,

J

J). 2 .Q o'

Smith To Talk
On M. C. Needs
<•" ITV-

x ,

X, \

Problems affecting tlie public as
the result of inadequate state fi
nancing at Marshall College will
be discussed by Dr. Stewart H.
Smith, ‘ Marshall president, on
Nick Basso’s news program over
WSAZ-TV Wednesday at 6:45 P. M.
, He will appear on the News
Picture” for five minutes.
Dr. Smith will appear on WSAZTV again Sunday, February 6,
,to discuss college problems with
(two leading scheduled
Huntingtonians.
This
to||
program is
, J’tor a6:30
"'3n **

|6:45 P. M.

X '^6
(

College Theater
Tryouts Today
Tryouts for the Marshall Col
lege Theater production scheduled
for March 16, 17 and 18, will be
gin in the auditorium of Old
Main today.
Clayton Page, director, will de
vote the afternoon and evening
today and tomorrow to trying out
students who wish to have a part
in the play. Twenty-five charac
ters will be selected. The produc
tion is “Pi-Pa-Ki” (Lute Song),
a classic of ancient China.

Green Frosh
Trim Eagle
Jayvees 97-86
The Marshall College Freshman
■.earn turned back a second half
rally by the Morris Harvey Junior
Varsity, and put on a closing point
streak of their own to defeat the
‘Little Eagles’ 97 to 86 last night
at Charleston.
After leading by fourteen points
at intermission, the Little Green,
was hard pressed as the Eagles
came breathing down their neck.
In no time at all Morris Harvey
cut Marshall’s 54 to 40, half time
lead to a narrow three point mar
gin at 58 to 55. The high riding
Marshall Frosh had enough in
them to turn back the tide for
their victory.
They now own a 10-1 record and
it marks the second time this
season that they have beaten the
Morris Harvey JV’s.
I High scoring Jack Freeman was
[held to 19 points, but David Kirk
(filled in outstandingly, with 33
markers.
M. HARVEY
MAR. ‘FBOSH’ POS.
io f :Harris
Greer
10 f D.
: Tyree
! Freeman
11 C IClutchfield
Mayfield
33 G L. Tyree
| Kirk
8 G AborgaBt
.
’ Patton

$

10

SUBS — Marshall — Dlnjesi 10, Bia.’
2. Morris Harvey — Lack 8, Jone*/
Martin 12.
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For lr. laedia'.e delease
Bob Bull, Sports Editor

College basketball returns to Huntington tomorrow night at 6:00,
when Marshall College takes on Morris Harvey at Memolral Field House.

For both teams it will be a non-conference a£. air.

The Marsha}!

teaia of the Mid-American will be meeting the defending Campions of

the West Virginia Confer nee.

Of the t wo conferences the Mid-American

is the largest and the toughest, but who; ..-ever Marshall plays Morrin
H .rvey, you can j i<ch the p. st records and,, statistics out the window.

In the p st it has been the Big Green the winner, but the boys from

Charleston always give the Marshall tea® one of its hardest games.
If Coach Eddie King hopes to stop the Marshall team, ha will

have to use some type of defense.co stop the Big Green’s fast break
offense.
»",

in 13 games thia season, th® Marahiill fast bresk hra produced

a tot si oX’ 1120 points for an average of Eb.ffi per g.nsie.

The pacemaker in the scoring this season ia fast break middle mrwt
Cebe Price.

Price h.*a scored 316 points for an average of 24.3.

Cebe is followed in the scoring by center Charlie Slack, who is hitting
at 19 per gane.

Lther double figure scorers are Co-Captain Dave

Robinson 17.6, and Paul underwood with 16.6.
Last year’s Morris H;*rvcy^arshall game brought national notices

aa 6-5 canter Charlie Slack got 43 rebounds, which was the highest

single g.s®e effort nationally

by any player.

At th® present Llack

ia picking the ball off the b.,CK boards at en average of 25.4.

Coach Gam Henderson is expected to start with Price &nd Koblnson
at the forward*, Black at canter, and underwood at guard.
*<

fiuard positions will bo
Bums.

xho other

ployed by either 0-6 Ray Fr-usier or 6-2 Lewis

Frazier started Marshall's last game at western Michigan.
-30-
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For Immediate Release

(Spring Registration)

Regular registration for part-time students at Marshall College

will continue today, Feb. 5, until 12 noon.

Students who have not

registered by this time may enroll between Monday, Feb. 7 and

Saturday, Feb. 12, by paying a late registration fee of one dollar
per day.

Part-time students will not be enrolled after 12 noon

Saturday, Feb. 12.

Students enrolling under the Marshall College evening, or part-

tin:e plan will have eighty-nine classes representing th^fey-eight

fields to select from.
-30-
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For IjJmediate Release

(Spring Registration)

Part-time students at Marshall College registered today from

8:30 A. M. to 12 noon to complete the regular registration period
for eighty-nine evening classes representing thirty-eight fields

of study.

Students who failed to register today may still enroll between

Monday, Feb. 7 and Saturday, Feb. 12, by paying a late registration
fee of one dollar per day.

Part-ti^e students will not be Enrolled after 12 noon Saturday,
Feb. 12.

-30-
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For Release Sunday, Feb. 6

To the Herald-Advertiser

(Dt9 Smith on Marshall Problem:-—1)

Four leading Huntingtonians will make a 15-minute appearance
over WSAZ-TV Sunday evening (Feb. 6) to discuss problems affecting

the public which result from inadequate state financing and

increased enrollment at Marshall College*
Moderator of the group will be Nick Basso, news director of
the television station here*
)

Other participants in the roundtable/^:

discussion will be Dr. Stewart H. Smith, Marshall College

v—>

president} Duncan W. Daugherty, president of Marshall Foundation, Inc.j
and William H. Thompson, president of the Mar shall College Alumni

Association.

The program is scheduled for 6:30 to

p. m.

-30-
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To

Herald-Advertiser

For Sunday, February 6, 1955

(Concert Band)

The Marshall College Concert Band will present a concert
in Old Main auditorium Monday, February 7, at 8:15 p.m., composed

of overatures and lively marches,

according to Dr. C. L. Kings

bury, director of the band.

"This is an opportunity for the public to hear the Concert
Band at its best," Kingsbury said, "with a wide selection

of

music of the type that would be heard on any good symphony
program."

I

The Concert Band is a unit of approximately 60 performers
composed chiefly of students whoare preparing to be music

teachers.
This is the last program the band will give in Huntington

before going on a state-wide tour sometime next month.

The program will include: ’’Blaze Away”, a march by Holzmann;
"Italian in Algiers”, an overature by Grossini; "Symphony Number

Six”, themes by Tschaikowsky; "A Solemn Music”, Thompson; "George

Washington Bridge", William Schuman; "Whoop it Up", a march by

Friedman; and "The Flying Dutchman", an overature by Richard
Wagner.
The concert is open to the public and there will be no

charge for admission.
i.

-30-
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Feb. 4, 1955
Questions on TV program, Marshall College and The Public

Nick Basso;
(to Duncan V/. Daugherty, Marshall Foundation president)
What is the Marshall Foundation?

What is the Marshall Foundation attempting to do?
(to William H. Thompson, president of the Marshall College
Alumni Association)

How many Marshall alumni are there?

What is the Marshall College Alumni Association doing to help
the Sollege?
(

,

(to Dr. Stewart H. Smith, president, Marshall College)

What position does Marshall hold in West Virginia1s system
of education?
What are Marshall’s three divisions?

Mr. Daugherty:

(to Dr. Smith)
I notice that the state has recalled more than 73,000 dollars

from this year’s Marshall budget.

What has been the immediate effect

of this action?
(to Dr. Smith)
What will be the long-range effect of increasing enrollments
and inadequate finances on Marshall College?

(

I

fc- • .i

c
Mr. Thompson:

(to Dr. Smith)
What effect does inadequate state financing have on Marshall’s
faculty?
Under the circumstances, how have you been able to keep subh

a well-qualified faculty at Marshall?
Can you take care of all the students who wish to attend Marshall
without additional faculty members?
Mr. Daugherty:

(to Dr. Smith)
You have some excellent facilities at Marshall, don’t you,

Dr. Smith?
What facilities are most needed at Marshall College?
Mr, Basso:

(to Dr*Smith)
What can the public do to help solve the problems facing

Marshall College?

1^7- < ‘ I
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For Immediate Release

Independent Herald
4.

(Battalion Sponsors)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (MCIS)-- Anne Cline, daughter of Mr. and

Mrs. Jesse Cline of Kopperston, Wyoming County, has been elected
sponsor of the Marshall College Reserve Officers Training Corps

battalion.

The title of sponsor carries with it the. honorary rank

of Lieutenant Colonel in the ROTC corps of cadets.

Miss Cline was selected from a group of ten candidates in a

4

general election within the corps of cadets.

the Teachers College at Marshall.

-30-
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She is a junior in
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For Immediate Release

Williamson Daily News

(Company Sponsor)

HUNTINGTON, V/. VA. — (MCIS)—Mina Hensley, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Mose Hensley of No. 1 Sunset Blvd., Williamson, has been elected

sponsor of Company A of the Marshall College Reserve Officers Taining
Corps battalion.

The title of sponsor carries with it the honorary

rank of Captain in the ROTC corps>ii$hcadets.

Miss Hensley was selected f|pm a group of ten candidates in a

general election within the corps of cadets.
the Teachers College at Marshall.

-30-
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For Immediate Release
St. Albans Adveirtiser

(Company Sponsor)

HUNTINGTON, W. VAfy—(MC IS)—Josephine Trent, daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Trent of Route 1, St. Albans, has been elected
sponsor of Company
Corps battalion.

D of the Marshall

College Reserve Officers Training

The title of sponsor carries with it the honorary

rank of Captain in the EOTC corps of cadets.

Miss Trent was selected from a group of ten candidates in a
V

general election within the corps of cadets,

the College of Arts and Sciences at Marshall.
-30-
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To the Herald-Dispatch

For Release Monday, Feb. 7

(Band Concert)

A

coj

ert of overdtures and lively marches will be

presented at Old Main auditorium on the Marshall College

campus this evening by the college concert band.

The program will begin at 8:1? p. m.
Dr. C. L. Kingsbury, head of the Marshall department

of music and band director, said the public is invited to
4

attend the concert without charge.

The concert band is a unit of about 60 performers

composed chiefly of students preparing to be music
teachers^

Program features include:

"Blaze Away," a march by Holzmann; "Italian in

Algiers," an overature by Grossini; "Symphony Number Six,"

themes by Tschaikowsky; "A Solemn Music,2" Thompson;
"George Washington Bridge," William Schuman; "Whoop It Up,"

a march by Friedman; and "The Flying Dutchman," an overature by Richard Wagner.
This is the last program the band will give in
Huntington before going on a state-wide tour next month.
-30-
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To the Advertiser
For Release Monday, Feb. 7

(Band Concert)

The Marshall College Concert Band will present a
ad.

program 'overtures and lively marches for the public at
Old Main auditorium on the Marshall campus this evening,
beginning at 8:15 p. m.

The concert is open to the public without charge.

"This is an opportunity for

people of the

Huntington area to hear a concert band at its best," said
t

t

Dr. C. L. Kingsbury, head of the Marshall department of

music and band director.
This is the last program the 60-piece band will
give in Huntington before taking a tour of the state
next month.

Selections included on the program are:

"Blaze Away," a march by Holzraann; "Italian in Algiers, w
an overature by Grossini; "Symphony Number Six," themes
by Tschaikowsky; "A Solemn Music," Thompson; "George

Washington Bridge," William Schumann; "Whoop It Up," a
inarch by Friedman; and "The Flying Dutchman," an overature

by Richard Wagner•
-30-
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For Release Monday, Feb. 7

(UHSP 21st annual congress-- 1)

The 21st annual congress of the United High School Press

of West Virginia and the annual meetings of two associated
organizations will taka place at Marshall College April 29
and 30, it was announced today by Professor W# Page Pitt

head of the Marshall College department of journalism and
founder of the UHSP#
The other organizations are another student group, the
s> (

United High School Yearbook Association* and an organization
of teachers* the Journalism Teachers Association of West Virginia#
This will be the fourth annual mooting of the yearbook

association and the 17th convention of the teachers1 group#
About 300 young people from 170 West Virginia public high

schools and 5 Oatholic high schools are expected to attend
sessions of the UHSP congress#
The annual banquet will take place at the Marshall
College dining hall Saturday evening, April 30#

This affair

is sponsored each year by the Huntington Publishing Company
and Col# J. H# Long* known as the "Daddy of the United High

School Press of West Virginia#’1
(more)

»
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(UHSP 21st annual congress-—2)

The Chamber of Commerce luncheon Is scheduled for the
same place at 1 p. m. that day.

Don Baker, managing director of

the Huntington Chamber of Commerce, will direct the event.
The United High School Brees is an organisation of high

school newspaper editors who come together each spring to exchange
ideas and find inspiration by meeting successful Journalists and
other Amerioans active in muss jornisajiiaations.

Professor Pitt, who ia executive secretary of the VHSP,
organized the press group in 1927,

Howard K. Gore.

The first speaker was Governor

The greatest attendance at the annual congress

was reachod in 1931 when 601 young people from all parts of

Vsicst Virginia assembled on the Marshall campus.

Speakers for the 21st annual congress will be announced

after arrangements have been completed.

Last year's ban;net

and luncheon speakers ware C. Yates MaBsniel, noted Associated

Press foreign correspondent now assigned to the department of

defense, and Dallas C. Higbee, news editor of fche Charleston
Gazette anl 1939 Journalism graduate of Marshall College.
Program chairman of the event ia James H. Herring, director

the Marshall College Information Service and member of the
Journalism department faculty.
i

Miss Virginia Lee of the Journalism

faculty is in charge of registration.

Officers of the UHSP are Yvonne Watson, Belle, president;

(more)
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(UHSP 21st annual congress-—3)

Brace Cantley* Seth* vice president* and Joanne Hoffett*

Huntington* recording secretary*
Yearbook association Officers are Jdary Loa Wilmoth*
Clay* president; Tina Christy, .South Charleston* vice president;

text Amelia Jarrett* Clendenin, secretary* and Carolyn

Stephenson, Belle* parliamentarian*

Officers of the teachers’ organisation are James P.
Stinnette* Princeton* president; Hrs. Betty Nichols* Hunting ton*

vic© president* and John C. West* Fairmont, recording secretary.
-30-
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For Immediate Release
To the Charleston Daily Mail, Charleston, W. Va.

(Company Sponsors)

Two Charleston students, Beverly Bupp and Carol Workman?
have been elected sponsors of Companies B and C of the Marshall
College Reserve Officers Training Corps battalion.

The title

of sponsor carries with it the honorary rank of Captain in
the ROTC corps of cadets.
Miss Bupp, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. B. K. Bupp of 408
Monongalia Avenue, Company B sponsor, is a sophomore in the

Teachers College at Marshall.

Miss Workman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Workman

of 903 Evanwood Road, Company C sponsor, is a junior in the
Teachers College at Marshall.

Miss Bupp and Miss Workmanwwere selected from a group of
ten candidates in a general election within the corps of cadets.
-30-
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Bob Null
M rsiall College Basketball Statistics 2-5- 55
Games Field Goals
Free Throws
Bob.
PF
Pl vers
KO. Att. Scor. Pct. Att, Scor. lot. No. Ave. No. D.

i

Points
Ro. Ave.

Pr 1 ce

14

284

131

.461

117

78

.666

82

5.9

34

2

340

24.2

Slack

14

219

103

.470

98

70

.715 361

25.7

53

3

276

19.7

RcHnsou

14

208

95

.456

81

64

.790

82

5.9

32

1

254

18.1

Ur Derwood

14

93

.387

77

59

.766

86

6.1

42

2

245

17.5

Evras

11

41

13

.316

16

9

.562

56

5-0

14

0

35

3.1

Claim

12

33

12

.393

14

5

.342

18

1.5

10

0

29

2.4

Frazier

14

9

.428

19

10

.421

84

6.0

42

3

26

1.8

Pe. rkins

9

16

5

.312

8

4

.500

6

6

0

14

1.5

Hopper

7

6

3

.500

0

0

.000

2

3

0

6

.8

Aghley

4

4

1

.250

1

1

1.000

1

1

0

3

Pj arson

2

2

0

.000

0

0

.000

0

0

0

0

Hunnicutt

1

3

0

.000

0

0

.000

0

0

0

0

T«

14 1077 46? .431

0?m Totals

Opr, Totals 14 1064 4o8

,3-3

.693 832 59.4 237 11 1228 87.7
394 265 ,672 5'"3 42.0 276 12 1031 77.2__

431 298

Mld-American Conference Games for Marshall players scoring i double figures
Flayers Genes Field Goals
Free Throws
Feb.
PF
Points
IK). Att. Scot. Jet. Att. scor. Pct. No. Ave. Wo, D. No. Ave
Price

8

156

129

.467

60

38

.633

6.1

19

1

134

23.0

Slack

8

125

56

.443

65

45

.690 201 25.1

J!

2

157

19.6

Underwood

8

149

55

.369

42

29

.690

Robinson

8

111

42

.378

34

•'■’U, Totals

8

606

250

.412

228

150

.657 433 54.1 145

Jpp.To tals

8

566

225

.397

236

154

.652 333 41.6 135

«

49

39

4.7

28

2

139

17.3

.705 M4

5.5

18

0

108

13.5

8

650

81.2

6

604

75.0

i
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For Iraiaedira® Release
Bob Kull, Sports Editor

Ohio University's Bobcats will serve as the opponents for
Marshall's i> ekatbellers at 6:00 -.-edneoday night -at kesaorinsl Fieldhouse,

as ths Big Green returns to Mld-Aaerican *-onfe ence pl.--y.

In the first meeting of the two teams this season at Athens,
Ohio, Karsh-ill was the winner 105-85, out it wsfl a rod. hot Marshall
tea®

th't night.

Ohio,

they took on Virginie and Carnegie Tech and wtwit over the

Luring the tiise that the Karsh all sen played

century ssark in all three congests.

After the Carnegie gam Marshall

was the number one scoring teamiin the nation, hitting for an
average in the nineties, but dropped to 87.7 per gs»e.

In Marshall's last gm a,./;iiist Morris Hervey College, The big

*

Green cut of nhcold streak by hitting for 108 points, which was
their highest of the season.
*>

So Ohio Gnive<*eity moy h vs the ».isfortune

of having to pl-’f.y the Henderson Bien -when they rra at their best.

The Msrshnll tea® c-.n look for s real battle from the »obc >ts,

because the Ohio tea® beat >-iai»i, which handed Karsh-11 its first
defeat of the season.

The Ohio teas dropped Western Michigan froa

the leadership of conference back when the Broncos whereon its ro«d
trip.
The visiting Bote ‘.t a will be nesting a tea;; that Is unde-iftod

on its horn court in Marshall.

Gn the other hmd. Ohio University is

the only confe ence $at» that Marshall has won on the road this
season.
<

For both team its the cake or break gaae.

A defeat for either

t-hio or Marshall would just about put the® out of the conference r ce.

(wre)
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Bob Null-Sports Editor —2

If Ohio hopes to win they will have to play a tight defense, because

four of Marshall’s starting five are scoring in double figures,
both in conference play and in all total games.

scorer with an average of 24.2.

Cebe Price is top

Charlie Slack is next with 19.7,

followed by Dave Robinson with 18.1, and Paul Underwood’s 17.5.
Charlie Slack, the nation’s number one rebounder is averaging

25.7.

He is leading the Mid-American Conference with an a verage of

25.1.

Slack was the number two rebounder in the nation laat

year end the top man in the conference.

-30-
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For 'iriimediate Release

(Life Planning Week)

"The Time of Your Life” will be the theme for the annual

observance of Life Planning Week programs at Marshall College
February 29-24, and Dr. Floyd Faust, pastor of the Broad Street

Christian Church of Columbus, Ohio will be the feature speaker.

A period for religious emphasis on the Marshall campus,
Life Planning Week this year will consist of convocations, vespers,
seminars, class room talks and informal bull sessions.

Dr. Faust, has been pastor of the Broad Street Church since
1929 and under him it has become one of the strongest and most
influential in 6hio.

Ho has served in all phases of civic and

religious circles in his city and state, and was president of th
Columbus Council of Churches for several years.

Dr. Faust holds a Bachelor of Science degree f rcmMlmington

College and a Bachelor of Arts and Master of Arts from 0|io State
University.

He received his ^hD in the field of philosophy from

Ohio State in 1935•

Life Planning Week will begin with a Vesper service in the

Student Union February 20 at 4*30 p. m. and will be followed at
8:JO with a Hymn Sing directed by Dr. and Mrs. W. D. Eddowes,

directors

of music at Huntington’s First Presbyterian Church.

Dr. Faust will deliver five addresses during Life Planning veek,
based on his central theme "Living With Energy and Enthusiasm."
His first two messages,"Something to Live On" and "Somethin; to Live
For", will be delivered in the Greenhouse Lounge Monday, February 21

I

£
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(.Life Planning Week—-2)

at 12:15 p. m. and 7:30 p. m., respectively.
"Someone to Live With” will be the topic of Dr. Faust’s address
in Old Main auditorium at 11 A. M.

Tuesday, February 22.

He will

speak again Wednesday, February 23, at 7:30 £_•; M. to a Greenhouse
audience on the subject "Someplace to Go” and will make his "Summation”

address in Old Main auditorium Thursday, February 24 at 11 A. M.

During Life Planning Week ministers and laymen from local
churches will speak to students in clashes, when requested by the
$

teacher, on topics related to class study.

Bull sessions, or question

and answer periods, are also planned in the dormitories, fraternity
houses and at Donald Court.

Executive officers of Life Planning Week are: Hugh Fultz,
Huntington senior, chairman, Maywood Ellifritt, Greenwood junior,

co-chairman; M ry Lee Hansbarger, Huntington senior, recording

secretary; Betty Lou Cornett, Northfork sophomore, corresponding
secretary; and Fr-nk Bourner, Huntington junior, treasurer.
Faculty chairman is Dr. Paul D. Stewart, assistant professor of
political science.
-30-
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For Immediate Release

(ROTC Ball|

Ih^^eserve Officers Training CorpS of Marshall College will

have'tstesesr annual military ball Friday, Feb. 11 from 9 P. M.
to 1 A. M. at the Cabaret Room.

Battalion and company sponsors will be presented during the
evening, according to Dean Sedinger, planning committee co-chairman.

The sponsors are: Anne Cline, Kopperston junior, battalion sponsor;

Mina Hensley, Williamson sophomore, Beverly Bupp, Charleston sophomore,
Carol Workman^ Charleston junior, and Josephine Trent, St. Albans

freshman, company sponsors.

Lt. Colonel Tiller Carter, Major Robert K. Winsley, and Major
Purdy Phillips will chaperone and Ed Lancaster1s Orchestra will
provide the music.

-30-
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For Immediate Release

To the Charleston Daily Mail, Charleston, W. Va.

(Harry Crosby)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA. — (MCIS) — Harry Crosby, son of Mr. and
Mrs. L. L. Crosby of 1598-1/2 Washington Street, Charleston, has
been elected House ^resident of the Sigma Phi Epsilon social
fraternity at Marshall College.

As house president,Crosby is responsible for the general conduct

and appearance of the chapter house.

He was elected by the active

members of the fraternity.
&

His wife, Lois W. Crosby, resides at 1104 Hunt Avenue,
Charleston.

Crosby is a senior in the College of Arts and Sciences at
Marshall.

-30-
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For Immediate Release
Herald*Dispatch

(Spring Registration)

Late registration for full-time students at Marshall College
will end today/ (Feb. 9), according to Luther E. Bledsoe, Marshall

College registrar and director of admissions.

IFull-time

students have been enrolling since Feb. 2 by paying

a late registration fee at the rate of one dollar per day.

Students

who have not enrolled may still do so until 4 P. M. today.

Part-time students may enroll until 12 noon Saturday,Feb. 12y

under the late registration plan.

-30-
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For Immediate Release

(Spring registration)

Late registration for full-time students at Marshall College

ends today^f (Feb. 9)? according to Luther E. Bledsoe* Marshall
College registrar and director of admissions.
Full-time students have been enrolling since Feb. 2 by paying
$

a latje registration fee of one dollar per day.

Students who had

not enrolled earlier could do so up until 4 P. M. today, when the

late registration period for full-time students officially closed.
i

Part-time students may enroll until 12 noon Saturday, Feb. 12.

-30-
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For Immediate Release

(convocation-- 1)

Don Farnworth and Marlene Dell, renowned dances, step into
the Marshall College Convocation spotlight Thursday, Feb.10, at

11 A. M. with a program ranging from classical ballet to musical
comedy.

Individually and together Don and Marlene have performed on
television shows, in Broadway productions, in night clubs and resort

hotels, and on concert tours.

xhey have received critical acclaim

from audiences and critics alike for their lively dance
c.

int erpretat ions.
Marlene Dell, born in Union City, New Jersey, has been on

stage since playing the {junior lead in "Blind Alley" at the age of
During World War II, she danced in hospitals to entertain

seven.

GIs.

She has had lengthy ballet training with Madame Anderson,

teacher of Alicia Alonzo, Melissa Hayden and other stars of Ballet
Theatre.

Her performances with the Corps de Ballet at the Radio

City Music Hall in New York led to frequent appearances on the Perry

Como television show and others.
■<

Don Farnworth, born in Carey, Idaho, arrived in New Youk after
his Army discharge, scored immediate dancing success in "Sleepy
Hollow" and "Allegro” on Broadway, later on television with "Country
Style" and other shows.

For TV, summer stock and off-braodway

shows such as "Pal Joey", he has danced and done choreography.

(more)
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(Convocation—2)
Combined, they mergg their abilities in presenting a program

consisting of

ballet in both classical and modern fields and musical

comedy in ragtime and soft dhoe.

They are accompanied by Gene Szabo

at the Piano.

Their program will open with Tschaikowski’s "Nutcracker Suite",
followed by Chopin’s "Les Sylphides".

After selections from

Debussy and Liszt they will do "Thous Swell" by Richard Rodgers;

"Velvet Glove" by Spina; "Come to Me, Bend to Me" by Lerner and Lowe;
"The Old Soft Shoe" by Lewis and Hamilton;"Hungarian Rhapsody

No. 12" by Liszt; and "Shangri-la" by Maxwell and "Melnatek.
-30(
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Far Immediate Release
Bob Mull,sports editor
Ohio University’s Bobcats will take to the floor at 8:00 at

Memorial Field Mouse tomorrow night, against the Marsh"-11 Big Green.
The visiting Bobcats are expected to give the fast breaking

Henderson men one of their toughest games.

Marshall has $ record

of 11-3> with the t ree losses coming from Miami, Kent State, and
Western Michigan.

These three teams were hasten by the bobcats.

The outcome of tomorrow night’s gfone will decide third pl^ce
in the Mid-American Conference,

At the present Marshall and Ohio

University both have conference records of 5*3*

about put the te
&

A loss would just

out of the running for the conference crown.

£ -ch team will have four of its starting five scoring in
double figures, Cede Price le-ids the Marshall scoring with 24.2,
followed by Charlie Slack at 19.7> Dave Robinson with 18.1, &nd guard

Paul Underwood 17*5.

Fred Moore is the top scorer for the Bo cats

with an average of 16.3.

He is followed by Dick Garrison at 14.9f

Bob Strawser hitting 12.0, and Bob Evans at 10.6 per game.
The Ohio te sm will make a lineup switch by starting 6-4 ixenry

Pell.

Fell was given the starting postic&n with the hope that he

could rebound with Charlie Slack, the nation’s number one rebounder.
31 ck is averaging 25.7.

-30-
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For immediate release

(College Theatre)

"An Inspector Calls" will be presented by the Marshall
College Theatre in Old Main auditorium March 16, 17 and 18,
as the second production of the 29th season, according to

Clayton R. rage, director of the play.
The Chinese classic "Lute Song", originally scheduled

as tiie second production of the year, has bean shelved because
of casting difficulties.

An. English play by J. B. Priestley, "An Inspector Calls"
t

was firdt done In this country in New York in 19J+7.
The action of the play occurs in an English industrial
city in 1910.

The plot is concerned with the interrogation

of an eminently respective British family, which is subjected

to routine inquiry In connection with the suicidal death of
a young girl.

Underneath the play there is an air of mystic unreality
that shows the strange twist that takes place in human beings

when their conscience are ’Effected.
"This is a plot play", Page said,"one that calls for real

acting because of the long, sustaining parts necessary to develop
the plot."

The cast calls for three women and four non and to give

f

more students an oi portunity to take part in the play lags said
that he might use a double cast.

This will be the 112th play in twenty-nine seasons for the
Marshall players.
-30-
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For Immediate Release
To Pittsburgh Press, Pittsburgh, Pa.

(Pittsburgh Student)

HUKTIKGTOK, W. VA.-- (MG IS)-- VJilliam^®^^ son of Mr. and
Mrs. A. Siedel of 21 Stewart Avenue, Pittsburgh, has been appointed

i

house manager of the Sigma Phi Epsilon social fraternity at

Marshall College in Huntington, West Virginia.
■

Siedel is responsible for the fraternity house meal program
I

and the maintenance and upkeep of the house in general.
A

Siedel is a junior in the College of Arts and Sciences at

Marsh'-ll.

-30-
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To the Herald-Dispatch

For Release Thursday, Feb, 10

(Dance team—1)

I

CUTLINES

Don Farnworth and Marlene Dell, noted dancers of

television and stage, will appear at a student convocation
in 0|d Main auditorium at Marshall College today at 11 a, m.
MS

They will present a program ranging from classical ballet to
musical comedy.

-30-
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To the Herald-Dispatch

For Immediate Release

(Home economics alumnae)

Home economics alumnae of Marshall College will
see a demonstration on hair styles for 1955 at a meeting in

the faculty lounge of Northcott hall today (Thursday) at

8 p. m.
The demonstration will be given by Jack Hensley and
(

Mrs. Helen George of Hensley's Beauty Salon.

-30-
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To ths Advertiser

For Release Thursday, Feb. 10

(Homa economics alumnae)

Hair styles for 1955 will be demonstrated for home
economics alumnae of Marshall College at a meeting in the
faculty lounge of Northcott hall today (Thursday) at 8 p. m.

Jack Hensley and Mrs. Helen George of Hensley’s Beauty

Salon will give the demonstration.
-30-
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For Immediate Release
To Jo Ann Herring

(Mrs, John Baker White)

Mrs. John Baker White of 623 Elm St. has been elected
as a member of the executive committee of the Conference on College
Composition and Communications for a three-year term.

Mrs, White,

associate professor of English at Marshall College, will attend
•i

the Sonference sessions in Chicago March 23-25*

The donference

is an affiliate of the National Council of Teachers of English.

-30-
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Also please include in the AAUW publication, Chatter.

FUt..

Bob Null, Sports Publicity Director, Marshall College, Huntington, West Virginia
Campus Sports News.

Saturday night’s basketball battle between Morris Harvey and Marshall was somewhat of

a homecoming fdr one of Marshall’s all time greats, "Mr. Basketball”, Jule

Rivlin.

Jule

was down from Wheeling with the sports editorof the Wheeling Intelligencer, Bill Bibb, and

Co-Captain Dave Robinson’s father, to see the fast breaking Big Green in action.
Before game time, Jule went down to see his old college coach, Cam Henderson and joking

ly saij "Hope Price fouls out".

Rivlin looked in good enough shape to have taken over for the

youthful Price.

When field house announcer, Bob Friedly,

announced that Rivlin was in attendance, the

crowd gave him quite a hand, which goes to prove that the real greats are never completely
forgotten.

Marshall has had some of the nation’s best men in the middle of its fast break

offense, such as Babe Mazza, Bill Toothman) and Walt Walowac, but Rivlin was the first.

Even

though he played his basketball back in the late thirtys, his name is always mentioned when
x.
Marshall fans talk of basketball.

Rivlin, who saw his first Marshall game in seven years, aaid at a downtown Huntington
restaurant that Cebe Price had the making of a great fast break man and with a year under his

belt that he was going to be hard to cope with.

Welcome, M^. Rivlin, and come again soonI
If you talk to Albie "Big Horse” Maier, Marshall’s All-Mid-American Conference Guard,
you can tell he has only one thing in mind, and that is pro football.

The man with the size

19 inch neck, was drafted last week by the Pittsburgh Steelers.
Maier, from Farmingdale, New Jersey, had had many honors from football, but being
drafted to play pro ball was one of his tops.

Maier was All State of New Jersey for two years

when at Lakewood High School; at Marshall he was All Ohio Valley Conference, All Mid-American
Conference, and was named to the All Opponent team of powerful Miami University.

Only last

month the 222 pound Maier won the weight lifting contest of the College by putting up 235

pound.

Look for the ’’Horse" to play professional football.

Bob Null, Sports Publicity Director, Marshall College, Huntington, W. Va.

Marshall fast breaking Big Green,after dropping Morris Harvey College 108-9^- for its
highest point total of the year, will return to Mid-American play Wednesday night at 8:00

at the Huntington Memorial Field House, when they take on one of the dark horses of the Mid

American Conference, Ohio University.
In the first meeting of the two teams at Athens, Ohio, the Marshall team beat the Bob

cats 105-8? for its only conference win of the year on the road.

When Marshall beat Ohio

University, they were at their best and were -undefeated, but have dropped three games since

then to Miami

Kent State, and Western Michigan.

good in spots this year

Some of

The Marshall basketbailers have looked very

Marshal 1 s best performances were during the time that

they beat Ohio University, Virginia, and Carnegie Techa

They played the three on the road

and went over the century mark in all three contests.

After scoring 108 points against Morris Harvey, it looks as if the Green has hit the

j.e-back trail, and Ohio University may have the misfortune of having to play them when they.

are at their best.
who

the Bobcats can give the Green al 1 They bargain for—they beat Miami,

gave Marshall its first defeat and dropped Western Michigan from the leadership of the

conference.

The Big Gre-n is undefeated on its home court this year and have proven that they are
hard to handle when playing at home.

Ohio should give them a stiff test Wednesday night.

The Morris Harvey game gave Marshall fans some real action and made things pretty uncomfortable all the way for Marshall.

Highlight

of the game was Cap Smith, who hit for 36

points and showed, he was the sharpest basket shooter since Marshall faced Buzz Wilkinson from

Virginia.
Marshall, gave the heme town crowd something to cheer about as four of five starters

hit for over twenty points.

Slack, the nation’s number one rebounder got 30 rebounds and

was the high scorer for the second straight time, by getting 28 points, followed by Paul
^underwood with 26, Dave Robinson 25 ?
and Cebe Price, the team's leading scorer got 24.

.

%

Sports Publicity Director
Pittsburgh Steelers Football Team
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Dear Sir:
Enclosed please find some articles, booklets, and
clippings to help you with publicity on "THE BIG HORSE".
We are out of the 1954 football brochures and hope
that these substitutes will aid you.

The Mid-American Conferences do not require us to
$eep statistics on line men, so we do not have any
on Maier.
*

Recent pictures have been taken of Maier and we will
forward them on to you within the next day or two.
If any further information or material is needed do
not hesitate to inform us.

Thanking you, I remain,
Yours truly,

Robert ^ull
sports editor

RN:hkl
February 10th, 1955
encs.
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FOR ItCSLi :.7E RSLJ.'iSS
BOB NULL, SFOR'.S SUITOR

AFTER A .UCGSvLFULL TWO-GAME HOME STAND, THE MARSHALL BASKETBALL
TEAM WILL TAKE TO THE ROAD TOMORROW FOR TOLEDO, OHIO, WHERE THEY WILL

FLAY TOLEDO UNIVERSITY.

THE TOLEDO-MARSHALL WE WILL BE ANOTHER KID-AMERIC AN CONFERENCE

BATTLE, AND 13 VERY IM■ORTANT FROM THE BIG GREEN VIWOINTT. THE
MARSHALL TEAM IS IN TlriD PLACE IN THE CONFERENCE, WITH A RECORD
OF 6-3, AND A LOSS HERE

GuLD JUST ABOUT PUT THE MARSHALL TEAM CUT OF

THE RUNNING FOR CCLFE CENGS CROWN.

OH THE OTHER HAND FOR TOLEDO,

iHE DEFENDING CONFERENCE CHAMPS 173 NOT TOO IMPORTANT AS FAR AS

WINNING THE CONFERENCE’ IS COLCERJiED, BECAUSE THEY ARE ALREADY OUT

OF THE RUNNING WITH A RECORD OF i, 3

STILL THS ROC-HETS WOULD LIKE

NOTHING BETTER THAN TO GET REVENGE FOR THE 66-56 WHIPPING THAT

MARSHALL GAVE THSK AT HUNTINGTON EARLIER IN THE SEASON.
THE BIO GRESN, WHO DEFEATED OHIO UNIVERSITY LA T KIGHT 64-73

FOR 'ITS TWELFTH WIN OF FHa SEASON, AS AGAINST TH EE DEFEATS WILL
ME T A TEAM WITH ABOUT THE OPPOSITE RECORD.

TOLEDO HAS WON

jHRBE

AiiD LOST 13.

ALL STATISTICS WOULD POINT TO A MARSHALL VIC TORI, BUT STILL

THE MARSHALL TEAM HA

WON ONLY ONE COBFiJ-ENCE GAME ON THE ROAD THIS

SEASON, WHILE LOSING THREE.

MARSHA L DEFEATED TOLEDO AT HUNTINGTON,

BUT TH-Y ALSO SLAT KENT STATE AND

SSTEHN MICHIGAN AT HUNTINGTON > ONLY

TO HAVE THE TAELES TURNliD ON THEM:

HILE ON THE ROAD.

T0US0 ' ILL BS MEETING A TEAM THAT HAO FOUR OF ITS STARTING
FIVE SCORING B’ DOUBLE FIGURES.

IK MARSH ALT’S TSQ G,'J. S3 AGAINST

M0R-U3 HARVEY AND OHIO UNIVERSITY, CJBS PRICE, PAUL UNJEH OOD, ARD

DAVS ROBINSON HAVS WENT 010®. THE TWENTY MARK IN SCCRIHG.

(MOLE)

CHARLIE

u... I
D--

o-
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BOB KULL, SPORTS .b JTGR
LACK BIT FOR 28 AIAINST iOA?IS HA-.VEI TO BB8THE HIGH SCORER FOR

TH/’’ SAFE, BUT DROPPED TO 17 AGAINST OHIO UNIVERSITY.

HAS T«"0 OF I!J STARTING FIVE SCORING IN DOUBLE FIGURE^.

TOLEDO
RAY JAMES

IS THE LEADER WITH AN AVERAGE GF 15.2, FGLLC-ED BY JGE KIEFER

ITH

13.2 PER GAi'.-E.

AFTER THE TOLEDO' GM-JS, THE LARSBALL TEAK; WILL jt-.GVE CH TO BOLLING
GREEK, TO PLAY ANOTHER CONFERENCE GAME

-.OwDAY NIGHT AT 8:00.

CHARLIE SLACK, THE NATION’S feUI-'B ,R ONE RESOUNDEUOBULLSD 31

ABOUNDS FROk THS BOARDS AGAINST OHIO UNIVSXSITY TO GIVE HIM A

STRONGER H'.,LD ON THE R. CE FOR THE NATIONAL TITLE.
AV&IAGING 26.1 PER G.-u-.E.

-30-

SLACK IS

MARSHALL College
HUNTINGTON 1. WEST VIRGINIA
Office

of

Director

OF THE INFORMATION SERVICE

January 250 1955

Dear Editor;

After having had ’to cancel.-. the annual convention last fall of
the West Virginia Intercollegiate Press Association^ we on the
staff of The Parthenon have been attempting to set up a year round
program that will add new life to the organization o

Always before all the group did was to meet once a year and to
exchange ideas at that time© This we feel is one of the causes of
lack of interest in the organization0 By adding some method of
mutual aid and information between meetings and other such ideas^
maybe better interest in the organization will develop©
Since we received replys from only a few schools who let us
know they were interested in attending the conventionwe are
interested now in finding out. just how many of the member schools
are interested in remaining in the organization© Enclosed you will
find a blank containing places for information on what you desire
out of the press association© We are also leaving space for you
to mark some weekend in March that you will be able to attend the •
convention here© We would appreciate your answering immediately©

As we do not know what your feelings are toward the organization
unless you write $ please return the enclosed marked one way or the
othero 3X you are definitely not interested in the old organization
or attempting to revive it to serve a better purpose we would also
appreciate your comments©
It is cur hope that you will not allow some thirty years of
work in the organization go down the drain© If enough people are
interested in the organization we will attempt to discuss the
revision of the constitution at cur convention sometime in March©
Please circle what dates you can attend and return it as soon as
possible©
Sincerely yours9

Ho William Chaddock^ President
West Virginia Intercollegiate
Press Association
HWOfhkl
enco

YES
(1)

C 2)

NO

I and my staff would like to continue as members of the WVIPA
I and my staff will attend the convention of the group if
it is on a convenient date o

(3)

I and my staff would

like to see new ideas for giving the

group a year-round responsibility

(4)

initiatedo

I and my staff could attend the convention if it were held
on the following dateso
March 4

5

March 11 s> 12
March 25 5 26
April 8 s 9
April 15 s> 16

PLEASE RETURN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE AND WE WILL FORWARD TO

'nr9U THE TIME, PLACEp AND ACTIVITIES OF THE 1955
CONVENTION OF WVIPA

(IMPORTANT: PLEASE RETURN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE NOT LATER THAN FEBRUARY 18. 1955)

Your Name
Your College

(f

----- :<G
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For Immediate'&Release

To Moundsville Echo, Moundsville, W. Va.

(Moundsville Student)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA. —(MCIS)-- Robert Friedly, son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. Chalmer Friedly of 1100 Seventh Street, Moundsville

has been selected for membership in the newly reorganized Marshall

College Press Club.
The club is open to male journalism majors or minors with an
active interest in journalism; with at least ten credit hdurs I\
in journalism subjects, and an overall subject of 2.5»

Friedly is sports editor of the college newspaper, The

Parthenon, and is a senior in the College of Arts and Sciences
at Marshall.

-30-
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For Immediate Release
To the Charleston Daily Mail,Charleston, W. Va.

(Charleston Student)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (MCIS)-- Richard Kelly, son of Mr.

and Mrs. C. F. Kelly of 2504 Fourth Avenue, Charleston, has
been ©elected for membership in the newly reorganized Marshall

College Press Club.
m

%

The §,lub is open to male journalism majors with an active
$

interest in journalism and an overall 2.5&subject average, plus
at least ten credit hours in journalism courses.

Kelly is assistant news editor of The Parthenon, Marshall

newspaper, and is a senior in the College of Arts and Sciences
at Marshall.

-30-
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For Immediate Release
*

To the ironton tribune, Ironton, Ohio

(Ironton Student)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- Ralph Moeller, son of Mr. and Mrs.

Frank B. Moeller of 420 S. Seventh Street, Ironton^has been
selected for membership in the newly reorganized Marshall College
Press Club.

The club is open to male students majoring or minoring in
journalism with at least ten credit hours in journalism subjects,
and an overall subject average

of 2.5.

Moeller is business manager of The Parthenon, college
newspaper, and is a junior in the College of Arts and Sciences

-30-
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For Immediate Release
Williamson Daily News, Williamson, W, Va.

(Matewan student)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (MCIS)-- Charles Kiser, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Kiser of N. Matewan, has been elected by the

Marshall College Student Senate to the office of Chief Justice
of the Student Court.
Kiser will replace Robert Gough, of Huntington, a January
Ail

graduate.
Kiser is a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon, social fraternity;

president of Pi Sigma Alpha, National

political science honorar

and is active in the Pre-Law fraternity.
He is a senior in the College of Arts and Sciences at Marshall.

-30-
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Open House Sunday
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Janet Paul of Hurricane, left, and Mary Lynn Means
of South Charleston, make with the elbow grease mopping floors of the big Marshall dormitory.
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. Spring house cleaning got started early at Laidley Hall,
women’s dormitory on the Marshall college campus, and the gals
are busy with paint brush, floor mop, dust cloth and other house
wifey pieces of equipment.
It’s all in preparation for the dormitory’s big open house next
Sunday from 2 to 5 P. M. when parents, friends, fellow students
and the public in general may come and see how pleasant and
attractive dormitory life can be.
Mrs. Leva R. Huffman, hostess, says an effort is made to get
the young ladies to stick to conventional color schemes when they
start wielding paint brushes, but this isn’t always possible. How- i
ever, they are permitted to fix up their rooms according to their
own tastes, so long, of course, as they don’t get too drastic in
what they’re doing to college property.
In the receiving line for Sunday’s open house will be Mrs.
Huffman; Miss Rosanna Riffe, Crab Orchard senior, Laidley Hall
president; Miss Nancy Schuman, Williamson senior, vicepresident and social chairman in general charge of the open house;
Miss Ann Flack, Oak Hill sophomore, secretary, and Sandra
Snyder, Whitesville sophomore, treasurer.
Mi’s. Huffman said the cleanup program as the second semester
gets under way is intended to serve as an incentive to the young
ladies to keep their rooms clean and orderly, and is a part of
the good housekeeping and good citizenship program. The gals re
ceive merits for good housekeeping. Mrs. Huffman said this isn’t
stressed so much the first, semester because freshmen who have
never lived away from home need a little time to get used to i
housekeeping chores.
. ,VA.
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Peggy Cogar of DuPont City uses a table to reach the
ceiling, while Wanda Jacobson of Charleston h a s it
slightly easier on the wall as painting begins.
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Patty Riddle of Elkview, left, and June Berman of Wil
liamson find the dormitory laundry a handy place a:
they spruce up the place for expected visitors.

Marshall College Group
Voted $191 Gift By AAUW
(J The Huntington Branch of the
American Association of Univer
sity Women voted last night to do
nate the money now in the
branch’s scholarship fund to the
Marshall College Foundation for
use as the foundation sees fit, it
was announced today by Mrs. Ger
ald R. Phillips, AAUW president.
Science students in approxi- of the regional event, announced. Green said.
mately 150 high schools in this
Treasurer of the Marshall fair
Entry blanks should be in not The amount now in the fund is
area will be given an opportu is Dr. Allen W. Scholl, head of later than March 15.
$191.36.
nity April 15-16 to compete for the department of chemistry.
Blanks were sent to the This is the second contribution
important prizes at a Science
Exhibits will be set up in the schools with the notices, and
Fair sponsored by Marshall Col Green House in the basement of others will appear later in The of the local branch to the founda
lege in cooperation with the In the cafeteria building.
Advertiser. The full list of rules tion. Two years ago the univer
ternational Nickel Co., the Hun
Notices of the event have been for entering also will appear sity women gave $500.
tington Chamber of Commerce sent to principals of high schools later.
Also at last night’s session at
and The Advertiser.
throughout the region, which
the Woman’s Club Mrs. Phillips
In addition to other prizes, embraces the following counties: Watch For Other Information
Prospective competitors should read a statement from Mrs. C. R.
the two grand winners, a boy
Cabell, Boone, Wayne, Lin
and a girl, will receive a free coln, Putnam, Mason, Mingo, watch 'The Advertiser daily for Davisson of Weston, president of I
trip to enter their exhibits in Logan, Wyoming and McDow hints that will help them choose | the West Virginia Division of
the National' Science Fair at ell, West Virginia; Gallia, Jack- a subject for entering and for AAUW, relative to a recent re
Cleveland May 12-14. Two teach son, Lawrence and Scioto, Ohio; other information that may help port on school conditions in t h e
ers of the top winners will also Boyd, Greenup, Martin, Pike, in preparing the exhibit.
Entering the fair this year state released by a committee of
make the trip with all expenses Carter, Floyd, Johnson, Magof
may
mean much more than a the Morgantown Branch
r of AAUW.
x
paid. They will be accompanied fin, Elliott and Morgan, Ken
prize or a free trip to Cleveland. The report, which stated that ovby Dr. D. P. Stewart, assistant tucky.
It can stimulate interest of many ercrowded conditions of classprofessor of geology at Mar March 15 Entry Deadline
high school students in scien rooms and the teacher shortage
shall who will serve as director
The principals are requested tific studies leading to distin were “greatly exaggerated,” .
of the regional fair.
to pass the notices on to the guished careers.
brought comment from many
May Enter State Fair Too
science teachers and they are
There are wonderful oppor school officials and the West Vir
Those who do not win prizes expected to encourage students tunities awaiting properly ginia Education Association
here may also enter their ex to work out projects to be en trained scientists, engineers and termed the report “a complete
hibits at the state fair at Fair tered.
technologists. A shortage in distortion of facts” and accused
mont April 22-23, Dr. N. B.
Each student may enter only these fields exists right now. Dr. the Morgantown committee of
Green, Marshall professor of one exhibit, but schools may Green said, and will continue for “consciously or unconsciously”
zoology and publicity chairman send as many as desired, Dr. many years. .
misusing statistics.
✓
The statement read by Mrs.I
Phillips, prepared and released byx
the state executive committee fol
lowing a special meeting, said the
division has always supported a
program of study, interpretation
and improvement of education
and that the Morgantown Branch’s
study was based on a plan sug
gested by Mrs. Alice Leopold, di
rector, Women’s Bureau of. t h e
Department of Labor, and F. M.
Brownell, Commissioner of Edu
cation, Department of Higher Ed
ucation and Welfare.

Students Compete For Big Prizes
At Science Fair On April 1546

7?

Win Places
Marshall

3rd In MAC
By FRED BURNS V’ - • J
It took another supreme effort '■
by Marshall but they had the
stuff to turn back Ohio Univer- |
sity last night at Memorial Field
House 84-73. The victory was the
second of the season for Coach
Cam Henderson’s Big Green over
the Bobcats and while the first
’ one was 105-85, last night’s was
even sweeter for it knocked the ,
Bobcats out of a tie for third
place in the Mid-American Conference^ and left the Big Green
in full possession of the third
spot.
And most important it kept the
Marshall quintet still in conten
tion for the conference title. They
are now only two and one half
games behind Miami, the leader,
and two games back of Western
Michigan’s second place spot.
Miami has four conference games
left to play. Western Michigan
three and Marshall has five. One
of the Marshall games is against
Miami here in Huntington.
Once again it was a brilliant
finish which turned the tide for
Marshall. Ohio had made a bid
late in the gam© after they had
been 12 points behind. The Bob
cats moved up and with only 4:40
left to play they cut the Mar
shall lead to only six points. An
other fielder or two at this point
could have turned into a Bobcat
win but some ball hawking and
tight defensive work saved the
day. Of course it is hard to tell
just how important the 31 rebounds were which big Charlie
Slack pulled off the boards but
they were a big factor.

They eventually led to at .least
part of the 31 field goals netted
by the Big Green and far over
shadowed 28 fielders by the Bob
cats and the 50 rebounds they got
as a team. Marshall had 61 re
bounds and the top rebounder for
Ohio was Dick Garrison with 13.
Again the big four in the Mar
shall scoring provided the offense.
Dave Robinson led the way with
21 but Cebe Price and Paul Un
derwood, each with 20 were close.
Slack found time for 17 points3
when he wasn’t rebounding.
Both clubs were a bit off at the|t
start and it was nearly three min
f
utes before either could score.
Price broke the ice with a fielder
and Underwood followed with
another. Marshall kept in front
until Ohio pulled up to grab a
two-point lead 26-24 just past mid

/ 6. <5 —
This set up a scoring battle!
which saw the lead change!
hands ten times before Under
wood and Slack put two fielders
together to shake off the Bob
cats. They got to within one point
again but a pair of fielders by
Price and a foul goal by Under
wood stretched Marshall’s half
time lead to six points at 42-36.
Fred Moore and Harry Wein
brecht did most of the scoring
as the Bobcats tried to over
come the fast moving Big Green.
But they just couldn’t match the
speed and fancy ball handling.
With 9:55 to Play Marshall was)
riding a 12-point lead 66-54.
Ohio got a rally going and they!
cut into the Marshall lead until
only six points was the difference
and only 4:40 to go.
|
A fielder by Price and a pair of |
foul goals by Crum made it ten
points and Marshall put on the
freeze and increased their mar-i
gin to 14. Then Ohio outscored'
Marshall four points to one in|
the final minute when Marshall
had subs on the floor.
The Big Green has five games'
left in conference play. They goj
away for a pair this week-end.!
They are at Toledo Saturday and
move on to Bowling Green for a
game Monday night.
After playing Morris Harvey at
Charleston one week from today
they’ll entertain Bowling Green
here in Huntington on Feb. 19 and
Miami on Feb. 22. Their final
game of the season is at Western
Reserve on Feb. 26.
F TP
G
MARSHALL
3 20
8
Price. f
4 21
Robinson, f
: 17
Slacfii, o
1 20
Underwood, g
0 o'- 0 'i 0
Burns, g
o o-oo 0
Frazier
0.0-8 1 6
Crum
0 0-00 0
Pierson
0 0
Parkins
31
22-35 13 84
TOTALS
P
TP '
F
OHIO U.
8
Morrison, f
3 18
Weinbrecht, f
5 7
Pell, o
2 6
Garrison, g
18 ,
Moore, g
° 0- 0 0 0 ‘
Strawser
2
Miller
Sifft
1 u- u » » ■
Oppenheimer
27 17-22 21 73 .
TOTALS
'
Score at half — Marshall 42, Ohio U. i
38.
Officials —« Jim Blersdorfer and Joe J
Fontana.

IH3

| f* ?

I.J,

5 P-'L?

Miami
• West. Michigan
Marshall
Ohio Univ.
Bowling Green
Kent State
Toledo
West. Reserve

W
8
8
6
5
4
4
3
2

f
L Pct. |
2 .800 <
3 .727
3 .667 }
4 .556
6 .400 :
8 .333 ’
7 .300
7 .222

YESTERDAY’S RESULTS

I

Marshall 84, Ohio Univ. 73.
j
West. Reserve 85, Kent State 76.'
Bowling Green 61, Toledo 58.
Dayton 78, Miami 62,
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fgreen Frosh Whip
i Ohio U., 85-70 jt.

?

f

3 The Marshall College freshman
1 team kept their winning streak
1 going last night at the expense of the Ohio University frosh
j when they triumphed 85-70. It was
I nine straight and a season rec■ J ord of 12 wins and only one
z| tainted loss. The Ohio frosh hold
'•1 the one victory over the Little
■d Green by a margin of .two points.
Li It was in a game which was
stopped two minutes short to
_?£*
make way for the varsity game.
Last night Jack Freeman led
...
the way for Marshall with 21
Points while Dave Dingess playng in a substitute role copped
second honors with 18. John MayHeld with 17, Hal Greer with 13:
.3 and Dave Kirk with 10 were the
others who hit in double figures.
Marshall led at the half 44-26
jMW-' and
kept about the same mar9 gin through the second half.j
Peters with 17 was high scorer
fOr Ohio.
MARSHALL
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Doran
17
1
Peters
11
Grooms
6
Tudor
Henderson
2
Subs — Marshall — DliIngess 18. Ohio—
2, Carter
Vllllams 8. Paulette 8. Baker
I iker 2.
, Shoemaker 2.
Score at half — Marshall 14. Ohio
. .
2G
Officials — Vlsnlo and WlckUne.
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slack REBOUNDS — Charlie Slack,
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(17) the nation’s leading college rebounder,
is shown pulling one off the board last night at Memorial Field House as his Mar
shall College team trimmed Ohio University 84-73 in a Mid-American Conference
contest. Slack pulled in 31 rebounds in last night’s game. At left is Ohio’s Fred
Moore (3) and at right is Don Sifft (5) and Henry Pell (21), both of Ohio.

\Movie On Forum Tuesday
A color film on Brazil with com plants and fish and authenic
mentary Is to.be presented at 8:15 scenes of voodoo dances.
P. M. Tuesday by Eric Pavel, The-program was announced by
South American native, on the Curtis Baxter, forum manager.
Marshall College Community
Forum program. Mr. Pavel will
appear in the college auditorium.
Mr. Pavel, with Pan American
Press and Film in Sao Paulo, Bra
zil, directs and photographs films
of South America.
. The movie he is to show
covers Brazilian scenic wonders,
historic places . and industrial
growth. It also includes underwa
ter pictures of tropical marine

Press Club Is Reorganized;
Bob Willis Named President
was the organizer and is now president.
;
The purpose of the club is to ,
encourage and practice those
things which are recognized as
the higher ideals of journalism
both at Marshall and in the busi
ness world.
MEMBERSHIP is open to all
male journalism majors or minors
(jwho have completed ten hours of
journalism and working on their
twelfth hour. They must have an
over-all average of 2.5. Honorary
members will be selected on the
basis of professional journalism.
Other members are: Steve
Posti, Weirton junior; John Seffense, Huntington junior; William
Chaddock, Moundsville senior;
William Keesee, War junior; Rus
sell Troutman, Huntington senior;
Beverly Barton, Huntington soph
omore; Ralph Moeller, Ironton
junior; Bob Friedly, Moundsville
senior; and Richard Kelly,
Charleston senior. James H. Her
ring, instructor in journalism, is
faculty adviser.
Awards will be given at the
end of the year to the writer of
the story judged best in The Par-'
thenon.
BOB WILLIS has been very
active in campus affairs in his /
four years at Marshall. He was[
one of the founders of Et Cetera,
literary publication of Marshall
students. He has served as sports ■
editor of the Chief Justice, news
editor of The Parthenon and a
member of Life Planning Week (
Committee. Willis is also a mem
ber of the golf team.
The next meeting of the Press
Club will be Thursday at 2 P. M. 1
in the Journalism Department. ,
Officers for the coming year will
be elected at that time.

The Press Club, for journalism
majors and minors, has recently
been reorganized after being inactive for the past four years,
Bob Willis, Huntington senior,
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'• K PRESS CLUB, composed of male journalism majors,
recently
. established on the campus to further the interests of journalism in
f the professional field. Left to right are Richard Kelly, James Her>
ring, adviser to the group, William Keesee, Ralph Moeller, Steve
» Post!, W. Page Pitt, Professor of Journalism, Russell Troutman,
Arthur Ferguson, and Robert Willis, president.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 2-10-

To the Herald-Advertiser
For Release Sunday, Feb. 13

(Swiss movies)

Four color movies on Switzerland will be shown for the
public at the Marshall College science hall auditorium

Wednesday (Feb. 16) at 7!3O p. m.
The showing is sponsored by the German Club of Marshall

College.
James T. Woelfel, club president, said the public is invited
to attend without charge.
The movies were loaned by the Swiss travel office in

New York.
Dr. Walter H. Perl of the Marshall German department faculty
will introduce the shows with a short talk on "Switzerland Today."
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 2-10-5?
To the Herald-Dispatch

For Release Friday, Feb. 11

By Richard A. Kelly
Marshall Student Journalist

(Dormitory-—1)
Another milestone will be reached today in the construction

oft the new Marshall College Women's dormitory, as workmen put
finishing touches to the roof of the $660,000, four-story

structure.
«•

Target date for completion of the new residence hall, which
will accomodate 18b- freshmen women, is next June 7«

Workmen and supervisors are encountering little difficulty
in constructing the building and their last "big" job, inside
partitioning and plastering, will begin this week.

"About the only trouble we have had so far has been bad
weather," said B. C. Jones, general constructinn superintendent.
Some of the brick work on the outside was delayed because

of rain and snow, but now that the building has been enclosed,

Jones said that he didn't see any reason why it couldn't be

completed on schedule.
(more)
/

-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—2-10-55

(Dormitory-- 2)
Much of the work such as plumbing

wiring is running ahead of schedule.

heating and electrical

Plumbers are in the process

of setting fixtures in the showei’ rooms and the basement, the

boilers are in place, and almost all electrical conduits
have been installed.

Stairways have also been constructed and

tile is now being laid in stair wells and the shower rooms.

"About the only thing that holds you up on a job like this
is the weather and the delay in receiving materials’1 * Jones said.

The job was held up for a month just after the foundation

was completed, when the men had to wait on a steel shipment
before constructing the framework of the building.

Aluminum

window sills are now overdue but they should be in sometime

next week.
With the exception of a smashed finger or a skinned knee,
Jones said there hasn’t been any accidents since the men

started working on the building last June.

Charles Atkinson, a hoist operator, commented on how
well the job was going.

"We haven’t had to tear down or

rebuild anything and we haven't had any union trouble.

t|

When the new dormitory is completed Marshall will be

able to provide on-campus housing for 577 students.

College

Hall and Laidley Hall now accommodate 218 women and
Hall houses 175 men.

In addition, seven sorority houses and

seven fraternity houses are able to handle 1^3 off-campus

students.

-30-
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MARSH. ALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 2-11-55

For Immediate Release
Beckley Post-^erald, Beckley, W.Va.

(Squire Student)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-(MCIS)—William Keesee, son of Mr. and Mrs.
W. L. Keesee of Squire, has been elected

president of the newly

reorganized Marshall College ^ress Club.
Keesee is Managing editor of the Parthenon,

Marshall newspaper,

is an active member of Sigma Phi Epsilon social fraternity, and is

a junior in the College of Arts and Sciences at Marshall.

The Press Club was recently reactivated after four years of
absence from the campus.

it is open to male journalism majors

or minors with an active interest in journalism, at least 10 credit
hours in journalism subjects, and an overall 2.5 subject average.
Other officers are: Steve Posti,Weirton, vice president; John

Seffense, Huntington, secretary; Ralph Moeller, Ironton, Ohio,
treasurer; Beverly Barton, Huntington, sergeant-at-arms.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—-2-11-55
For Immediate Release
Weirton Times/Weirton, W. Va.

(’Weirton Student)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (MCIS)-- Steve Posti, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Steve Posti of 3505 Pennsylvania Avenue,Weirton, has been elected
vice-president in the newly reorganized Marshall College Press Club.

Posti is assistant sports editor of the Parthenon, Marshall
newspaper, is an active member of Sigma Phi Epsilon social fraternity,

r
and is a junior in the College of Arts and Sciences at Marshall.

The Press Club was recently reactivated after four years of
absence from the campus.

It is open to male journalism majors

or minors with an active interest in journalism, at least 10 credit

hours in journalism subjects, and an overall 2.5 subject average.
Other officers are:

William Keesee, Squire, president; John

Seffense, Huntington, secretary; Ralph Moeller, Ironton, Ohio,
treasurer, Beverly Barton, Huntington, sergeant-at-arms.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE (INFORMATION SERVICE-- 2-11-55

For Immediate Release
Charleston Gazette, Charleston, V/# Va#

(Hurricane Student)

HUNTINCTON, W. VA.*—(MCIS)-- Nancy Williams, daughter of Mr.

and Mrs. 0wen M. Williams of Route 1, Hurricane, has been selected
by "Mademoiselle", national fashion magazine, to represent Marshall
College on the magazine’s national college board#

Miss Williams is one of 700 students who competed with students
from other colleges to win a place on the college board#

To win the

honor she did a picture assignment dipicting women’s college fashions

at Marshall.
Miss Williams is a junior in the College of Arts and Sciences

at Marshall.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 2-11-55

To the Charleston Daily Mail, Charleston, W. Va*
For Immediate Release

(Marshall extention classes)

Two graduate extension classes atoe being offered

by Marshall College at Charleston High School during the
spring semester, according to Paul H. Collins, Marshall

director of field services*

The registration deadline

is Tuesday, Feb. 15.
The courses 'Sin/Educ at ion 610, Curriculum in the
Modern School, and Political Science 510, Modern Dictatorships*

The education class meets Tuesday at 6^30 p* m* in
room 21S.

Scheduled for the same day and hour, the class in

political science meets in room 224t
-30-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE- 2-11-55

To the Charleston Gazette
For Immediate Release

(Marshall extension classes)
Two graduate extension classes are being offered

by Marshall College at Charleston High School during the
spring semester, according to Paul H. Collins, Marshall
directer of field services.

The registration deadline is Feb. 15.

The courses are Education 610, Curriculum in the

Modern School, and Political Science 510, Modern Dictatorships.

The education class meets Tuesday at 6:30 p. m. in
room 21$.

Scheduled for the same day and hour, the class

in political science meets in room 224*

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 2-11-55
f

For Immediate Release

(Spring Registration)
Spring registration for part-time students at Marshall

College will end today, (Feb. 12) at 12 noon, according to Luther
E. Bledsoe,. Marshall College registrar and director of admissions?
Part-time students have been enrolling since Feb.rW for

evening classes representing thirty-eight fields ranging from
art to zoology.

Part-time students will not be registered after 12 noon today.

-30-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-

2-12-55

For Immediate Release

(Regional Science Fair

1)

HUNTINGTON, Wo VAo -- (MCIS)

A March 15 deadline has been

established for entries in the regional Science Fair for high
school students, sponsored by Marshall College in cooperation' with

the International Nickel Co0, ’the Huntington Chamber of Commerce
and the Huntington Advertisero
The Science Fair, which is scheduled for April 15-16, will

give students from approximately 150 high schools in the tri-state
area an opportunity to display their scientific exhibits to
parents,. teachers and the general public, while competing for
<

important priseso
In addition to other prizes, the two grand prize winners 9 a boy

and girl, will receive a free trip to enter their exhibits in the

National Science Fair at Cleveland May 12-14o

Two teachers of th

top winners will also make the trip, accompanied by Dro Do Po
Stewart, assistant professor of geology at Marshall and director

of the regional fairo
Notices of the event have been sent to principals of high
schools throughout the region, which embraces the following counties:

Cabell, Boone, Wayne, Lincoln, Putnam, Mason, Mingo, Logan,
Wyoming and McDowell, West Virginia;

Gallia, Jackson, Lawrence,

and Scioto, Ohio; Boyd, Greenup, Martin, Pike, Carter, Floyd,
Johnson, Magoffin, Elliott and Morgan, Kentucky

c

(more)

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—2-11-55

(Regional Science Fair'

2)

Each student may enter only one exhibit9 but schools

may

send as many student representatives as desired0
The Huntington Advertiser will publish a full list of

and some helpful hints that will aid prospective
choosing an exhibito
-3 O'

rules

competitors in

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—

2-12-55

For Immediate Release

{Regional Science Fair

HUNTINGTON,, Wo VAo

1)

(MCIS) —A March 15 deadline has been

established for entries in the regional Science Fair for high

school students, sponsored by Marshall College in cooperation with
the International Nickel Coo, the Huntington Chamber of Commerce
and the Huntington Advertisero
The Science Fair, which is scheduled for April 15^169 will

give students from approximately 150 high schools in the tri-state
area an opportunity to display their scientific exhibits to
parents9 teachers and the general public, while competing for

important prises0
In addition to other prizes. the two grand prize winners $> a boy

and girl, will receive a free trip to enter their exhibits in the
National Science Fair at Cleveland May 12-14©

Two teachers of the

top winners will also make the trip. accompanied by Dro Do Po
Stewart, assistant professor of geology at Marshall and director

of the regional fair0
Notices of the event have been sent to principals of high

schools throughout the region, which embraces the following counties:
Cabell, Boone, Wayne 9 Lincoln, Putnam , Mason,, Mingo, Logan5
Wyoming and McDowell9 West Virginia;

Gallia, Jackson, Lawrence,

and Scioto, Ohio; Boyd, Greenup9 Martin9 Pike, Carter9 Floyd,
Johnson, Magoffin, Elliott and Morgan, Kentucky0

(more)
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(Regional Science Fair— 2)
Each student may enter only one exhibit,) but schools

may

send as many student representatives as desired0

The Huntington Advertiser will publish a full list of
and some helpful hints that will aid prospective

choosing an exhibit0

(
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE- •2-12-55
For .Immediate Release

(Regional Science Fair

HUNTINGTON, Wo VAo

1)
(MGIS)—A March 15 deadline has been

established for entries in the regional Science Fair for high
school students, sponsored by Marshall College in cooperation with

the International Nickel Goo
° s>, the Huntington Chamber of Commerce

and the Huntington Advertisero

The Science Fair, which is scheduled for April 15 •16, will

give students from approximately 150 high schools in the trl-state
area an opportunity to display their scientific exhibits to

parents, teachers and the general public, while competing for

important prises0
In addition to other prizes, the two grand prize winners $> a boy
and girl, will receive a free trip to enter their exhibits in the
National Science Fair at Cleveland May 12-14o

Two teachers of the

top winners will also make the trip. accompanied by Dro Do Po
Stewart, assistant professor of geology at Marshall and director

of the regional fairo

4

Notices of the event have been sent to principals of high
schools throughout the region, which embraces the following counties:

Cabell, Boone, Wayne, Lincoln, Putnam , Mason, Mingo, Logan,

Wyoming and McDowell, West Virginia;

Gallia, Jackson, Lawrence,

and Scioto, Ohio; Boyd, Greenup, Martin, Pike, Carter, Floyd,
Johnson, Magoffin, Elliott and Morgan, Kentuckyo

(more)
(
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For Immediate Release

(Regional Science Fair

CXIC3CD

1)

HUNTINGTON9 Wo VAo ===(MCIS) —A March 15 deadline has been
established for entries in the regional Science Fair for high

school students, sponsored by Marshall College in cooperation with
the International Nickel Co0,9 the Huntington Chamber of Commerce
and the Huntington Advertiser0
The Science Fair, which is scheduled for April 15“169- will

give students from approximately 150 high schools in the tri-state

area an opportunity to display their scientific exhibits to
parents, teachers and the general public9 while competing for
important prices0
In addition to other prizes, the two grand prize winners, a boy

and girl, will receive a free trip to enter their exhibits in the

National Science Fair at Cleveland May 12~14o

Two teachers of the,

top winners will also make the trip, accompanied by Dro D„ Po

Stewart, assistant professor of geology at Marshall and director
of the regional fair0

Notices of the event have been sent to principals of high
schools throughout the region, which embraces the following counties:
Cabell, Boone9 Wayne, Lincoln, Putnam , Mason9 Mingo, Logan,

Wyoming and McDowell, West Virginia;

Gallia, Jackson, Lawrence,

and Scioto, Ohio; Boyd9 Greenup, Martin, Pike, Carter9 Floyd,

Johnson, Magoffin, Elliott and Morgan, Kentuckyo

c

(more)
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NOTE TO MEMBERS CF THE MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE STAFF*

You should keep this information on Ed Phillips’ schedule
so that you will be able to get pictures taken without delay,
1.

Ed will check his assignment folder three times daily to
pick up picture assignment sheets which you will fill out.
He will check at the following hours each day*

Monday*

9 a*
11 a, m,
3 P» m»

Thursday*

Tuesday: 9 a* m,
11 a. m,
3 p. m.

Fridsy *

9 a* m,
11 a, m.
3 P. m.

9 a. m,
11 a, m.
3 P. m.

Wednesday* 9 a. m»
11 a. m,
4 p, m.

2.

Ed will be in the Information Service dark room each
day according to the following schedule*
Monday*

Tuesday* 3 to 4 p. m.
Wednesdays*

3 to

Thursday:

2 to 3 P» »•

Friday*

p, m.

2 to 3 P« m»

11 to 12

3. If pictures cannot be scheduled during the periods

specified under item 2, try to schedule them within
the following periods!

Monday*

11 a* m. to 1 p. m.

Thursday*

Tuesday* 11 a. m. to noon
Wednesday*

Friday*

11 a» m» to noon
11 a* m. to 1 p. m.

11 a. m, to 1 p. m.

Picture orders should be approved by Kelly, Adams^pr Herring,
Each order should be so complete that the photographer has
to do nothing but carry out’ in structtins, even on the matter
of arranging”the picture subjects.

5. Let’s take full advantage of our Information Service news

picture service* Use good art with your stories whenever
possible. Good feature pictures which will be sent out with
nothing but cutlines also are good.

: 3G57&

Janies H. Herring, Director
Marshall College Information Service
February lh>t 1955

New Marshall Women's Dormitory
To Be Completely Under Roof Today

a

s

$660,000 FUTURE HOME OF 184 FRESHMAN CO-EDS
Latest Campus Addition To Be Completed In Early June

By RICHARD A. KELLY

in stair wells and the shower ternity houses are able to handle
rooms.
143 off-campus students. •
\ Another milestone will be When the new dormitory is
reached today in the construction completed Marshall will be’ able
of the new Marshall College wom to provide on-campus housing for
en’s dormitory, as workmen put 577 students. College Hall and
/'
finishing touches to the roof of Laidley • Hall now accommodate
the $660,000, four-story 'structure. 218 women and Hodges Hall
houses 175 men. In addition, seven
i
Target date for completion of
ithe new residence hall, which will sorority houses and seven fraaccommodate T84 freshmen
women, is June 7.
The fire which broke out last •
Workmen and supervisors are
night in a custodial supplies closet'
encountering little difficulty in
in historic Old Main at Marshall
constructing the building and their.
College caused an estimated dam
last “big” job, inside partition
age of $5,000, Fire Chief John W.
ing and plastering, will begin this
Gallagher said today.
week.
The chief also credited the sprin-;
“About the- only trouble we
kier system in the building with
have had so far has been bad
saving Old Main from possible de
weather,” said B. C. Jones, genstruction. There was considerable
The Marshall ’ College Theater
water damage to plaster, floors
. eral construction superintendent.
will present “An Inspector Calls”
and wiring in the middle section
Some of the brick work on the
by J. B. Priestley on March 16-18
of the structure, the only part af
j outside was delayed because of
fected, Chief Gallagher said.
!n Old Main auditorium, Clayrain and snow, but now that the
The blaze was apparently
building has been enclosed, Mr.
on R. Page, director, announced
started by a smoldering cigaret in
Jones said that he didn’t see any
'■esterday.
a large cylindrical container in
reason why it couldn't be com
The presentation replaced the
which cleaning rugs and brooms
pleted on schedule.
•riginally scheduled “Lute Song,”
were kept.
Much of the work such as
The sprinkler head that tripped
vhioh was abandoned because of
plumbing, heating and electrical
' was near the ceiling in the closet
•wiring is running ahead of sched-i
casting difficulties.
on the third floor. The water
ule. Plumbers are in the process
The “Inspector’Calls” cast calls
poured down a stairway and
of setting fixtures in the shower
for three women and four men
seeped through floors and ceilings
rooms and the basement, the bott
to the basement. Plaster fell in[
and
Mr.
Page
said
a
double
cast
lers are in place, and almost all
many
spots.
may be used to give fiVe more
electrical conduits have been in
The fire started about!
students the oppodhrnity to par
stalled. Stairways have also been
6:40 P. M.
ticipate.
constructed and tile is being laid
Marshall Student Journalist

$5,000 Fare
At Old Main

College Theater
Picks Next Play

■

Marshall Faces Two Important Games,
Toledo Foe Tonight, Falcons Monday
Coach Cam Henderson and his
Marshall College basketball
team are off on a two - game
road trip and if they should
' win both of them the Big Green
would be in a good position to
have something to say about
the Mid - American Conference
championship.
!
Tonight, the Big Green tangles
with Toledo’s Rockets and then
moves on to Bowling Green for
a battle with the fifth-ranking
Falcons Monday night.
These two tilts are ‘‘must’*

games for Coach Henderson’s time
t— the
— Big Green has met
crew since if both are wins, Bowling Green this season.
As Marshall meets Toledo to
the Big Green will return home
still very much in the race for night, another equally important
conference honors.
fray to the Big Green is being
Marshall is now 6-3 for third played in the MAC. Miami, the
place in the MAC, Toledo is pace - setters who have com
3-8 and Bowling Green is 4-6. piled an 8-2 slate, hosts Western
Toledo has been beaten by the Reserve, conference c e 11 e r
Big Green 68-56 this season. dwellers with a 2-7 count. Should
However,, this was a home game an upset occur here, Marshall
for Marshall and they had to could even come home in a tie
come from behind in the closing for first, depending on their
minutes of the contest to down success against the two foes
the Rockets. This is the first coming up.
;-.v
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Yma Sumac? beautiful
Peruvial songstress who
has a five - octave range
voice which is unique,
beautiful and exciting is
' shown above wearing one
of the dreses in whic’\ she
, will appear Monday night
i at the Keith Albee theatre
under the sponsorship of
the Marshall College Ar
tist Series. The dress of
white satin is heavily
beaded and very hand
some. Her music, inspired
by the ancient songs of
Peru, is strange and thril
ling, and just as unforget
table as her thrilling voice.

c

AW Tri-Stofe SJudenfs In Grades

J0-J2 EligiMs For ScSence Fair

1
J
1

i
i
s

Any student in the tri-state area ’will accompany^them, all expenses of visitors) — 10 points.
in a public, private or parochial Paid, as will Dr. D. P. Stewart, 6. Dramatic value (attractive
school, grades 10 through 12, Is Marshall assistant professor of ge ness, neatness and eye - appeal, 1.
ology and director of the regional force of presentation)—10 points, t
eligible to enter the regional Sci fair.
f
Can Lead To Career
ence Fair at Marshall College Basis For Judging
J
AU
students
in
this
region
inter

April 15-16, Dr. N. B. Green, Mar- Dr. Green also announced the ested in
_ entering
_____ _ __
the___
fair______
should
shall professor of zoology and fail- following basis for judging exhib- watch The Advertiser every day 1
publicity chairman, said today. its:
for further information and sug-1
The fair is being sponsored by 1. Creative ability (originality, gestions on the kinds of exhibits •
the college in cooperation with ingenious uses of materials)—30 to be entered.
the International Nickel Co., the points.
Besides the prizes and the trip
Huntington Chamber of Commerce 2. Scientific though (organiza to Cleveland, the fair can lead to
and The Advertiser.
tion, evidence of real study, uses outstanding careers for students
Important prizes will be of scientific method) — 30 points, in the field of science. Parents
awarded for the winning exhibits, 3. Thoroughness (completeness should encourage their children to
and the boy and girl grand win
of the presentation) — 10 points, enter.
!
ners will receive an expense-paid 4. Skill (good workmanship and There is a scarcity of trained
trip to Cleveland to enter the Na arrangement) — 10 points.
men and women in nearly a 11
tional Science Fair May 12-14. The 5. Clarity (proper labels, de- branches of science, and there are
Mienca teacher of each top winner scriptions, etc., for understanding great opportunities for students.
■^7 '/. S

Big Green At Toledo Tomorrow

(

After a successful two - game
home stand, the Marshall bas
ketball team will take to t h e
road tomorrow for Toledo, Ohio,
where it will play Toledo Uni
versity.
The Toledo-Marshall game will
be another Mid-American Con
ference battle, and is very im
portant from the Big Green view
point. The Marshall team is in
third place in the conference,
with a record of 6-3, and a loss
here would just about put the
’Marshall team out of the running
for conference crown. On t h e
other hand for Toledo, defend
ing conference champs, it’s not
too important as far as winning
the conference is concerned be
cause the Rockets already are
out of the running with a record
of 3-7. Still, Toledo would like
nothing better than to get re
venge for the 68-56 whipping that
Marshall gave them at Hunting
ton earlier in the season.

The Big Green, which defeated
Ohio University Wednesday
night, 84-73, for its 12th win of
the season as against three de
feats, will meet a team with
about the opposite record. To
ledo has won three and- lost 13.
All statistics would point to a
Marshall victory, but still the
Marshall team has won only one
7o^7r®cF^me“onthero^tti .
season, while losing three. Mar
shall defeated Toledo at H u ntington, but it also beat Kent
State and Western Michigan at
Huntington, only to have the ta
bles turned on them while on the
road.
Toledo will be meeting a team
that has four of its starting five
scoring in double figures.
Against Morris Harvey and Ohio
University, Cebe Price, Paul
Underwood, and Dave Robinson
went over the 20 point mark in
scoring. Charlie Slack hit for 28
against Morris Harvey and 17
against Ohio. Toledo has two of,
its starting five scoring in dou
ble figures. Ray James is the
leader with an-average of 15.2,

followed by Joe Kiefer with 13.2
per game.
After the Toledo game, Mar
shall will move on to Bowling
Green Monday night.
Slack, tlie nation’s number one
rebounder, pulled 31 rebounds
from the boards against Ohio to
give him a stronger hold on the
race for the national title. Slack
15 ^raging 26.1 per game.

•4a.
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F or Im eci ? t e Ke le .> c e
Lob hull, dports Editor
Marshall Big Green ba ketball tern will move out of Pid-

American Conference play when they take on $<©rria iUrvey College
of Charleston Wednesday night

8:00.

Tourn^rnnt hop&s ax^e high for th ? Bi ■_ Green with a record of

U-3.

Marshall ivw bean mentioned as a p -ssiblo team to play in

NCAA or the MT.
The KnrshtlW-orris Harvey gaiae is not Important as f r4as the

NCAA Tournament goes, because that would cores if Marshall wins the
Md-American Conference, cut the Green has been considered for a

possible MT berth*

A win overthe Golden Callas for a NIT bld eould

be a must for co«eh Cam Henderson's fr^t bre^kin-.; Big Green.

The invading k^ruhall te«n will bring to town two players

«re scoring an average of better than 20 points per jm.

C ebe

i’rice, f«®t bre>?k st«r froas South Gh^rl^ston, is leading the tea®

with an aver xe of 24.1> v/nilo big Charlie Sl-?ck, the nation’s
top rebounder,

hitting ®t a elip of 20.2.

Other Mar^h&ll iron

scoring in the double fibres 2?.rs Paul Underwood froa South Charleston
with an average of 17«9 and Have Hoblnaon with 17-7»

The first mating of the two te«s tnia y
was one of uvs bi?st g^tses st-en at

Huntington

Field House this season.

harshMl scored its high point totsl of the season by ringing the
buckets for 108, but co«ch Ladie hinges men kept the g^mea close nil

♦

the wAiy b

©coring the 20 sv.rk,

g^me® top ncorer with 36 markers.

Cap mth o». -o ri^ Harvey was the

bmith was the best basketball

player th t Fisrsriall hnd faced since pinyin,5 against Vi: gird3•7*s

All-Amerlean nuss

ilkinson.

(tco e)
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-ports blows.

M.rshall has won Its last four gases and two of the&i ware on
the rosd * gainst Toledo and fowling Gr-en.
wtss

'Zhe Bowling Green

a real dog fl ht with Marshall coming from behind at half tim

to take over BU

Cebe trice lend the scoring with 29 points, f

followed by Charlie Slack with 22.

^oblnson and Underwood chipped

in v?lth 17 er?ch«

The high scoring Henderson Ken

scoring at an average of

£7.6, while the opponents arc- firing at 76,7.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—2-14-55

For Immediate Release

(Mid-Tern Graduates)

The final list of students eligibly for mid-term graduation
t Marshall College has been releasedx£^^the.aacademic deans

at the college.

,

.

-Ms*

These stud ents-^^y "participate in the May, 30

commencement cereoony r
Candidates for mid-term graduation from the College of Arts

and Sciences are:
For the degree of Bachelor of Arts---- Barbara Cole, Patricia

Daugherty, Robert Gough, Ann Hagan, and William Marrs.

\

/oj

For the degree of Bachelor of Science-- John Billups, Thomas
Cannon, James Cox, Don Dooley,Blaine Eddy, Kenneth Hill, James
Lawrence, Sam Peslis, Dorsey Ryan, and John Smith.

For the degree of Bachelor of Engineering Science—Richard

Allen, Randall Davidson, Roderick McSwain, Ernest Merrit,and Thomas

Olson.
For the degree of Bachelor of Business Administration--

Theodore Riffe.
For the degree of Associate in Science-—Margie Ann Pohlman.
(more)

-i
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 2-14-55
J

(Mid-Terra Graduates)

Candidates from the Teachers College are:
For the

degree of Bachelor of Arts—Janet Adkins, Virginia Balmer,

Carl Barger, Marguerite Bellamy, Audrey Clay, James

Cooley,

Martha Cremeans, Marguerite Grimm, Freddie Kemp, Jefferson Long,

Everett McClintock, Elizabeth McDonald, Charles Marsh, Mary Mynes,
Margaret Patton, Carol Rowe, Dorman Shumate.
William Staats, Etoile Steele, Hazel Stollings, Beverly

VanderZalm, George Van Gordan, and Phyllis Walker.

Candidates from the Graduate School are:
For the degree of Master of Arts—Thomas Ackerson, Genevieve

Butler, Kathryn Dingess, Vada Ellis, Gertrude Gatens, Mary Alice
Goins, Margaret Graham, Virginia Harris, Harrison Joyce, Zelda

Knapp, Delores ^©Master, Ray McCann,

Berlin D. McKinney, Edith

Milam,Donald Pauley, James Pizzino, Eva Ritchie, Mary Waldron,

Fred

C. Whitley, and Wayne Wriston,
For the degree of Master of Science—John Neel, Jr.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 2-14-55

For Immediate Release

(Movies)

Four color movies of Switzerland will be shown to the

public at the Marshall College Science Hall auditorium tomorrow

(Feb. 16) at 7:3O P-

The movies were loaned to the college

by the Swiss Travel Office.
Dr. Walter H. Perl of the Marshall German department

will

introduce the shows with a short talk about Switzerland as it is
>

today.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 2-14-55
ror Immediate Release

(Moundsville student)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (MCIS)-- William Chaddock, son of
Mr. and Mrs. H. V/. Chaddock of 1711 First Street, Moundsville >

has been selected for membership in the newly reorganized
Marshall College Press Club.

The club is open to male journalism students with an

active

interest in journalism, at least 10 credit hours in journalism^
subjects, and an overall 2.5 subject average.

I

i

rz

Chaddock is editor-in-chief of the Parthenon, Marshall

newspaper; a member of Pershing Rifles, honorary military groups
and an active member of Sigma Phi Epsilon, college social fraternity.

Chaddock is a'senior in the College of Arts and Sciences at
Marshall.

(

-3o-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—-2-14-55
For Immediate,Release

To the Charleston Daily Mail, Charleston, W. Va.

(Charleston student)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA. — (MC IS)—Everett Roush, son of Mr. and

Mrs. E. N. Roush of 914 Matthews Avenue, Charleston has been
elected president of the Cavaliers, men’s independent social
organization at Marshall College.

Roush, a 1952 graduate of Stonewall Jackson High School, is
editor-in-chief of the Chief Justice, college yearbook; and is a
member of the International Relations Club.
Roush is a junior in the College of Arts and Scierr es at

Marshall.

r

-30-
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MAR5HALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 2-15-55
For Immediate Release

(Convocation---!)

Pulitzer Price winning Robert Hillyer, author of more than

two dozen volumes of poetry, will address the Marshall College

convocation Thursday , February 17 at 11 A. M.
Mr. Hillyer, one of American’s major poets, was born in East

Orange, New Jersey.

He received his preparatory education at Kent

School n'nd following his graduation from Harvard and World War 1

service in France, he studied for a year in Copenhagen, Denmark

as a fellow of the American-Scandinavian Foundation.
For nineteen years, Mr. Hillyer was a professor of English
literature at Harvard University.

He taught for two years ~t Trinity

College in Connecticut and was awarded an honorary degree upon

completion of his stay there.

He also served for two years at Kenyon

College and, for the past year, he taught at the University of

Delaw ire.
Robert Hillyer’s poetry has won a world-wide audience, and his

"Collected Poems” won the 1934 Pulitzer Price.

His latest book

of poetry, ’’The Suburb by the Sea,” published in 1952, was a
collection of light satirical verses which delighted readers of
The New Yorker and The Atlantic Monthly.

Other books include”The Death of Captain Nemo,” ’’Pattern for

A Day”, "Poems for Music;” the latter an outgrowth of his love and

understanding for music.
(more)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—2-15-55

(Convocation—2)

Mr. Hillyer is a Fellow of the Academy of Arts and Science,

a member of the National Institute of Arts and Letters, a Chancellor

of the Academy of American Poets, and President of the Poetry Society

of America,

He has been Phi Betta Kappa Poet six times, including

the Harvard Tercenter of 1936.

He was awarded the Garrison Prize

at Harvard in 1916, and since then, in addition to the coveted

Pulitzer Prize, he has also been awarded the medal of the Poetry

Society of America and the Golden Rose of the New England Poetry
Glub.

An Amateur but devoted musician, Mr, HillyerSs home in
/

Greenwich, Connecticut boasts an ebony piano and a 100 year

old pump organ.

-30-
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For Immediate Release

f
(Educational Leadership Project—-1)

HUNTINGTON, W.
Wo VAo
VAO----- (MCIS)(MCIS)—-A "continuing project in educational
leadership" which would cost $41,200 annually on state and county levels

has been proposed by the West Virginia Cooperative Program in

Educational Administration
In a report embodying the proposal, the WV-CPEA has asked the Wo Ko
Kellogg Foundation to contribute $14,000 annually for the next four
years toward the establishment of such a continuing program o

This

money would be used to pay the salary and expenses of a state coordinator
of the programo
Dr

The report just released was prepared by the WV-CPEA committee

Ralph Do Purdy, associate professor of education at Marshall College,
is

secretary and coordinator of the programQ

State chairman is C

Archer of Princeton0

Action to establish a continuing program is the outgrowth of a
research project in educational leadership which was inaugurated in

West Virginia in January^ 1953 o

This project has been carried on by

.county and state agencies with the cooperation of Marshall Collegeo

has involved pilot studies in

It

educational leadership in Greenbrier,

Mercer and Marion countieso
The findings of these pilot studies, according to the WV-CPEA

report. might become the basis for improving county schools throughout
West Virginiao

Findings of the experiment to date indicate the need for

school administrators and citizens of the community

(more)

they

serve to

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- >2-16-55
/

(Educational Leadership Project——2)

understand the problems of each other and for the two groups to work

together in the improvement of educationo
leadership and better

Better educational

state schools are expected to be the result if

the continuing project is approvedo
The KelloggFoundation has financed the pilot studies as part of

an effort to improve schools in eleven southern states

This regional

program is known as the Southern States Cooperative Program in

Educational Administrationo

The SSCPEA is one of eight such programs

being financed throughout the nation by the Kellog Foundatione

Co-sponsors of the studies in West Virginia have been the West
Virginia Cooperative Program in Educational Administration and the
West Virginia Association of School Superintendentso

The proposal to set up a continuing project in educational
leadership in West Virginia involves the following:

1-

Continuing the pilot studies in Greenbrier9 Mercer and Marion

Counties and directing efforts toward bringing about

improvements already found to be neededo
2

Dissemination of information on the pilot studies to other

counties in order that they might institute similar studieso

3

An analysis of the services which the state department of

education would give in the county studies in educational

leadership resulting from the continuing program o

Development of experimental programs at teacher and school
administrative training centers with a view to producing teachers
better prepared to fit into the improved school

grow out of these studies0
(more)

systems that

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—2-16-55
(Educational Leadership Project—3)

"The

proposed project," says the WV-CPEA report 9 "cuts across

institutional and organizational lineso

It is essentially a cooperative,

coordinated state-wide program with many institutions, agencies and
organizations participating in a unified effort toward the improvement

of educational leadership0

Due to the complexity of this structure,

and due to the currently curtailed finances for educational purposes

in West Virginia, money is needed from other sources for the state-wide
direction and coordination of the continuing project in educational
leadership o’?

In asking for money from the Kellogg Foundation , the report says:
"If granted, this money would be placed with and dispersed by
a legally constituted agency of West Virginiao"

In addition to Marshall College, which has been associated with
the state studies from the beginning, the following West Virginia
institutions of higher learning have shown an interest in the proposed

continuing programs

Alderson-Broaddus, Bluefield, Coneord, Fairmont State, Morris Harvey,
Salem, Sheppard, West Liberty State, West Virginia State and West

Virginia Wesleyan colleges, and West Virginia Universityo
The Greenbrier and Mercer County pilot studies, directed by Dro Purdy,

have been carried on through Marshall College graduate extension
classes which give residence credit toward advanced degreeso

As an

outgrowth of Marshall's classes, a similar arrangement with West
Virginia University has been worked out in Marion Countyo

(more)

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE c.~,

(Educational Leadership Project
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4)

Dro Craig Wilson, member of the research staff of the Southern

States Cooperative Program in Educational Administration, has been
devoting his full time to development of the Greenbrier bounty pilot

study during the current academic yearo

30-
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lor Immediate Release

(Raymond Brewster—1)

Raymond Brewster, editor-in-chief of the Herold-Dlspatch
end president of the West Virginia Board of Mucaticn, will
be master of ceremonies at the banquet featuring the twenty-first
annual Congress of the United High School Press of West Virginia

in Wi’Sfe,
Anncuncement of the selection was made yesterday

(Wednesday) by Professor W. Page Pitt, head of the Marshall

College Department of Journalism end UHSP executive secretary
and founder®

The banquet is scheduled for 7 p. re. Saturday evening,

April 30, in the Mar shall College dining hall.

Speak or for the

banquet will be named later.

This feature of the congress is sponsored annually

by the Huntington Publishing Company and its president,
Col. J. H. Long.

Col. Long is known as "Daddy of the United High

School Press.*

The Chamber of Coraierce luncheon is scheduled for
Saturd. y, April 30» at 1 p. m.
(more)
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(B&ynond Brewster

2)

Meeting jointly with the United High School Press

of West Virginia will be the United High School Yearbook Association
and the Journalism Teachers Association of West Virginia.

The meeting of the three organizations is sponsored
each year by Marshall College and

Department of Journalism*

The b nquet raastex- of ceremonies has been edit or-in
ch:'ef of the Her-.l^pE’ispatch since 1938 tnd is serving :his

second term as president of th® West Virginia Bo.-<rd of
Education,

Mr, Brewsterix was

presidency last summer*

smk®1

was elected to the board’s

His first term ia thst Ksocssi capacity

His first appointment to the board was in 19^1*

was

A Marshall College alumnus, Er. Brewster has long
affairs
been active in conmxnitj^ in th© Tri-st.;te area*
Marshall
College has conferred upon him an honor;,ry doctor’s degree*
Mr. Brewster has served in key posts with the

Fire Prevention Bureau, the Netipnal Economic Council for
West Virginia, the Tx-i-Stote Council of the Boy Scouts of America,
the Huntington Fire Civil Service Board and the Chbell County
Young Republic-, n League.

He is a director of the Huntington Chamber of
Commerce ?nd the Huntington YMCA,

The banquet master of

ceremonies is a member of the Amerieam Society of Newspaper

Fditcrs, Rot ry Intern ticnnl .nd the Kappa Alpha Order
of the South*

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION 6WICB-- 2-16-55

For Imswdl te Release

Bob hull, Sports Editor

Marshall College’^ high flying Big Green, in the thick of

the Mid*American Conference race with a record of S-J , will

cut
hoe its work out for the reast of the season if it la to stay

In the fight for the conference crcvm.

The fact breaking Marshall term will be at Charleston tomorrow
to play a non-conferenc® game against Conch Eddie King’s Golden
B*gl^.

Then the Big Green will return horn. to Mid-American

Conference action at Memorial Field Mou$e Saturday at 8:00

against Bowling Green University.
$

■'■

The

g^e iis fanothor must

for tha Henderson men, who are in second pl^ce tie with ' ©stern

X"

Michigan end right behind the front running Miami.

//y

The Mimi Redskin® from Oxford, Ohio, will so-/e into

—-

Huntington Tuesday night to buttle ths-Big 'Green, in what could,,,,,wall b« th® most important gais.e of the season for Mitfshail. A

/

Marshall win could throw the Conference r.^ce into a threa-way’
tie between

k?estem Michig-m, and Mauahifll.

M&rvey, Bowling Green j-ims an very

Th a s -orris !

Import, &nt, but it * s ...

th® Redskin battle that Marshall f.ns have bean waiting for all year.

Marshall’s etar rebounding eenter Charlie Slack, who loads
rv**‘

the nations in rebounds lost fcround in his bid for the national
title, when ^-arsh 11 played at Toledo, Ohio.

The Marshall ace
„>.c

got only 10 rsbounds In’^^rshall1® yG-74 win over the rocketiT. '
%(

from Toledo University.

In M^rsbalVs i/ust gw>e wl’sck pullW >24

fro® the b *.ck boards to k$sp in the running.
-30-
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For immediate release

(Color-slide lecture)

A color-slide lecture on Wild Flowers of West Virginia”

will be featured at an annual meeting of the Student Affiliate
of the American Chemical Society in the Science Hall auditorium
Thursday, Feb. 2ft, at 7:30 p.m.
Earl Walter, free lance photographer and Carbide chemist
from South Charleston, will explain the scientific uses for the

flowers which have been taken in their natural habitat with

Kodachrome color film.

A native of huntington, Indiana, Mr. Walter received his

education at the University of Michigan, Brooklyn Polytechnic
Institute and Morris Harvey College.

He has been employed in

the research laboratories of the Carbide and Carbon Chemicals
Corporation for the past sixteen years doing light and electron

microscopy and X-ray diffraction and spectroscopy.
Mr. Walter’s hobby is nature and archeological photography

and since 1950 he has been financing vacations to interesting
pieces through free-lance photography and writing.

-30-
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For Immediate Release
to Free Press, South Charleston,W. Va.

(South Charleston Student)
HUNTINGTON, W. V A. — (MCIS) —Al Arnett, son of Mr. and Mrs.

Paul J. Arnett of 4639 Pennslyvania Avenue, South Charleston, has
been elected second semester vice-president of the sophomore class
at Marshall College.

Arnett is a sophomore in the College of Arts and Sciences at

Marshall..

-30-
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For Immediate Release

to the Welch Daily News, Welch, W. Va.

(Welch student)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA. — (MCIS) — Julia Bearzi, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Julius Bearzi of 82 Hobart Street, Welch has been elected
second semester secretary of the junior class at Marshall College.
Miss Bearzi is a junior in the Teachers College at Marshall.
-30}
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For Immediate Release

to the Pleasants County Leader, St. Marys, W. Va.

(Belmont Student)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.--(MCIS) —-Harvey White, son of Mr. and Mrs.

• Homer

G. White of Belmont, has been elected second semester

secretary of the senior class at Marshall College,
w

White is alsenior in the College of Arts and Sciences at

Marshall.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—2-18-55
For Immediate Release

to the Charleston Daily Mail, Charleston, W. Va.

(Charleston Students)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA. — (MCIS)—Two Charleston students,

Harry Crosby and Fred Pyles, have been elected second semester
class officers of their respective classes at Marshall College.

Harry Crosby, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Crosby of 159^-1/2

Washington Street, Charleston was chosen vice-president of the
senior class.

He is a senior in the College of Arts and Sciences

at Marshall, and resides with his wife, Lois at 1104 Hunt Avenue

in Charleston.
t.

Fred Pyles, son of Mr. and Mrs. Don^| M. Pyles

of 1163 Bridge

Road, Charleston, was chosen treasurer of the sophomore class. He
is a sophomore in the Teachers College at Marshall.

-30-
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Program Bulletin
You are invited to help plan the program of the Twentyfirst Annual Congress of the United High School Press of West
Virginia, the Seventeenth Annual Convention of the West Virginia
Journalism Teachers Association or the Fourth Annual Meeting
of the United High School Yearbook Association of West
Virginia© The three organizations will meet jointly on the
Marshall College campus Friday and Saturday, April 29 and 30o
Sponsor of the meeting is the Marshall College Department of
Journalism©

If you have ideas about how the program can be
improved, please feel free to pass them on to the program
chairman© The program is for you and your students, and we
want you to have a voice in the planning©
Miss Virginia Lee is sending you information about
registration© This is to give you the basic facts about the
program and to seek your help in filling in the details©

We know this much definitely:
About 300 young people from 170 West Virginia public
high schools and 5 Catholic high schools are expected to attend

The annual banquet will take place at the Marshall
College dining hall Saturday evening, April 30o This affair
is sponsored each year by the Huntington Publishing Company
and Colo J© Ho Long, known as the ”Daddy of the United High
School Press of West Virginiao 11

je

The Chamber of Commerce luncheon is scheduled for the
same place at 1 po mo that dayo

There will be roundtable discussions on subjects which
you suggest©

’

Direct communications concerning the program to:

Mr© James H© Herring
Box 34
Marshall College
Huntington, Wo Va©

(j

James Ho Herring
v
Program Chairman
Joint meeting of
the UHSP, WVJTA
and UHSYA

I
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 2-17-55
For Immediate Release

to The Paterson Evening News, Paterson, Nev Jersey

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (MCIS)-- Edwin Levin, son of Mr.
Mrs.

and

Solomon Levin of 372 East Twenty-eighth Street, Paterson,

has been selected to play the role of the inspector in the Marshall

College Theatre production of, "An Inspector Calls."
The play was written by J.B.

Priestly and was originally

presented in New York in the fall of 19^7.

The Marshall College

presentation will be given March 16, 17, and 18 in the college

auditorium.
Levin, a 1950 graduate of Eastside High School in Paterson,

received his B.S.

degree from Purdue University in 195^ and is

currently working for his Master's Degree in Industrial Psychology
at Marshall.

He resides with his wife, Hilde, at 87 Donald Court

in Huntington.
-- 30--
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 2-17-55
For Immediate Release

to The Free Press, South Charleston, W. Va.
Huntington, W. Va.

Mrs.

J.

R.

(MQIS)—Joe Borradalle, son of Mr.

and

Borradalle of 909 Overlook Way, South Charleston,

has been selected to play a leading role in the Marshall College

Theatre production, "An Inspector Calls."

The play was written by J.

B.

Priestly and wgs originally

presented In New York in the fall of 19^7.

The Marshall presentation

will be given March 16, 17, and 18, in the college auditorium.
Borradalle is a freshman in the College of Arts and Sciences

at Marshall*

-- 30--
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OR31ULL COLL ’GS INFORMATION SERVICE---- 2-16-55
Bob Kull, Sports Editor

Prices and

Slack hitting for avera-.es of better than 20 points per game,

while Underwood and Robinson are hitting buckets 17*9 and 17.7*

In M irshalJs last game against Eor; is Harvey, Coach Cam Henderson
kept his record of hiving never lost to MH team in 20 year®intact.
The Henderson men dropped the Golden Eagles by the tune of 103-91#
D.ive Robinson got 27 for Marshall’s high, while Cap Smith of the Eagles

took the gave high with 32 markers.
The nations top rebounder Charlie Slack pulled 19 rebounds from
he boards in E rahdVs win over Eorris-H.-rvey and fouled out of the

gas.e late in the fourth cuarter#

When Slack went out of the game, the

LH fans game him a round of boos.
-30<
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—2-18-55
For Immediate Release

Bob Hull, Sports Editor

Marshall’s big Green basketball team, riding a five game winning
streak will go into Mid-Amerlcan action Saturday night st 8:00 against

Bowling Green’s Falcons at Memorial Field House.

The BG Falcons were the last conference opponents of the fast
breaking Big Green.

Th® Marshall-Bowling Green game at Bowling Green, Ohio

was a real battle with Marshall coming from 12 points behind at half time
to take the game by a 2 point margin ?l-89«

The return game between the two teams Saturday night will be another
must for the Henderson men who have a 8-3 record in conference play, which
is good for a second place tie with western Michigan, if they are to

e

stay in the running for the conference crown.

x>0

Marshall must not only^j^J^’'

win against BG, but also the other two remaining games of the season

a sinst Miami her® Tuesday night -nd the Western Reserve game that is to

take pl&ce at Cleveland, Ohio February 17 •

Miami and Western are both

members of the Conference.
FalconCoach H rold Anderson, is experiencing his poorest season in

30 years as a basketball coach with a record of 5-13, while Marshall’s

Cam Henderson is enjoying one of his better seasons with a 15-3 record.

Anderson’s Falcons were runners up for last year’s conference champs, but
played in the HIT tournament for which Marshall ia a contneder this season.

This season is Henderson’s best since 53 and 47*

The 53 team won 20, lost 4,

while the lr7 basket men won 32-5*

e

Bowling Green will bring to town a team with three of its starting

five scoring in the double figures, but Marshall cr*n better this with four
of starting team hitting in the double columns.

(more)

The three from BQ are
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MARSHALL COLL.XSfi INFO MATION SERVICE---- 2-21-55
I

For Immediate Relea.,e
BOB NULL, SPORTS EDITOR

i AR HALL’S BIG GREEK CAR .133 ALL OF ITS IL ID-AM ERIC AN CONFS!: ’NOE
HOPES INTO ACTION A GAINS THE CONFER ',KCB LEADING REDSKINS CF MIAMI
UNIVERSITY AT MEMORIAL FIELD HOUSE, TOE DAY AT 3 P. M.

THE BIG GESfeiJ ;ITH A COSFERSKCE MAUK OF 9-3 HAS THE OPPORTUNITY
OF THRO .'ING THE CONFERENCE INTO A TH EE- AY TIE BY STOPPING mi.

EHW.’HILE THE BRONCO.; OF W'ES.ERK MICHIGAN '.ILL MOVE INTO AN ALL

WORT ANT CONFER KJE GALS AT Bva'LIHG GhE i: TONIGHT, BUT A MARSHALL WINH RE IS THE IF.PCRTnNT PART FOR BOTH LiE SHALL AMD lv .STEaN MICHIGAN.

IF

I A8-Ji:LL CAN BEAT MIAMI AMD WESTERN MICHIGAN TAKES BOLLING GH .E« INTO
CAMP n WO .14) BE ALL TIED UP AND A TOURNAMENT WOULD HAVE TO

ON A NtUTRlL FLOOR IO SEE

E FLAYED

HO WOULD BE THE CONFERENCE CHAT'S. AND TAK&-—;

THE AUTOMATIC B:<RTH TO THE KGAA T URNAMENT.
TH?* FAIT BREAKING MARSHALL TEAL WILL HAVE ITS WORK ALR.i.DY CUT

GUT, BECAUSE MIAMI HANDED TEE BIG G ft KEN A 69-74 WHIPPING AT OXFORD IN

THEIR FIRST ML IT ING OF THE SEASON.

THE BIG MAN IN THE KJ1MI LIN ..AS

CO-CAFTAIN DICK KLI7CH WHO RB5MLD THS BUCKETS FOR 2? PCiNTS AND
REBOUNDED ALONG WITH MARSHALL’S RABOUNDING STAR CHARLIE SLACK.

KLl'TCH

H ADN’T SEEN TOO MUCH ACTION UNTIL THE NIGHT THAT EE FLAYED HIS GREVE*
:vE AGAINST THE ND.ERSON^N, BECAUSE HE WAS BELOW PAR PHYSICALLY.

DON B. RNETT, 155 POUND N.XRO GUARD LIT FOR 18 fiDBTHE HRST MEETING ADD ■
PLAYED CUTSTfciiDINQ ON DEFENSE IN THE FIRST HALF EY HOLDING L ARSIiALL’S
CEBE FRIGE TO FOUR POINTS.

ROARED LACK IN THE

THE

■UHARLEciCK FAS1 BiiE/K MAN

L3CND HALF Al.J Lij,u TEE BIG GREEN IK THE SCORING

COLUMN WITH 27 POINTS.

THE REuSKINU ARE DUE IN HUNTINGTON
THAT HIGHT,
TT.r

E tiVW »T

.T 3:00 TUSiXAY FOR I'HB B-'TTLE

THE 1-IAMI TEAFi IS TAKING NO CHAf'CES GF BEING TIRED AND
t? ry»n Tn »v v^t x

I

5'3*

1
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MARS ALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE

--- 2-21-5?

Marshall’s Big Green, is scoring at an average of 88*7 per

game and boasts four of its starting five scoring in the double
figures. Cebe Price is leading the Marshall scoring with an average
of 2^.2, while Charlie Slack is hittin g at a clip of 20.0. Dave
Robinson and Paul Underwood are

(The End)

averaging 18.

I

Bob Null
CUWLATIVhi

SrAiISrlUS SUMHfetf FOit MriKSHALL GOELluS

Price

Rebounds
Free Throws
Field Goals
No. Ave.
Att.
Scor.
Pct#
Atts. 3 cor. I’ct.
•684
108
5*9
391 178
.455 152 104

Slack

298

143

.479 133

Underwood

340

136

.400 120 79

Robinson

294

134

.455 106

Crum

43

15

.372

Burns

51

17

Frazier

22

Parkins

Hopper

f ~ "L.S.S

— 2-19-55

Pors Fouls
No. Dis
41 2

Garaes
No.
19

Points
No. Ave
460 .24.2
20.0

.714 492 25.8

67

3

19

381

.658 108 5.9
6.0
.774 112

38

2

19

351 18.4

46

1

19

350 18.4

30 18

.600 28 1.6

19

0

17

48

2.8

.333

21 13

.619 73 4.8

15

0

15
16

47

3.1

9

.409

21

9

.426 86 5.3

42

3

27

1.7

16

5

.312

8

4

.500

6

6

Q

99

U

6

3

.500

0

0

.000

2

3

0

7

6

.8

95

82

Ashley

4

1

.250

1

1

1.000

1

1

0

4

3

.7

Pierson

3

0

.000

0

0

.000

0

0

0

3

0

0

Hunnicutt

3

0

.000

0

0

.000

0

0

0

1

0

0

(

6?

own totals 1471 641

.432 598 405

.677 1083 57.0

278 11

19

1687

St 88.7

opp, totals1459

.392 499 334

.699 784 41.2

340 16

19

1478

77.7

572

\ ^7

MID-AOilCAN GWEalUSHCE STATISTICS FOR Ji..Al SCORING IH DOUBLE FIGURES.

Price

246

114

.463

86

57

,669

69 6.5

26

1

12

285

23.7

Slack

186

90

.484

86

58

.68? 313 26.0

46

2

12

238

19.8

Underwood

229

89

.392

75

49

653

57 4.7

32

2

12

227

18.9

Robinson

176

71

.403

49

35

.714

68 6.5

24

0

12

177

14.7

Marshall

920

392

.426 336 222

.630

646 53.8

186 8

12

1006

83.8

352

.401 309

.660

489 40.7

199 8

12

909

75.7

0pp. Totals 876

(

205

to ..’^1

&
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 2-19-55
For Immedi ?te Release
to the Charleston Daily Mail,Charleston, W. Va.

(Charleston Students)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-—VMCIS)—Two Charleston students,

Charles McCarty and John Reynolds, have been selected for
membership in the Pershing Rifles, Reserve Officers Training
Corps Honorary group at Marshall College.

Selections were made on the basis of ability and interest
concerning the military phase of academic life.

McCarty, son of Mr. and Mrs. T. G. McCarty of 921
Senic Drive, Charleston, is a sophomore in the College of Arts
and Sciences at Marshall.

Reynolds, son of Mrs. John B. Reynolds of

3817 Kanawha

Avenue, Charleston, is a freshman in the College of *rts and

Sciences at Marshall.
-30-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION OFFICE-- 2-19-55

For Immediate Release
to the St. Albans

Advertiser, St. Albans, W. Va.

(St. Albans Students)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA. —(MCIS)-- Two St^ Albans students,
\ \

John Casto and Edwin Hazelrigg, have been ^selected for
?

membership in the Pershing Rifles, Reserve Officers Training

Corps honorary group, at Marshall College.

Selections were made on basis of ability and interest
concerning the military phase of academic life.

Casto is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Foster H. Casto of 304
Ravens Park, St. Albans.

Hazelrigg is tlie son of Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Hazelrigg

of 2400 Washington Avenue, St. AlbansX,
Both men are freshmen in the College of Arts and sciences
at Marshall.

-30-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—2-19-55

For Immediate Release

to the Montgomery Herald, Montgomery, W. Va.

(Hilltop student)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA. —(MCIS)-- Thomas Brash, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas K. Brash of Hilltop, has been selected for

membership in the Pershing Rifles, Reserve Officers Training
Gorps honorary group, at Marshall College.
i

Selections for the Pershing Rifles are made on the basis
of ability and interest concerning the military phase of

academic life.
Brash is a freshman in the College of Arts and Sciences
at Marshall.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 2-19-55
for immediate release

to the Hurricane Breeze, Hurricane, W. Va.

(Hurricane Student)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-—(MCIS)-- Charles Rumbaugh, son of
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Rumbaugh of Hurricane has been selected

for membership in the Pershing Rifles, Reserve Officers Training
Corps honorary group at Marshall College.

Selections for the Pershing Rifles are made on the basis
■y&.

of ability ahd interest concerning the military phase of
academic life.
Rumbaugh is a freshman in the College of Arts and Sciences

at Marshall.

-30-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-*-2-21-55

For Immediate Release

(UHSP 21st annual congress—-!)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA. —(MCIS) —Approximately 300 high school

students are expected to attend the 21st annual congress of the
United High School Press of West Virginia, when it meets with two
other associated organizations at Marshall College

April 29-30.

The two associated organizations are the United High School
Yearbook Association and the Journalism Teachers Association of

West Virginia.
Representatives from 170 West Virginia public high schools
and 5 Catholic high schools are expected to be on-hand for sessions
of the UHSP Congress, according to W. Page Pitt, head of the

Z

Marshall College department of journalism and UHSP founder.

The annual banquet will take place at the Marshall College

dining hall Saturday evening, April 30, and Raymond Brewster,
editor-in-chief of the Herald-Dispatch and president of the West
Virginia Board of Education, will be master of ceremonies#

This

feature of the congress is sponsored each year by the Huntington

Publishing Company and Col..J. H. Long, "Daddy of the United High
School Press of West Virginia

The Chamber of Commerce luncheon is scheduled- for the same

place at 1 p. m# that day.

Don Baker, managing director of the

Huntington Chamber of Commerce, will direct the event.
(

(more)

f

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---2-21-55

(UHSP 21st annual congress-- 2)
The United High School Press is an organization of high school

newspaper editors who come together each spring to exchange ideas
and find inspiration by meeting successful journalists and other
Americans active in mass communications.

Speakers for the 21st annual congress will be announced after

arrangements have been completed.

Last year’s banquet and

luncheon speakers were C. Yates McDaniel, noted Associated Press

foreign correspondent now assigned to the department of defense,
and Dallas C. Higbee, news editor of the Charleston Gazette and
1939 journalism graduate of Marshall College.

Program chairman of the event is James H. Herring, director
of the Marshall College Information Service and member of the

journalism department faculty.

Miss Virginia Lee of the journalism

faculty is in charge of registration.
This will be the fourth annual meeting of the yearbook
association and the 17th convention of the teachers group.

-30-

1955 State Basketball Tournament
.Huntington Memorial Field House
Robert Morris, Athletic Director

Welcome g

.

This envelope encloses information pertaining to the 42nd Annual.
State High School Basketball Tournament© You may get your credentials
from Bill Fugitt beforehand or may pick them up. at the Marshall College
athletic office after you arrive in Huntington©’ Only your working
press or radio ticket will admit you to the Field House, to the
hospitality room at the northwestern corner of the Field House main
floor, and to the press-radio party at the Hotel Prichard© A red
press ribbon gives you free movement on the Field House flooro
The Field House hospitality room will be open for your convenience
at all times while the tournament is in session0 You might as well
figure on having dinner there Thursday and Friday, since there will be
only about two hours between sessions© The hospitality room will open
each day at 12 noon©

We also have set up for your convenience & press room,9 just off the
Field House hospitality room, where all Western Union machines will be
and tables and chairs if you care to work© Presumably you have already
made arrangements with Western Union, and, if so, you can depend on
Roy Fritz to do a good job for you©
The formality of opening the tournament will be simple© The
superintendent of Cabell County schools will welcome tournament
participants and spectators© Dr© Stewart Ho Smith, president of
Marshall College, will represent Marshall College at the opening
ceremony© President Jonathan Yo Lowe will make a few pertinent remarks o
The national anthem will be sung at the beginning of all sessions and
the starters on each team will be introduced©

MrSo Ao Ao Rohrbough, who has seen 2em all, will get 18 red roses
and be introduced Thursday©

Players on losing teams will receive State Tournament lapel
buttons from the deputy members of the board of appeals between halves
of the game immediately following their own© In other words the losing
team of the last Thursday game will get recognition between halves of
the first game Friday©
All the team trophies and individual medals for champions and
runners-up, all-tournament teams for both A and B, best cheerleader
and best cheering section will be presented after the last game Saturday
afternoon© The press and radio wd.ll ballot on the All-Tournament teams
during the second half of the Class A final© In addition, the WHSAA
will make its third annual State Tournament Sportsmanship Award at this
time© Princeton won it in 1953 o Glass A Stonewall Jackson and Class B
Pax won in 1954°

>

-2-

i

The sports writers and sportscasters Association will meet
separately Friday morning at the Hotel Frederick* and I suggest we
all adjourn to the Field House for lunch* since the tournament resumes
at 1 p0 mo
Complete box-scores* including minutes played* shots taken*
rebounds and assists plus the usual* will be available 15 minutes after
each game* and coaches^comments 20 minutes after each gameo
James Ho (Jim) Herring* director of the Marshall College
Information Service* is press Dire ctoro He and I and our assistants
are at your service in every wayo

Robert Ao Morris* Jro
Director of Athletics
Marshall College
Huntington* Wo Va0

<

I

HOUSING
*

The twelve competing teams will be housed in Hodges Hall, men’s
dormitory on the Marshall Campus* Each team will be given separate
quarters, and all the teams will be segregated from the rest of the
dorm* No visitors to a team’s quarters will be allowed during the
tournament* Coaches of the teams are requested to cooperate in
this matter* Teams coming from greater distances may come in on
Wednesday evening if they make arrangements in advance. Others
may arrive Thursday morning.

The housing arrangements and assignments will be in charge of
Mr* Harold Willey, Dean of Men, at Marshall College. Inquiries in
arrangements for housing can be made by contacting Mr. Willey.
Students not members of teams who are coming to the tournament
will be housed in private homes at $1 per night unless accompanied
by a parent who wishes them 'to stay in a hotel* The housing for
onlookers will be arranged by Mr. William Powers, Chairman, Student
Housing Committee who can be reached in advance at Box 469 Huntington,
West Virginia. Principals at the various schools will send in the
students* names* Registration for housing will be at the Greenhouse,
under the Marshall College Cafeteria on 18th Street E* between 3rd
and 5th Avenue* Guides and Posters will be available to show the
way to housing Headquarters.

Coaches* housing will be at the Prichard Hotel and the HuntingtonHotel* Reservations can be made at these hotels by writing to them,
or contacting this office*
Sports writers, radio men, and publicity personnel will be housed
at the Fredrick Hotel* Reservations can be made by writing to the
[3^
manager or this office.,

Principals will be housed at the Governor Cabell or Fifth Avenue
hotel and reservations can be made by writing the manager or this
officeo

Adults who wish hotel rooms may write to that hotel which they
prefero There are also several nice motels in and near the city if
preferred * The names and locations of these will be furnished by
the Chamber of Commerce or this office*
In any case, remember this:

we will guarantee you housing:

ENTERTAINMENT
The competing teams visiting the tournament will have a Marshall
College basketball player as sponsor and escort to show them the
campus and town if they wish and are allowed to do so by their coach*

The Student Union at Marshall College will be open at all times
for visiting studentso Entertainment in the form of dancing
with a ”combo" and with free doughnuts and coffee are offered
Friday and Saturday morning from ten until twelveo Campus tours
and exhibitions will be open to students and parentso This program
on campus is in charge of Mrso Veta Lee Smith, Marshall College
Secretaryo A full program will be announced latero

Coaches will be- entertained at a buffet given in their honor
at the Prichard Hotel after the game Friday nighto Admission will
be by coaches and Official badgeo
Principals will be entertained at abreakfast given in their
honor by the Cabell County Schools at the Governor Cabell hotel
on Saturday morningo President Smith of Mar-shall will speak to
the groupo
Sports writers and Radio and To Vo men will he guests at a
buffet*given for them at the Fredrick Hotel Friday night after
the game0

Plans are being made for entertainment of the wives of coaches
and principalso Further plans will be announced latero
MEALS
The competing teams may eat at the Marshall College Cafeteria
which is directly adjacent to Hodges Hall where they are staying
Special menus for the teams may be arranged in advance with Mrso
Smock, Dieticiano
Other students attending the tournament may eat at the cafeteria
if they signify their intentions to do so when registering for a
roomo The Student Union will be open at all times for serving of
quick lunches and sandwiches to those who wisho

There are several good eating places., mostly drive~ins, near the
field houseo Of course there are a dozen good eating places in the
downtown section which are available at most all times0 A map
of the downtown section will be furnished to show the location of
restaurantso

Each of the hotels will have their dining room and coffee shop
open at mealtimeso

(

TRANSPORTATION

Teams housed at the Marshall College Dorm will be able to park
their cars at the rear of the dormo Free bus transportation for
these teams while competing will be furnished by Marshall College
if the coach desires0 He may make arrangements with Mro Tom
Bolyard9 Supt
Supto0 of Buildings and Grounds at Marshall College^ or with
this officeo
Bus transportation from the hotels to the field house will b®
available on a continued basis throughout the playing times at the
tournamento There are several parking lots and garages near the
various hotels for coaches or school officials who wish to park
their cars during the tournament0

Arrangements are being made to transport the press officials
who wish5 to the Field House and returno For thosepress and radio
men and officials of the* tournament who wish to drive to the Field
House there will be parking space to the rear of the Field House o
Admittance to this lot will be by pass onlyo Please secure yours
at the time you get your badges0
TICKETS
School reservations will be in the hands of Mr0 Bill Fugitt
Executive Secretary5 West Virginia High School Athletic Association
After they are satisfied^ orders may be filled by writing Mr o
Fugitt or Ro Ao Morris5 Jroj>
oc> Athletic Director,
Dire ctor 9 Marshall Collegeo
Individual game tickets will be sold at the games o Usual prices will
prevailo
PRACTICE

Any school arriving on Wednesday and wishing to practice that
night may contact this office and a floor and time vri.ll be secured^
courtesy of Cabell County Board of Educationo The Field House floor
will not be available for any high school after the Sectional Tournament0

(

1955 State Basketball Tournament
Huntington Memorial Field House
Robert Morris, Jro, Athletic Director

Welcome:

Information about the 42nd Annual State High School Basketball
Tournament is enclosed for your useo

The Tournament is scheduled to

be held at Huntington Memorial Field House March 17 9 1SS and 19o

We

hope you and your students will be among the 10*000 expected for this
evento
Players on losing teams will receive State Tournament lapel buttons
from deputy members of the Board of Appeals between halves of the game

immediately following their own

For example, the losing team of the

last Thursday game will get recognition between halves of the first
game Friday

All the team trophies and individual medals will be presented after
the last game Saturday afternoono

This will include awards for

champions and runners-up, the A and B all-tournament teams 9 the

best cheerleader and best cheering sectiono

The press and radio will

ballot on the All-Tournament teams during the second half of the Class
A finalo

In addition, the WVHSAA will make its third annual State

Tournament Sportsmanship Award at this timeo
in 1953o

Princeton won this award

Class A Stonewall Jackson and Class B Pax won it in 1954o

Please call upon me if I can be of any help to you in your plans
for attending the tournamento

vf

Morris Jro
Robert Ao Morris,
Director of Athletics
Marshall College
Huntington, West Virginia

HOUSING

The twelve competing teams will be housed in Hodges Hall, men’s
dormitory on the Marshall Campus* Each team will be given separate
quarters, and all the teams will be segregated from the rest of the
dorm* No visitors to a team’s quarters will be allowed during the
tournament * Coaches of the teams are requested to cooperate in
this matter* Teams coming from greater distances may come in on
Wednesday evening if they make arrangements in advance, Others
may arrive Thursday morning.
The housing arrangements and assignments will be in charge of
Mr* Harold Willey, Dean of Men, at Marshall College* Inquiries in
arrangements for housing can be made by contacting Mr. Willey.
Students not members of teams who are coming to the tournament
will be housed in private homes at $1 per night unless accompanied
by a parent who wishes them to stay in a hotel* The housing for
onlookers will be arranged by Mr* William Powers, Chairman, Student
Housing Committee who can be reached in advance at Box 469 Huntington,
West Virginia. Principals at the various schools will send in the
students ’ names* Registration for housing will be at the Greenhouse,
under the Marshall College Cafeteria on 18th Street E* between 3rd
and 5th Avenue* Guides and Posters will be available to show the
way to housing Headquarters.

Coaches’ housing will be at the Prichard Hotel and the Huntington
Hotel* Reservations can be made at these hotels by writing to them,
or contacting this office*
Sports writers, radio men, and publicity personnel will be housed
at the Fredrick Hotel* Reservations can be made by writing to the
manager or this office
Principals will be housed at the Governor Cabell or Fifth Avenue
hotel and reservations can be made by writing the manager or this
officeo

Adults who wish hotel rooms may write to that hotel which they
prefer* There are also several nice motels in and near the city if
preferred* The names and locations of these will be furnished by
the Chamber of Commerce or this office*

In any case, remember this:

we will guarantee you housing:

ENTERTAINMENT
The competing teams visiting the tournament will have a Marshall
College basketball player as sponsor and escort to show them the
campus and town if they wish and are allowed to do so by their coach*
I

-2-

The Student Union at Marshall College will be open at all times
for visiting students0 Entertainment in the form of dancing
with a ”combon and with free doughnuts and coffee are offered
Friday and Saturday morning from ten until twelveo Campus tours
and exhibitions will be open to students and parentso This program
on campus is in charge of Mrs0 Veta Lee Smithy Marshall College
Secretaryo A full program will be announced later0

Coaches will be entertained at a buffet given in their honor
at the Prichard Hotel after the game Friday night0 Admission will
be by coaches and Official badgeo
Principals will be entertained at abreakfast given in their
honor by the Cabell County Schools at the Governor Cabell hotel
on Saturday morningo President Smith of Marshall will speak to
the groupo

Sports writers and Radio and Te Vo men will be guests at a
buffet"given for them at the Fredrick Hotel Friday night after
the game 0
Plans are being made for entertainment of the wives of coaches
and principalso Further plans will be announced later0
MEALS
The competing teams may eat at the Marshall College Cafeteria
which is directly adjacent to Hodges Hall where they are stayingo
Special menus for the teams may be arranged in advance with Mrso
.
Smock^ Dietician,,
( /7!

Other students attending the tournament may eat at the cafeteria
if they signify their intentions to do so when registering for a
roomo The Student Union will be open at all times for serving of
quick lunches and sandwiches to those who wisho

There are several good eating places.^ mostly drive-ins^ near the
field houseo Of course there are a dozen good eating places in the
downtown section which are available at most all times0 A map
of the downtown section will be furnished to show the location of
restaurantSo
Each of the hotels will have their dining room and coffee shop
open at mealtimes0

(

“3

fx
TRANSPORTATION

Teams housed at the Marshall College Dorm will be able to park
their cars at the rear of the dormo Free bus transportation for
these teams while competing will be furnished by Marshall College
if the coach desires0 He may make arrangements with Mro Tom
Bolyard9 Supto of Buildings and Grounds at Marshall College, or with
office
this officeo

Bus transportation from the . hotels to the field house will be
available on a continued basis throughout the playing times at the
tournamento There are several parking lots and garages near the
various hotels for coaches or school officials who wish to park
their cars during the tournamento
Arrangements are being made to transport the press officials
who wish, to the Field House and returno For thosepress and radio
men and officials of the' tournament who wish to drive to the Field
House there will be parking space to the rear of the Field House o
Admittance to this lot will be by pass only0 Please secure yours
at the time you get your badges0

TICKETS
School reservations will be in the hands of Mro Bill Fugitt
Executive Secretary, West Virginia High School Athletic Association o
After they are satisfied^5>, orders may be filled by writing_ Mr °
Fugitt or Ro Ao Morris9 JroO99 Athletic Director,
Director^ Marshall Collegeo ( ,
Individual game tickets will be sold at the games o Usual prices w\ll
prevailo

PRACTICE
Any school arriving on Wednesday and wishing to practice that
night may contact this office and a floor and time will be secured^
courtesy of Cabell County Board of Educatione The Field House floor
wi.ll not be available for any high school after the Sectional Tournament0

(
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—-2-21-55
For Immediate Release
(State Basketball Tournament)

HUNTINGTON, Wo VAo-

(MCIS)-—Housing arrangements for the 42nd

Annual State High School Basketball Tournament 5 to be held in
Huntington March 17, 18, and 19 9 are being made to guarantee housing

for basketball followers from all parts of the state 9 according to
Harold Willey, Marshall College Dean of Men in charge of housing

assignments
The housing needs of competing basketball teams 9 spectators,

coaching staffs and radio and press personnel have been accounted for 9

according to Willey, and Marshall College and the city of Huntington
are ready to handle the resulting three-day influx in the city’s

populationo
Separate quarters for each of the twelve competing teams will be

assigned in Hodges Hall, men’s dormitory on the Marshall campus, and the

players will be segregated from all other dormitory residentso
Students attending the tournament who are not members of a team will

be housed in private homes at a cost of $1 per nighto

Registration for

student housing will be at the Greenhouse under the Marshall College
Cafeteria, at 18th Street Eo between 3rd Avenue and 5th Avenue, under

the direction of William Powers, chairman of the Student Housing

Committeeo
Coaches’ housing will be at the Prichard and Huntington Hotels 9
/

I

and sports writers, radio meh and publicity personnel will be housed at
the Frederick Hotel

Housing for school principals has been arranged

at the Governor Cabell and the Fifth Avenue Hotelso
(more)

rMARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—2-21-55

(State Basketball Tournament

2)

♦

Others who wish hotel rooms may write to the hotel which they

prefer9 Willey saidp or they may find lodging at one of several motels in
and near the cityo

Inquiries concerning housing arrangements may be made by contacting

Dean Willey at Marshall College or Mro Powers at

-30-

r

Box 4699 Huntingtono

Students Compete For Prizes

Science Fair Rules Announced
Each contestant in the Marshall|Dr. D. P. Stewart, Marshall _
---- ---or -parochial
--------- --------------------as--1 vate
high schoolluals and may enter one original
College Regional Science Fair sistant professor of geology, is di-((grades 10 through 12) in the tri-1•(exhibit only, which shall be built
April 15-16 may enter only one I rector.
state area.
by the contestant himself. Teach'exhibit, but a school may enter as. Besides other important prizes “2. Exhibits shall be entered inters or sponsors may advise but)
many as desired, Dr. N. B. Green, w
uc given, grtmu
wuiu«», a.a boy
wy uue
to be
grand winners,
one or the other of the following must not build any part of the;
Marshall zoology professor and and a girl, will receive a free trip groups:
exhibit or install it. Exhibits must
publicity chairman for the f a 1 r, to the National Science Fair at r„
A. _
Biological Sciences — be self-explanatory
_
by appropriate
announced today in listing the Cleveland May 12-14. The science botany, zoology, physiology, agri-[labels or otherwise,
roles.
teacher of each of the students culture, forestry, public health, I "4. Entry blanks, properly]
I The fair will be held in t h e will accompany them with all ex- biological
‘
conservation.
filled-out, should be received not
(Green House of the college cafe- penses paid,
i “3. Physical Sciences — astron-1 later than March 15. 1955, so that!
teria building.
7The
”
complete list of rules fol-[omy, chemistry, geology, physics,(ample space may be provided for
Financial sponsors are Interna- lows:
engineering, mathematics, conser-|all exhibits.
tional Nickel Co., the Chamber of “1. This contest is open to stu- vation of land and minerals,
“5. Exhibits must be confined
Commerce and “
The Advertiser. dents enrolled In any public, pri* “3. Contestants shall be individ- (Con, on Page 4, in Col, 3) I
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Cap Smith
Paces Tilt

With 32

‘A

f

CHARLESTON, Feb. 17 —Coach
Cam Henderson’s current edition
kept the Henderson tradition alive
here tonight as they downed a
stubborn Morris Harvey squad,
103-92, here tonight.
This victory Is the 20th straight
for Henderson coached teams over
the Golden Eagles, M-H never
having downed one of Cam’s
units.
However, tonight’s contest was
one of the most uncertain wins the
Big Green has scored over the
Golden Eagles. The score was
knotted 11 times and coach Eddie
King’s eagers were leading 47-43
at the half time mark.
That lead was quickly destroyed
as Marshall hit the Morris Harvey
buckets with two quick fielders in
the opening 30 seconds of the
second half.
Dave Robinson opened up with
a fielder on the Golden Eagles’
buckets in the first 10 seconds.
Charlie Slack then knotted the
count with 30 seconds gone.
A fielder by Cebe Price then
broke the second tie of the game
and paved the way for the see
saw battle which followed.
The contest was knotted 10 times
in this period and the Golden
Eagles threatened to take the
game right up until the final min-1
utes.
|

i The last tie came at the count
> of 79-79 with only 5:40 left to <
i play. Marshall then broke the
! game wide open as Slack and
Price collected two foul shots
each, which they made.
After that, the Big Green took
over and dominated the game,
mainly through the aid of foul
shots which over-eager Golden
Eagles inflicted with amazing
rapidity.
Slack sent the Big Green over
the century mark with two foul
' shots and Ray Frazier and Frankie I
> Crum added the final Marshall <
i
tallies, also on free throws. Mar
shall made their final nine pointe (
from the free throw lane.
Robinson paced the Big Green
scoring with 27 points.
Morris Harvey’s Cap Smith, high x
scorer of the first Big Green- c
Golden Eagle tilt this season,
added another feather to his cap ii
by repeating the feat, hitting 32
for M-H.
MARSHALL
Robinson, f
Price, f
Slack, c
Underwood, g
Burns, g
Crum
Frazier

TOTALS

f MORRIS HARVEY
Richmond, f
Kirk, f
Vandell, o
Smith, g
Darby, g
Chandler
Lawhorn
Hoffman
TOTALS

G

F

« l3’!6

§0 u

4-4
0 1-2

*

TP|
27
19
24
18
10
4
1 T

(«

34 35-42 103 5(

G F TP
8 Cl
3 2-2
8 2-7 18
8 8-13 24 59
15 2- 4
32
2 4-4
8
0 0-2
0
10-0
2
0 0-0
0
37 18-32 92

Morris Harvey 47,
Score at half Marshall 43.
OFFICIALS — Tutwiler and Sweninger.

st

Marshall Plays Toledo
Tonight, EG Monday I
Tnlrm n
™„ i weak'sisters for ‘competition this!
TOLEDO, O. — Marshall Col- week end, might be able to break'
lege
Big
_ ’s high-scoring
"___ -— _
Ij Green its road jinx.
basketball team starts a two-game Tonight’s game, in the Toledo
Mid-American Conference road field house, starts at 8 o’clock.
trip here tonight which will de
cide just how far the Huntington,
:W. Va., club can go in this year’s
race.
Tonight, Marshall, currently in
third place with a 6-3 record, plays
■ a return game with defending
champion Toledo, a team which
lost all but one letterman from
last year. The Rockets are only
3-8 in the league as. a result.
Monday, Marshall moves over
to nearby Bowling Green for a
game with the Falcons, secondplace finishers in '54 but, like
Toledo, a much weaker outfit
this season. In ten Mid-Ameri
can Conference games, Bowling
Green has won but four.
Return Game Saturday
If Marshall can take both of
these games, it will be in an ex
cellent position to take the con
ference . championship. Next Sat
urday, Bowling Green plays the
Big Green in a return at Hun
tington and three days later
league-leading Miami faces Mar
shall there.
About a month ago, Marshall
came from behind in the final six
minutes to whip Toledo in Hun
tington, 68-56.
In another MAC game tonight
at Oxford, O., Miami meets cel
lar-dwelling Western Reserve.
Miami’s league record is 8-2 and
.•
Advertiser Staff Photo (Massey)
Reserve’s is a mediocre 2-7. If
the Red Cats can upset Miami Buck Gooderham, 216-pound Marshall College freshman
tonight and the Big Green can from Huntington, easily holds Larry Lewis, 108-pounder
take .its two road games out from Portsmouth, O., as the two weigh in for The Ad
here, the West Virginians would vertiser’s annual Golden Gloves amateur boxing tour
be in a first place tie with West nament opening tomorrow night at Memorial Field
ern Michigan (8-3) and Miami.
House. Gooderham’s father, Ezra, was The Advertiser’s
Weak On Road
'
... heavyweight champion in 1946.
But, Marshall has shown little
strength away from home in the
H
<5*
league this year, winning only one
out of four. In Huntington, Mar
shall has a 5-0 MAC record.
The Big Green looked sharp in
■whipping Ohio for the second time
Wednesday night and with two'

;

*

Yma Sumac
Will Appear
Yma Sumac Appearance Is '
Here Tonight1
Different And Fascinating | Songs and dances of the Incan
■Ok ® * *

-

-

■

—

By DOROTHY BUZEK
strange sounds of nature high in
Something quite different and the Andes mountains.
fascinating in the way of artis
Moises Vivanco, her husband,
tic entertainment was presented who appears to be a modest and
here last night when Yuma Su unassuming man, accompanied
mac and her company of Incan her on the guitar and in several
dancers, singers and instrument of the other songs she presented,
lists appeared at
u-i
-x the Keith-Albee Mr. Vivanco, who is credited
Theatre under auspices of the with discovering and developing
Marshall College Artists Series. Miss Sumac’s talent, composes
Miss Sumac, whose truly re and arranges her music and also
markable voice . spans a five- directs the entire ensemble.
octave range from contralto to
Last night’s program was ex
coloratura, is one of the most pertly arranged with Miss
commanding and handsome Sumac’s appearances on stage
stage personalities ever to ap interspersed with Andean
pear here. Her stately poise dances, instrumental numbers—
and striking appearance in the some of them featuring talented
exquisite gowns she wears en members of the ensemble in
hances her singing which last solo parts—and songs by other
night enthralled a large and at members of the company. A '
tentive audience.
singer named “Cholita” joined
The famed Peruvian singer, Miss Sumac and Mr. Vivanco in
is said to be descended from some Andean folklore numbers
Inca kings, sang songs of love, that were especially appealing.
(adoration, yearning, jealousy, lulThe spell cast by the more
labies and other music of her exotic and sometimes weird
native land. One of the high numbers dominating the pro
lights of the unique evening was gram was broken at the right
a number listed as “Chunchu” places with' comic relief, pro
in which Miss Sumac imitated vided mainly in the dances.
The entire company wore
vivid and authentic costumes
and the lighting effects were
o"o £X-oCv,
particularly effective and dra
matic, causing the lovely Miss
Sumac’s gowns to change color
in a fashion that was in keeping
with her voice changes. One
never knew when her voice
would shift from a ladylike
baritone to a soprano or even a
coloratura and the whole effect
was unusual, to put it mildly.
The Artists Series will next
present the Philadelphia Orches
tra on Friday, March 4.

peoples of tlie Andes mountains
will be exemplified by Yma Sumac
and her company of singers and
dancers this evening at 8:30
o’clock at the Keith-Albee Thea
tre. The performance will be un
der sponsorship of the Marshall
College Artists Series.
The program of the company is
of unique character. Miss Sumac
will sing Incan love songs, lulla
bies, ancient chants and other
songs drawn from the lore of
Argentina, Peru and Bolivia, and
other singers and instrumentalists
will give a program of music from
Incan sources.
Miss' Sumac’s husband, Moises
V i v a n c o, will conduct the pro
gram, and has arranged all the
selections which comprise her
record albums. Mr. Vivanco, born
In Peru of father of Inca ances
try and a Spanish mother, has
arranged much of the ancient
music of the region exclusively for
his wife. Miss Sumac is famed
particularly for the extraordinary
range of her voice, from contralto
to high coloratura in scope.
1
Standing room only tickets will I
be on sale at the door, according 1
to Curtis Baxter, director of the
Series. Tonight’s concert will re
place a Paul Gregory-C h a r 1 e s
Laughton number originally
| scheduled, and all season tickets
will be honored.

I
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Bowling Green Faces Bobcats
Today And Marshall Tomorrow
. BOWLING GREEN, Ohio, Feb'. 17. — A two game road test
in Mid-American Conference competition faces the Bowling Green
State University basketball team Friday and Saturday.
Ohio U. will give the Falcons their first battle Friday on
the Athens court while Saturday the MAC’S fifth-place club will
travel on to Huntington, W. Va., to battle second place Marshall. ,i
The Falcons defeated OU, 77-69,F
at home in January as the BG'
e? > /
zone defense proved troublesome
for the sharpshooting Bobcats.
A victory over the southern Ohio
five would boost the BG chances
of gaining a first division berth.

!

Marshall and Bowling Green
had a thrilling contest on the
Falcon court earlier this week.
The Big Green erased a 12-point
BG lead early in the second half
and held on to the final gun for
a 91-89 win.

Coach Harold Anderson, ex
periencing his poorest season in
30 years of court coaching,
doesn’t anticipate any changes in
his lineup for the trip. Jim
Tucker, still holding down first
place in the team scoring race
with a 15.4 average, will team
with 6 foot three Jim Reid at for
wards. Reid has been impressive
in the rebound department in the
last few games.
Lanky Max Chapman, the
team’s third leading scorer with
200 points, Will go at center. Cap
tain Bill Rogers, the jump shot
specialist and sophomore Lanny
Miles handle the guards.

Tom Dakich, reserve guard, un
doubtedly will see plenty of ac
tion. The Gary, Ind., junior hit
19 against Marshall and had 25
in the first OU game.
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ST. ELMO FOX

St. EEmo Fox
Dies After
Heart Attack

Miss St. Elmo Fox, 1753 Sixth
avenue, a music instructor at
Marshall College for 36 years, died
this morning at her home.
She complained of being ill at
breakfast and sent the maid for a
doctor. Upon the maid's return she
was dead. Death was attributed
to a heart attack.
Miss Fox attended Marshall Col
lege and graduated from the Cin
cinnati Conservatory of Music in
1918. She joined the Marshall fac
ulty that year and had taught
there since.
Miss Fox, a native of Hunting
ton, was the daughter of the late
Henry and Elizabeth Fox.
She was a member of the Fifth i
Avenue Baptist Church, Chapter
8, Order of Eastern Star, the Story'
Tellers League and state and na
tional music educators’ associa
tions.
Survivors include a brother, .
D. W. Fox of Huntington, and sev-!
eral nieces and nephews.
'
The body is at the Steele Fu-j
neral Home where friends may
• call after 2 P. M. tomorrow.

Board Head
To Be M. C.
At Banquet

I
I

(
i

Raymond Brewster of Hunting- t
ton, president of the West Virginia
Board of Education, will be master f
of ceremonies at the banquet fea
turing the twenty-first annual Con
gress of the United High School
Press of West Virginia in March.
Announcement of the selection
was made today by Professor
W. Page Pitt, head of the Mar
shall College Department of Jour- |
nalism and UHSP executive secre- '
tary and founder.
The banquet is scheduled for
r P. M. Saturday evening, April 30,
n the Marshall College dining hall.
Speaker for the banquet will be
lamed later.
This feature of the congress is
sponsored annually by the Hun.ington Publishing Co., and its
^resident, Colonel J. H. Long. Cololel Long is known as “Daddy of j
Jie United High School Press.” j
The Chamber of Commerce
luncheon is scheduled for Satur
day, April 30, at 1 P. M.
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Marshall
Mid-Year
Grads Listed

Bag Green
Still Has

.1 Title, Hope

Marshall College has released!
— - «
_
the final
liston
of degrees
studentsinwho
pleted
work
thecom-,
first
Especial 'U The'
The7 Advertiser)
Advei
semester of the current year. A j| BOWLING GREEN,
--------- -O. — Mar-1
shall’s fighting basketball team,
tentative list was announced ear
still in ccontention ‘for the Mid-1
lier.
These mid-year graduates will American Conference champion
bid to the NCAA
be invited to return to the college ship and a
into town to
regionals,
moves
to participate in the spring com
mencement ceremonies May 30 at night for the first of two games
this week with Bowling Green’s
the Keith-Albee Theatre.
Graduates of the college of arts Falcons.
Marshall, currently in third
and sciences are:
Bachelor of Ails — Barbara place with a 7-3 record, one and
Cole, Patricia Daugherty, Robert one-half behind league leading
Gough, Ann Hagan, and William Miami with 8-2, handled Toledo
quite easily in the second half Sat
Marrs.
Bachelor of Science — John Bill urday night, 90-74, But, the Big
ups, Thomas Cannon, James Cox, Green needs both tonight’s game
Don Dooley, Blaine Eddy, Ken here and the return in Huntington
neth Hill, James Lawrence, Sam next Saturday to keeps its hopes
Peslis, Dorsey Ryan, and John alive.
Miami, meanwhile, hosts Ohio at
Smith.
Bachelor of Engineering Science Oxford Tuesday and the Redskins
—Richard Allen, Randall David will be out to avenge a close de
son, Roderick McSwain, Ernest feat the Bobcats handed them
earlier this year at Athens. If
Merrit, and Thomas Olson.
I*
Bachelor of Business Admin Ohio does it again, a three-way
deadlock for MAC honors will be
istration — Theodore Riffe.
Associate in Science — Margie come a definite possibility be- ‘
cause s e c o n d place Western
Ann Pohlman.
Candidates from the teachers Michigan has an 8-3 record.
Meets Miami
college are:
Bachelor of Arts — Janet Ad After this week’s games with
kins, Virginia Balmer, Carl Bar 'Bowling Green, Marshall will play
ger, Marguerite Bellamy, Audrey '■Miami in Huntington Tuesday,
i day, James Cooley, Martha Cre- February 22, in what could be the
means, Marguerite Grimm, Fred biggest game of the year in the
die Kemp, Jefferson Long, Ever conference.
ett McClintock, Elizabeth McDon
victory over Toledo Saturald, Charles Marsh, Mary Mynes,
Rowe day was the second of the season
Margaret Patton, Carol Rev.’? for Marshall against the Rockets.
Dorman Shumate.
Unlike their first game in Hunting
Staats, Etoile
William L
’
-Steele
• - ’ - ton, Toledo, defending champions,
ler* uuu, xviuuv, M^«v**M**.o __ ___ ..._____ ,
Beverly
VanderHazel Stollings.
nc elected to run with the fast-break
Zalm, Georgeg Van Gordan, al.- ing Big Green in the first half
Phyllis Walker.
Graduate which resulted in a phenomenal
Candidates from the
shooting dual. It ended deadlocked
School are:
Master of Arts — Thomas Ac-46-all,
----- , with
.. ... Marshall failing to
■ liciouu,
.2 Butler, Kath draw a single personal foul.
ikerson; Genevieve
l&JAA Dingess,
____ ,
HUV4V
The Rockets were out of
|ryn
Vada Ellis, Gertrude
• gas
Gatens, Mary Alice
Goins. Man
Mar completely in the second half
’•
garet Graham, Virginia Harris scoring only 28 points while the
:Harrison Joyce, Zelda Knapp, De tireless West Virginians, in grew
'lores LeMaster, Ray McCann, Ber-condition, poured in 44 more point:
Jin D. McKinney, Edith Milam.depite a series of freezes am
Donald Pauley, James Pizzino semi-freezes put on by Marshall
Eva Ritchie, Mary Waldron, Free . At one period late in the game
C. Whitley, and Wayne Wriston. “
—
Master of Science — John Nee’
Jr.
;
D

k

r

'Xj '■“>

Local Boys
Make Good
With Frosh

-----------

•

• ■ r I , . • ’u.' »

The old story of local boy makes
good certainly applys to three
former area high school basket
ball players, at least as far as
Marshall College athletics are
concerned.
For, pacing the Marshall fresh-'
men cage team this year and
ranking one, two, three in scor-’
ing are Jack Freeman, formerly
of Huntington high, Hal Greer,
ex-Douglass standout and Dave:
Kirk, East star last season. Free
man tops the list with 26.4 points
per game. Greer and Kirk aren’t
far apart; the Douglass grad is
averaging 17.8 per tilt while
Kirk’s average is 17.4.
' Also averaging in double fig
ures for the Little Green is John
Mayfield, former Coal Grove
eager, with 11.5.
Freeman has collected 137 field
goals and made good 69 of 99
free throw attempts for’ a total
of 343 points in 13 games. His
highest total for one game was
40, scored against Ashland Junior
College. In that contest, he scored
20 field goals and no foul shots.
The jump shot artist has yet to
be ejected from a game on excessible fouls this year.
Freeman

Mayfield

?±n
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Marinelli
Robinson
Ross
Sibold
Team T:

6
pp7TtT
Onn

G
13
13
11
13
12
13
12
2
0
9
3
5
2
1
13
13
IS

FG FTA FTM PCT. TP AVG
137
99 69 •C?’ 343 26.4
-- 96 59 .
86
83 46 26
14?
59 65 31
43 27 21
78
27 36 24
10
16 10
30
O'
0 :«5o
2
1
0
0
0
0
14 12
38
2
0
4
2 0.4
2
0
0
0
0
0
.
0
463 401 252
•2 .628 1176
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Life Piannimj Week Will! Besin
I J

• '-j ■'

.

By ROBERT WILLIS ' ' [sessions with fraternity and- soror- bus Council of Churches for
Dr. Floyd Faust, pastor of the ity groups and private confer- several years.
Dr. Faust is quite active on
Broad Street Christian Church ences.
radio
and television and carried
of Columbus and religious counse Hugh Fultz, Huntington senior,
for years a daily program,
lor at Ohio State
and Maywood Ellifritt, Greenwood “Troubles Anonymous.” He was
junior, are co-chairmen for the the founder of “Alcoholics Anony
University, will
event and stressed the fact that mous” in Columbus and organ
be featured
all programs will be open to the ized “Courage Incorporated” one
speaker for Mar- g
general public.
shall College Life V
of the nation’s largest and most
Planning Week
Dr. Faust received his Bachelor effective shut-in organizations,
?
observances. The
of Science degree from Wilming
event will begin
ton College and later was awarded
Sunday with a
his Bachelor of Arts and Master
hymn sing in the
1
of Arts degrees from Ohio State
Student Union
University. He received his PhD
bidding at
degree from Ohio State in the
P. M. and will dr. floyd faust field of philosophy in 1935.
close next Thursday with an 11
A. M. Convocation program in the He became pastor of the Broad
Street Christian Church in 1929
Old Main Auditorium.
Watch The*'Advertiser Monday5
Life Planning Week is a reli- and has since become one of the
for a full list of rules governing;
gious emphasis week at Marshall stron8est and most influential
entries in the Marshall College
and will consist of week-long pro ministers in Ohio. He has served
Regional Science Fair April 15-16.1
grams concerning the spiritual ® a11 phases of civic and reliJoining with the college ini
life of the student. The program gious circles in his city and state
sponsoring the event are.the In
features convocations, seminars, and was president of the Columternational Nickel Co., the Cham- :
ber of Commerce and The Ad-i
vertiser. .
. .
Important prizes will be given
for winning exhibits, and the two i
top winners, a boy and a girl,;
will receive a free trip to Cleve
land to enter the National Sci-i
ence Fail’ May 12-14.
Entering an exhibit may mean |
A^beriefit card 'part/ will be
much more than a prize or a trip
given by the .Faculty Wives
to Cleveland. It can lead to a
brilliant career in some field of
Club of Marshall College, Feb
science. ■
ruary 25 in the Greenhouse at
All tri-state students in grades
8 P. M. which will be an im
10 through 12 are eligible to en- j
portant social affair. Interesting
ter.
Don't miss the rules to be an- ,
plans have been made for the
nounced Monday by Dr. N. B.
party. Mrs. Jack Brown is genGreen, professor of Zeology at
; eral chairman and Mrs. Wayne
Marshall and publicity chairman
W. Warncke is co-chairman.
of the fair.
The general committee is com
posed of Mrs. Stewart H. Smith,
wife of the president of the col
lege, Mrs. L. E. VanderZalm,
Mrs. Luther Bledsoe, Mrs. Har
old Willey, Mrs. Donald Martin,
Mrs. W. Page Pitt, Mrs. George
Urian, Mrs. Lawrence Nuzum,
Mrs. James H. Herring and Mrs.
Charles Moffat. Mrs. James A.
: McCubbin is chairman of reser; vations. .
_
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College Lists
Science Fair's 1
Rules Monday

Faculty Wives To
Give Benefit Party
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Fox Funeral
Will Be Held
I On Saturday

3
Funeral services for- Miss St.
F „ Elmo Fox, 1753 Sixth Avenue, a
music instructor at Marshall Col> lege for 36 years, who died yesterday morning at her home, will
be conducted at 2:30 P. M. to
morrow at the Steele Funeral
Home by Dr. J. Maurice Trim
1'-;
mer. Burial will be in Spring Hill
Cemetery.,
- MISS ST. ELMO FOX
Miss Fox complained of being
£ Music Teacher Succumbs ill at breakfast yesterday, and
sent the maid for a doctor. Upon
the maid’s return she was dead.
Death was attributed to a heart
c
attack.
I
She attended Marshall College,
i
and was graduated from the Cin
1
cinnati Conservatory of Music in
1
1918. She joined the Marshall fac
ulty that year, and had taught
1
there since.
.v,Miss Fox, a native of Hunting
ion, was the daughter of the late
Henry and Elizabeth Fox. She
was a member of the Fifth Avejnue Baptist Church, Chapter 8,
Order of Eastern Star, the Story
Tellers League, and the state and
national music educators associa-'
tions.
Survivors include a brother,
■'?
D. W. Fox of Hunting ton, and
several nieces and nephews.
■r
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 2 P. M..today.

Noted Poet To Lecture
At Marshall Tomorrow
•

t

'
,
f
j)
.

Pulitzer Prize-Winning Robert
Hillyer, author of more than two
dozen volumes of poetry, will address a Marshall College convocation tomorrow at 11 A. M.
Mr. Hillyer, one of America’s
major poets, was born in East
Orange, N. J. He received his
preparatory education at Kent
: School and following his gradua5 tion from Harvard and World
' War I service in France, he
‘ studied for a year in Copenhagan,
i Denmark, as a fellow of the
i American - Scandinavian Founda■f
| tion.
For nineteen years, Mr. Hillyer
i was a professor of English liter
ature at Harvard University. He
taught for two years at Trinity
; College in Connecticut and was
awarded an honorary degree upon
J completion of his stay there. He
? also served for two years at KenROBERT HILLYER
1 yon College and, for the past On Convocation Program
year, he taught at the University^
of Delaware.
I
Robert Hillyer’s’ poetry has!
won a world-wide audience, and!
his “Collected Poems” won the'
1934 Pulitizer Prize. His latest
book of poetry, “The Suburb by
the Sea” published in 1952, was
Juan C. Fors, professor of Span
a collection of light satirical
ish at Marshall College, will
verses which delighted readers of
speak to the Huntington Rotary
The New Yorker and The At?
Club at their regular luncheon
lantic Monthly.
meeting tomorrow at 12:15 P. M.
Other books include “The Death
at the Hotel Prichard. The subject'
of Captain Nemo,” and “Pattern
of his speech will be “Bullfight
for A Day,” “Poems for Music;”!
ing.”
the latter an outgrowth of his love'
Jack Workman, president, will
. and understanding for music, j
preside over fhe meeting.
*
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Fors To Talk j
Ou Bullfighting

I

2 Garage
Buildings
Hit By Fire

r

(
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- Fires yesterday and Saturday11
■
v
seriously damaged garage apart- v
ment buildings here and at Wayne, j
■ Yesterday, as < President Stew‘
 Il
art H. Smith of Marshall College
was eating lunch with his family
at the president’s home 1636 Fifth j
Avenue, flames were seen inside ]
the garage at the rear of the home, j
Firemen were called. The fire i
(caused an estimated $1,200 dam-,age. Woodwork in the garage was
burned and a garage apartment
occupied by two Marshall students
was damaged by water.
The cause of the fire was not
determined. It started in the
vicinity of a gas heating stove in
the garage proper. Dr. Smith’s car
was not in the garage at the time.
On Saturday at Wayne, accord
ing to members of the Volunteer
Fire Department, a fire broke out
in a garage apartment building at
the rear of the Fry Motor Sales
: Co. The apartment area was dam
aged by fire as was the downstairs
garage area. The cause of the fire
■ was not immediately known.
Meanwhile, Fire Chief John W.
Gallagher reported that an East
End housewife summoned firemen '■
i yesterday after feeling what she
• believed to be the effects of carbon
; monoxide gas.
j Firemen said that stoves in a
i room in which Mrs. T. C. Moberley
• of 2661 Fourth Avenue was doing
• family washing were not properly .
- vented and that she would have
. become more seriously ill had she
- not summoned aid.
Chief Gallagher said Mrs. Mober-!
11 ley's call was added evidence of
public alarm over the danger of;
I
(invented stoves and hot water
heaters. More than 30 persons
have recently been victims of car
bon monoxide gas here.

2,842 Are
Now Listed
At College
By tjOROTHY BUZEK
i Marshall College’s total enrollIment for the second semester of
I the current school year is 2,842
students, a gain of 18 per cent
over the same period last year, it
was announced today by Luther
E. Bledsoe, registrar and director
, of admissions..
,
. There are 439 more students’
registered this term than were'
registered for the second semester
of the 1953-54 year, almost the en
tire gain being in full-time enroll
ment, Mr. Bledsoe said.
Vet Enrollment Jumps
Full-time enrollment at present
i is 2,091 students, a 26 per cent
increase over the comparable
period last year, and -part-t i m e;
enrollment is 751 students, a one
per cent gain.
There has been a great increase
in the number of veterans of t h e
Korean war.
Last year at this time there were
97 such veterans enrolled. This
semester there are more than 450
of them.
Enrollment by colleges this term
is as follows: .College of Arts and
Sciences, 1,463. a gain of 24 per
cent over last year; Teachers Col
lege, 1,026, an increase of 16 per
cent, and Graduate School, 353, a
gain of three per cent.
Mi*. Bledsoe said part-time en-1
rollment and that of the Graduate
School remains fairly stationary
from year to year.
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THE CAMERA CAUGHT HIM — The arrow in th© above picture shown why Marshall’s Paul Un
derwood missed this shot. Jim Sparling (98) of Bowling Green has his left hand holding Un
derwood’s right elbow. It happened midway of the first half last night as Marshall beat the Fal
cons 91-69. P. S. Underwood missed his two foul shots but collected 28 points. That’s Charlie
, Slack (17) at right. Slack pulled in 32 rebounds and is the nation’s top rebounder. (Photo by Hancel
L
Eplion) .
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Dem National CommitteeChief
Names Marshall Grad Assistant
(Special to The Advertiser)

WASHINGTON — Paul G. Willis, 38, a Mar
shall College graduate and now an assistant
professor at Indiana University, has been named
administrative assistant to Chairman Paul M.
Butler of the Democrat National Committee,
it was announced today by Congressman M. G.
Burnside (D-W. Va.).
Willis, in the department of government at
Indiana, has been ’active in Democratic politics
in that state as a member of the Central Com
mittee’s Speakers Bureau and as a precinct
committeeman in Monroe county. He is the
author of several papers on governmental
problems.
A native of Ashland, Ky., Willis holds a
- Bachelor of Arts Degree in journalism from Mar-

shall College, a Master’s Degree from Louisiana
State University and a Ph.D Degree from Indi
ana University, where he has been on the
faculty since 1946. He has also served with the
Louisiana State Department of Public Welfare..
He served in the Navy during World War U. ,
Willis is* a member of Sigma Delta Chi, the
American Political Science Association, the;
American Academy of Political and Social Sci- ‘
ences, the American Association of University
Professors, the Midwest Political Science Con-'
ference and the Western Political Science Con
ference.
“This is certainly an honor -of the greatest
magnitude for the Democratic party of the tri- ',
state,” commented Congressman Burnside,1
“and certainly an honor for Marshall College.” ■

Slack Second In Rebounds
Under New NCAA System
NEW YORK, Feb. 19. W)—The NCAA Service Bureau today came
up with a new statistical formula for judging point performance and
listed Tulsa’s Bob Patterson as the No. 1 scorer in major college
basketball on a “percentage of opportunity” basis.
The statistics gimmick rates a player according to the amount
of scoring he is responsible for in the total points by and against
his team.
taVKClOUU
O V CU 13 through
V., uuuuj,.*
- ——scorer
--———
Tn Lu
Patterson
’s case,
the fourth-ranked
under
the- ----games of Feb. 12, the two teams new system, tossing in just 19.3
have totaled 2,585 points in Tulsa’s per cent of the total pointe in
21 contests. Patterson contributed games played by the Paladins,
552—or 21.4 per cent of all the highest scoring team in the nascoring. That’s the best individual tion.
By the “percentage of oppor
contribution in the nation.
tunity” system, Ohio State’s Robin
UNDER THE normal system of Freeman, now withdrawn from
j ranking a player on a game aver college because of injury and illage basis, Patterson is No. 11 with ness, is the runnerup to Patterson
26.3. In comparison, Darrell Floyd wifeh 19>6 per cent and Fordham’s
of Furman, who tops the collegians .
(Please Turn To Page 26)
with a 35.5 game average, is only

I
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j Lambda Chi
Fraternity Buys
New House
Here
• 7.
-4
Z?
Members of Zeta Zeta Zeta chap
ter of Lambda Chi Alpha social
fraternity at Marshall College re
cently purchased and moved into
an eight room frame house lo
cated at 1701 Fifth avenue. The
chapter formerly occupied and'
leased residences at 1344 Third
avenue.
Professor Berkley R. Shafer, a
member of the college physics de
partment and adviser to the local
chapter, said that at least three
najor improvements are planned
in the new house. These include
the conversion of the third floor, '
into a chapter meeting room and
j office space, adding additional
shower facilities, and in a few
years the addition of a two-story
annex.
The local chapter has initiated
214 men at Marshall and includes
in its membership fifteen mem
bers of the Marshall faculty in
cluding three deans. The chapter
recently won a trophy for having
he highest scholastic average of
all chapters in the fraternity for
j the year 1952-53. They have won'
.:the campus interfraternity schol
arship trophy for six consecutive
| semesters.
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Bag Green
Trips M-H
On Fouls •
I y f. J J

{-(Special

to 'The

Advertiser)

CHARLESTON — Mid-America
Conference foe Bowling Green is
next for Marshall’s Thundering,
Herd after a-103-92, triumph over
scrappy Morris Harvey here
Thursday night.
Marshall will face Bowling
Green Saturday night at the Me
morial Field House in Huntington.
It will be the second meeting of
the two this season, Marshall tak
ing the first tilt, 91-89, on Mon-;
day.”
Some 2,500 fans turned out at'
the Morris Harvey Gym to watch
Marshall take the 21st game in a
row in its traditional rivalry with’
the Golden Eagles and 15th of the
season against three setbacks.
Marshall Outgoaled
Outgoaled and out-rebounded,
Marshall won the game at the
foul line, making 35-of-42 charity
tosses. Morris Harvey, with a
37-34 edge from the field, counted
on only 18-of-32 free throw; In the
rebound department, Morris Har
vey pulled down 40, Marshall 38.
Dave Robinson and Charley
Slack, the nation’s leading re; bounder, sparked the Big Green
i after it trailed at the intermisfsion, 47-43.
* Robinson scored 19 points in the
second half to lead Marshall’s at
tack with 27. Slack got 17 points
and had 24 for the night although
his total of 19 rebounds fell six
below his average.
Tied Nine Times
The score was tied nine times
in the second half before Slack’s
pair of fouls gave Marshall an
81-79 lead with 5:39 remaining in
the game.

Cebe Price, who had 19 points
for the game, followed with two
mor© free throws to cement; the
lead. Morris Harvey closed the
gap to 85-82, but faltered after
that with Marshall leading at one
point, 100-86.
Slack’s two foul shots with 37
put the Herd
seconds remaining
i
.over the century mark for the
•over
|fifth time this season. Slack left
the game on personals with only
29 seconds remaining.
Lead Early
Marshall held a 16-6 lead early
in the game only to see the
Golden Eagles tie it at 27-27 and
move out in front, 29-28, with 6:43
left in the first half.
Morris Harvey kept that lead
until Marshall scored three suc
cessive goals early in the second
half for a 49-47 margin.
Following Robinson, Slack and
Price for Marshall was Paul Un
derwood with 18 points and Lewis
Bums with 10. Brisben (Cap)
Smith was again the big gun for
Morris Harvey with 32 points.
Smith got 19 in the first half, mak
ing nine-of-15 shots from the field.
Center Jim Vandall got 24 and
forward Dana Kirk 18 for Morris
Harvey.
The loss was the 10th for Mor
ris Harvey against 13 victories
and closed the Eagles regular
season activity.
MARSHALL
Robinson, f
Price, f
Slack, c
Underwood, g
Burns, g
Crum
Frazier
TOTALS

I
!
;
j
,
’

MORRIS HARVEY
Richmond, t
Kirk, f
Vandell, C
Smith, g
Darby
Darby, g
Chant
idler
Lawh<torn
Hoffman

TOTALS

G
_

F

I Big Green

12-15 341

0 1-3

4

i;

34 35-42 103 (

TP
8
18
24
32
15
8
0 O'- 2
0
o
10-0
0 0-0
0
G F
S 2- 2
8 2-7

37

18-32 02

Morris Harvey 47,
*
Score at half
' Marshall 13.
I OFFICIALS — Tutwiler and Swenlnger.
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Plays M-H
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After going through' a full card
last night, the area’s high school
basketball teams have practically
the same thing staring them in
the face this Friday as seven
games are set for that, date.
No games are scheduled for to
night and only one for tomorrow
when Marshall high hosts Duval.
Another game tomorrow, out of
the high school ranks, finds Mar
shall College’s Big Green, fresh
from a 91-89 victory over Bowling
Green Monday night, going to
Charleston to meet Morris Har
vey.
Seven games were played last
night, as Huntington Vinson won'
at Point Pleasant, 73-62, host East
edged Ironton, O., 64-60, Wayne
defeated visiting St. Joe, 73-65,
Logan won over invader Bar
boursville, 72-55, Fort Gay got by
Buffalo, 74-69, Douglass beat Ac
coville here, 81-72, and Marshall
found Wahama too much trouble
in Mason City, 64-51.
On Friday night’s card, St. Joe
visits point Pleasant, Vinson goes
to Buffalo, C-K hosts East, Mar
shall plays at Fort Gay, Barbours
ville Invades Montgomery, Milton
entertains Wayne and Douglass
|play6 at Coal Grove.

Marshall's

MAC Hopes
In Jeopardy

Kl

Cam Henderson’s men, on the
other hand, were downed by a
much larger Miami margin, the
score standing at 89-74 for the
tilt.
Starting the game tonight fori
Marshall will probably be the1
same quintet Cam sent out to face
Morris Harvey Thursday.
That is: Dave Robinson and
Cebe Price at the forward posts.
"Mr, Rebound” Charlie Slack at
center, and Paul Underwood and
Lewis Burns at guard.

By BOB PHILLIPS
Marshall College’s hopes for a
first place berth in the Mid
American Conference and an
automatic spot in the NCAA
tourney again hang in the balance
as Bowling Green visits the Big
Green tonight at 8 P. M. in Me
morial Field House.
) Robinson led the Big Green
Cam Henderson’s crew, fresh
scoring in the last tilt, hitting for
10 fielders and a 7-for-9 record at
from Thursday night’s hard-won
1
103-92 victory over Morris Harvey, 5 the free throw lane for a total
of 27 points.
faces a formidable foe tonight [
even though Bowling Green is the i Slack, the nation’s top re
bounder, turned in his usual ster
MAC’S fifth ranking team with a
ling performance and followed it
4-6 slate.
up with 24 points to come in a
close second to Robinson in the
Marshall’s basketeers faced the
scoring department.
Falcons on their home court last
Price, Underwood and Burns
Monday and limped away with a, came up with the remainder of i
91-89 win as Bowling Green gave
the scoring, all hitting in the
them scare after scare in the double digit column.

tight, thrill packed fray.
Bowling Green comes here to
night from Athens, O., where they
faced the Bobcats. They previously
beat the Ohio U. eagers by a
77-69 count at Bowling Green.
For a common foe comparison,
Bowling Green was able to give
Miami’s conference leading eagers
a scare as they fought back to
allow the Redskins to squeak by
with only a 78-75 victory.
j

Big Green Matmen
To Meet Gobblers
I

j

Marshall’s wrestling team, under
the direction of line coach Sam
Clagg, will take on a visiting squad
of unbeaten grapplers from Vir
ginia Tech today at 2 P. M. in the
college gym.
There is no admission charge
and the Big Green’s foes for to
day are unbeaten in seven
boasting wins over WVU,
Duke, Virginia, VMI, and other top
wrestling teams.
Representing Marshall will be
Dwane Ryder, Don Cartmill, Jerry
Bernhardt, Don Adkins, Charley
Tanner, Dick Bryan and Bill
Harris.

Coach Harold Anderson brings
to town a well balanced outfit
paced by forward Jim Tucker
who was hitting a 15.4 per game
at the buckets before last night’s
game with Ohio U.

Life Planning
Week Begins At
Marshall College

i

A hymn sing' lastcfiight in ike
Student Union launched the an
nual Life Planning Week at Mar
shall College. The sing was l
directed by Dr. W. D. Eddowes, min
ister of music at the First Pres
byterian Church.
The week-long program will fea
ture convocations, seminars, musi
cal programs and private consul
tations on personal problems. Dr.
Floyd Faust, pastor of Broad
Street Christian Church, Columbus, .
Ohio, will be the principal speaker,
assisted by Huntington ministers
and laymen.

SLACK
GRABS 32
. rebounds'
;

By FRED BURNS
Herald-Advertiser

Sports

Editor

Marshall’s Big Green basketball
team turned back Bowling Green .
91-69 last night at Memorial FieldHouse to pull up into a second •
— place tie in the Mid-American
Conference.
The victory set the stage for
the “big one” for the Big Green.
Their next game is Tuesday night'
when they meet the Miami’ Red- ,
skins at Memorial Field House. ■
Miami won last night over Kent..
State 91-61 and now lead the Mid
American Conference with an 11-2
record. Marshall and Western.
Michigan are tied for second with.
marks of 9-3.

Miami is now assured of at least
a tie for their only remaining game
is the one here Tuesday. Marshall
completes the conference schedule
at Western Reserve next Saturday.
Western Michigan plays at Bowl
ing Green Tuesday night and meets
Ohio University Saturday.
If Marshall wins their remain
ing two and Western Michigan
takes their two there will be a
three way tie with Miami and a
playoff for the conference title
will be necessary, to decide who
represents the MAC in the NCAA
tournament at Lexington, Ky.
The Falcons who had forced
Marshall to the limit last Monday
night at Bowling Green before the
Big Green squeezed by with a
two-point victory, were just not
in it last night, at least after Mar
shall staged a 14-point rally mid
way of the first half and broke
the game wide open.
Until this rally Bowling Green
had made a fairly even game out
of it. After being behind 6-2, Bowl
ing Green moved up to nos® out
in front by one point 7-6 after_
about two minutes of play b u tT
Dave Robinson’s rebound goal put
Marshall in front and they were
ahead from then on.

With 12 minutes left in the first
half Marshall only led by 18-16
but six points stretched their lead
to eight points. Then after th®
Falcons hit for two fielders to cut
Marshall’s lead to four.
It was at this point that the roof
fell in on the Falcons. The Big
Green, with Cebe Price, Paul Un
derwood and Charli© Slack doing
the scoring, dropped in 14 straight
points to break the game open. In
this rally Price netted two fielders
and two foul goals, Underwood'
got one fielder and two fouls and
Slack netted two fielders.
This ran Marshall’s edge to 18
points and the Falcons with Cap
tain Bill Rogers leading the scor
ing managed to pick up six of
these points by half time when
Marshall held th® lead 42-30.
DURING THE first half Under
wood took four shots from way
back and swished all four of them
in. He didn’t miss a long one un
til four minutes of the second half
had passed.
As the second half got under
way Marshall moved out to a 19point lead 70-51 and when Bowl
ing Green rallied to cut the lead
to 12 points with three minutes
to go, the Big Green turned on
the steam again with Price, Un
derwood and Robinson doing th®
scoring and ran their advantage
to 22 points.
Captain Rogers’ 33 points was
tops for the game but he was th®
inly Bowling Green player in dou
ble figures. Marshall had four.
Slack grabbed off 32 rebounds
just half of Marshall’s 64.
G F P TP
MARSHALL
10 10-12 1 30
Price F
9 3- 4 2 21
Robinson F
6 0- 2 4 12
Slack C
10 8-12 0 28
Underwood G
0 0-10 0
Burns G
0 0-00 0
Crum
35 21-31 7 91
(TOTALS
'bow. GREEN
G F P TP
2 0-02 4
Tucker F
3 3-43 9
Reed F
2 3-54 7
Sparling O
10-02 2
Hecker G
; Rogers G
15 3- 4 4 33
. Dakich
4 0-02 8
i Benning
10-00 2
' Mies
0 0- 0 0.0
{ Johoske
1 0- o 0 2
I Lee
10-00 2
• TOTALS
30 9-13 19 69
i

Score at half — Marshall 42,
^Bowling Green 30.
Officials — Ed Tutwiler and
.jIWwItav MrTlade__

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 2-22-55
For Immediate Release

(Life Planning Week)

The Marshall College "Life Planning Week" program,
which began Bunday, Feb. 20, will resume today with

Dr. Floyd ^aust, pastor of the Broad Street Christian
Church of Columbus, Ohio 9 and Ohio ^tate University
religious counselor, the featured speaker.

The theme for the week long religious observance
is ,,xhe Time of Your Life” and tonight, (F§b. 22) Dr.

r

Faust will speak on the fourth of a series of four
sub-topics, "someplace to Go.” Dr. Faust’s talk will be
given in the college Ureenhouse at 7:3O P.M.

Teams, composed of a minister and a laymen, will
visit the various fr' ternity and sorority houses tonight

at 9 hM. to enable the students to ask questions

concerning the different aspects of religious life.
During the day Dr. Faust will be available for
private student consultation.

—30—
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 2-22-55
For Immediate Release

(Academic Averages)

Marshall College v;omen attained a 2.58 first semester

academic average to surpass the overall first semester

male student average of 2.30, according to statistics

released by the college yesterday.
Alpha Xi Delta led the sororities with a 2.75 average,

while Sigma Fhi Epsilon was first for the fraternities
with a 2.59 average. I'he overall figures for men. and women
(

were down slightly in comparison to y last years averages.
‘•^he figures were b ased on a compilation of all
first semester grades of male and female students carrying

12 or more credit hours.
—30—
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Froma

James H. Herring

Box 3*+
Marshall College
Huntington, V/. Va.
February 23, 1955

To
Mr. Robert A. Morris, Jr.
Director of Athletics
Marshall College
Huntington, West Virginia
Dear Bob:

Please check th© person who will be responsible for
the following duties in connection with the h-2nd Annual State
High School Basketball Tournament. If my duties are clearly
defined at this stage, it will be possible for me to do my job
without omitting anything.

(Please return today
to James H. Herring
Box 3^» Marshall College)
1. Mail all advance information
on the tournament to coaches.
>•

2.

Mail advance information on
tournament arrangements to
representatives of the press,
radio and television.

3. Handle all advance news

coverage by newspapers, radio
and television.

»<•.

Set up office k equipment in
the field house to use in
providing tournament news
service to media representatives.,

5. Appoint, organize and direct
the staff that will provide
tournament news service to
media representatives.

6. Collect detailed statistics
on all previous state conferences
for the use of media
reprasentatives.

r-

Herring

Other
(Please
specify)

i

»

I

* &

i

<5 -

'..11 son

Herrins

Other
(1lease
-specify)

7. Keep master lists of all

special events as they are
planned.

8.

Plan and publish a program
f->r the tournament.

9. Arrange for special telephone
connections to speed up the
work of putting out special
bulletins for the press
during the tournament.

10. Provide telephones for the
exclusive use of media
media representatives gHxMg
during the tournament.
11. Arrange for setting up a
photographic darkroom at
the field hoi se for the vse of
media representatives.

12. Decide upon the seating
arrangement of media
representatives at the
press tables*

13• Provide nencil sharpeners,
paper, carbon paper,
typewriters, etc., for the
use of media representatives.

Set up the hospitality r-x-m
at the field hct;se and arrange
for refreshments for media
representatives.
(I lease list ether duties)

15.
16.
17.
18.

£ K.

I®#

4

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-—2-23-55

For Immediate Release

(Life Planning Week—1)

Marshall College "Life Planning Week” will close today,
with a convocation address by Dr. Floyd Faust, pastor of the

Broad Street Christian Church of Columbus, Ohio.

Dr. Faust will

talk of life planning in general, with special emphasis on this
year’s |heme, "The Time of Your Life.”
%

"Life Planning Week" began Sunday,Feb. 20 with a student

hymn sing and progressed through various religious activities,
<

including student, minister "Bull Sessions", personal consultations

between students and Dr. Faust, and inspirational lectures by

local ministers and Dr. Faust.

Today’s convocation program will officially close the five

day religious observance.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—2-23-55
For Immediate Release

to the Parkersburg News, Parkersburg, W. Va.

(Parkersburg Student)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-—(MCIS)-—Dianne Wilson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Gorda L. Wilson of 1444 Twenty-first Street,
Pgrkerxburg, has been selected to play a leading role in the

Marshall College Theatre production, ”An Inspector Calls”.
The play was written by J. B. Priestly and was originally

presented in New York in the fall of 1947- The Marshall production
I
will be given Marqh---16,» 17,’-------and IS—in--the
college auditorium.
----------- -

I _ __

; _.....

-

Miss Wilson is a freshman in the College of Arts and Sciences
at Marshall.
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MARS ALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 2-22-55’

For Immediate Release

(Ashland Student)

HUNTINGTON, W. VU-- (MCIS)-- Roy Stein, son of Mr. and Mrs.

Edwin L. Stein of h-230 Gartin Avenue, Ashland, has been elected
president cof Alpha Phi

Omega, national honorary service

fraternity at Marshall

College.

The fraternity is active in the performance of services to
the various youth organizations

ground the Tri-State grea.

Stein is an active member of the Pershing Rifles, hono&££y
military organization, and is a Senior in the College of Arts and

Sciences at Marshall.
*30-
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FROM:

Bob Null, Sports Publicity Director, Marshall College, Huntington, West Virginia
Marshall’s Big Green basketball team will take to the road, to play its last regular

9

season game against Western Reserve at Cleveland, Ohio Saturday night.

The Western Reserve-

Marshall game will have a very '-important bearing on the final Mid.-American Conference stand

ings.
Marshall is in second place in the conference only a half a game behind the Redskins

of Miami University and a:,.win would give the Big Green a tie for the conference crown.

If

Marshall wins the Western Reserve game <,then a play-off would be held between Miami and Marshall
to see who would represent the MAC in the NCAA Tournament.

Marshall is hoping that they don’t run into the same trouble that Western Michigan
did at Bowling Green last Tuesday night.
but Bowling Green beat them.

Western Michigan was in the running for the crown,

Marshall knows that Western Reserve will be hard to cope with,

because Marshall beat Reserve in its first game of the season at Huntington by only six points,

90-Sh in that game, Western’s center Dick Howard rimmed the buckets for 39 points, and at
# <‘he present time Howard is leading the conference in scoring and seems a sure bet to break

the conference scoring mark set by Marshall’s Walt Walowac
The pressure will be on Marshall Saturday night, but it has been on now for almost

a month.

Marshall was beaten on a road trip by Kent State and Western Michigan, and from then

on every game was a "must win" game for the Henderson men0

After the two defeats Marshall

hit the come-back trail and won seven in a row, five of the seven wins were against confer
ence opponents, the other two wins were against Morris Harvey College.

Marshall’s last game was against Miami at Huntington, with Marshall surprising

by the score of 89“77

Miami played a good game, but Marshall played its greatest game of

the year by hitting 50 per cent of its shots.

Charlie Slack, who got only 15 rebounds at

Oxford played an outstanding rebound game by pulling down 26 rebounds against the taller
Redskins, and scoring 16 points.

Fast break middle-man Cebe Price was the high scorer of the

game with 26, while his old high school running mate from South Charleston, Paul Underwood,
It for 22 points, with most of them- eomigg on long set shots.
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Including game of February 22, 1955
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(Tournament’s First Lady—>-1)

by Richard Ao Kelly
Marshall College Student Journalist

HUNTINGTON, Wo VA o--<-(MCIS) —The only person who has "seen
them

all", 89 -year-old Mrso Ao Ao Rohrbough of Camden, Lewis

County, is looking forward to attending her 42nd West Virginia State

High School Basketball Tournament in Huntington March 17, IS and 19o
She hasn’t missed one since they started in 1914o
Mr So Rohrbough has been recognized as the Tournament’s

Lady since 1934, and for the past 20 years has been

First

honored in a

floor ceremony on the opening day of each tournamento

This year

will be no exceptiono

"Yes indeed I’m looking forward to this year’s tournament," she

said in a telephone interviewo

"My plans have

been materializing

for some time and I expect to be there0"
The "First Lady" had originally planned to fly to Huntington for

the tournament, but due to a long layover in Charleston she

decided to drive here with her son 9 John, who "wanted to see
tournament anywaye"

While in Huntington she will stay with

hasZVf
tnsL.^

her

granddaughter, Mrs o Wo Fo Ashford of 1207 10th Avenue o
Mr So Rohrbough has seen three famous athletic sons

Buckhannon in the tournamento

John and Henry played

play for

around 1916-19

and later starred in all sports at West Virginia Wesleyan Collegeo

(more)

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE *■■=’<=’<=*2—2 4 “5 5

(Tournaments First Lady^

2)

Nate, who saw action in the tournament from 1919=’22, helped give

his mother one of her greatest thrills when Buckhannon won the

Championship in 1921-and 1922o

He later was an all-around athlete

at West Virginia University and coached at Glenville Collegeo
It hasn*t been easy to maintain the "distinction of having never

missed a State Tournament^ according to Mrso Rohrbough, and several

times when the big event has come up she has been illo
times when I thought up to the last minute I wouldnvt

"There were
make it,

and several times I went to the tournament when I shouldn't have,”
she saido

But attending all of the past 41 tournaments.has’ been worth the
effort, in her opinion, and over the years she has

renewed old

acquaintances and made many new friends throughout

the Stateo

When asked what she thought of this yearns tournament being

played in Huntington, Mrs o Rohrbough answered, "I think it will

be a change that will help draw a lot of new people into the

tournament

people from the southern part of the state who

n°

couldn°t make the trip to Morgantown before o t?
Although basketball is her favorite sport$ her interest

isn€t

restricted to that sport alone. as she attends many sporting events
throughout the year as just a "fano”

As to the outcome of the tournament. MrSo Rohrbough hasnvt

picked a winner yet and any pre-tournament predictions will have, to
wait until after the regional games are played0
The last time Mrso Rohrbough was in Huntington was in 1940 when
she attended a state meeting of the "Order of the Eastern Staro”
(
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Henderson Club Never
Behind While Turning
Back Redskins 89-77

23

But the Redskins did not quit
and started a press which slowed
By FRED BURNS
the Big Green and helped Miami
—.^
‘ x^,e mar_#in ___
An inspired Marshall College basketball team which refused ;ge
downi to eight'
to be beaten, took charge from the start and then out raced the Mi- jI.points but a goal by Slack on the
tail end of a freeze, a pair of,
ami Redskins 89-77 last night at Memorial Field House before a
foul goals by Underwood when
standing-room-only crowd, the largest to ever see a collegiate he drew the free shots by the
game in Huntington.
freeze and a steal by Price who
Some 7,000 fans jammed their way into every available space to dribbled in for a layup, let .all
■ the wind out of the Miami sails
see the Big Green hand the Red-1
:
skins their third loss in confer-)
................ as Marshall was again 14 on top
I Marshall was never behind in iand just a minute and a few
ence play and make it possible 1 last night’s game and the Red
i seconds to go.
for Marshall to gain a first place
skins did manage to tie the score Ij This was the first Marshall victie in the conference race.
4five times. Four of these wereL.,„
----- —- 1939 when
•Ifawv nvov
Miami since
The tie will come about if Mar in the early minutes of the game.fhte Big Green
r.eei? won ^-29. Since
shall can defeat Western Reserve and the other was in the latter! *h
™ has won 5 e v e ni
in Cleveland in their final con five minutes of the first h a 1
ference game of the season next when Miami managed to come up|M_ h n ut the 1939 victory for
^Vas SLX
a tow over
from an
an eight
eight point
point deficit
deficit tofche
Saturday night. A win over West from
ern Reserve will leave Marshall gain a deadlock at 34-34. However
and Miami deadlocked at 11. Marshall was back in front by
MARSHALL
G F P TP
‘’rice, f
wins and three losses each and) seven points in a little over a
84 I21 26
11 4- 8
loblnson, f
53-41
IX
bring about a playoff to decide: minute and held a five point edge
Slack, c
7
2-35
1(P
Underwood, <
the Mid-American representative 43-38 at half time,
10 2- 3 1 22
W L Pct. Pts. op|&
i 12
4 4-4
4-41
The figures really tell the story.,.
,
in the NCAA tournament.
0 0-0
0- 0 00
o
U 3 .786 1132 1005;
of the game for Marshall took 73\iarshaII
, TOTALS
37 '15-22 10 89
10 3 .769 1094 986
Western Michigan has had a shots and made 37 fielders forWest
G F p TP
chance to make it a three-way slightly better than 50 per centQhio * Mich. 9 4 .692 1032 I
8 1-2.4 17
7 5 .583
tie but they were defeated last while the Redskins shot 80 timesgow> -957 <
6 4-711
16
Green 5 8 .385 951 10121 Bryant.
’ 0-3 210
night by Bowling Green 80-68.
and hit 34 which gave them 42.5jent‘ state
7
22
2
16
4 9 .307 934 io48 iai"
~ oiie
" 'r ‘
'2-24 12
Originally it had been an per cent and that will win 90 perroiedo
0-0 0
4 9 .307 877 907 iledrlc
0
nounced that the Marshall-Miami cent of the games.
0-0 0
0
.Vest. Res.
2 11 .153 1010 1085 Albers
0-0 0
2
W. Fox
playoff would be held at the Deni
0-0 0
2
Glass
You’ll have to praise the Mar
10-1 0
2
son University field house in
YESTERDAY’S RESULTS
shall
players
as
a
team
for
all
of
TOTALS
Granville, Ohio on March 4 or 5,
34 9-17 13 77
a
77.
but last night Johnny Brickels, them were heroes and they took Marshall 89, Miami 77.
Score at half — Marshall 43, Miami
turns coming through in the Bowling Green 80, West. Mich.^
athletic director of Miami said he
i Officials — Ed Zwelsler and Stan
przeck.
would propose that the game be clutch. First it was Lewis Burns3,
GAMES otcoming
jed with „ and
played in the new University of who scored 12 points but ten of
r
ieo wirn u and Charley
Cincinnati armory. “We wouldn’t that 12 in the first seven minutes
draw near as many at Granville of the game and that helped hold Feb. 26 — Marshall at WesternjFo* and Tom Bryant had 16 each,
as we would at Cincinnati,” off the Redskins who were shoot- ©serve; Ohio at Western Michi-Don Barnette 12 and Dick Klitch 10.
f 0 r*Feb. 2g _ Ohio at To,edo.
J Any hope Miami had of catchsaid Brickels. “I know that the' in# with Marshall point for
Marshall fans and the Huntington point.
Green at Kent State.
|n& the Bi& Green faded fast when
people like to go to Cincinnati and
Then of course Big Charlie
—
underwood
hit for two fielders
I am going to see if we can ar’ Slack picked off 26 rebounds for
and Slack tipped one in for three
range the game to be played1 his share of the honors. And
there either on March 4 or 5.■ Dave Robinson was his usual self
straight to run the Marshall lead
They have a high school tourna despite a weak ankle which he had
to 14 points when there was eight
ment on one of those dates and1 hurt in the Bowling Green game.
minutes left to play.
we could play on the o t h e r,’
He might have been a shade
There was an indication that Ivu-,
which ever it is.”
under nis normal speed but it
ami couldn’t when the second]
didn't slow down his cunning and I
half started and a pair of fielders!
fancy work with Cebe Price.
i
by Price gave Marshall a nine)
But that sophomore pair of ]
point lead. The Redskins fought:
Cebe Price and Paul Underwood
back and tried to cut into the
played like a couple of real vetMarshall edge but each time the
erans and they also grabbed off
Big Green fought them off and
top scoring honors, Price high for
slowly added a few points to their
the evening with 26 and Under
margin until it reached 14.
wood with 22.
I That’s when the standing-roomSeveral of Underwood’s were
only crowd started smelling
from way out and served to break
blood and from then on out there!
the Redskins’ back on many oc
[was a constant roar
casions.
especially
when the Big Green got a bit
All five of the Marshall start
fancy
by
starling
a
freeze
and!
ers were in double figures, Slack!
then working someone loose for
with 16, Robinson 13 and Burns •
a goal. They did that three times
12, and all of the Miami starters
scoring either a fielder or draw
also hit in double figures. Bill)
ing^ a foul and collecting the free

/ >*
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MAC Standings
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TWO MORE POINTS — Cebe Price, Marshall’s highscoring forward who again proved invaluable to the
Big Green machine last night, lets one go from the
“keyhole slot” to score two points, part of his 26 mark
ers which won him individual scoring honors. The
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face and legs behind Miami’s Tom Bryant, No. 97, be
long to “Mr. Rebound” Charlie Slack, who is intently
interested in the results of the shot, ready to go up for
that all-important rebound. Marshall beat Miami,
_
89-77.

Now Is Time To Start Work
On Entry For Science Fair |

v1
e
0

All right, boys and girls.
[International Nickel Co. and The
: it’s time
“
•to start
• - improving
Advertiser.
your collections of leaves, twigs,!I A shortage of scientists,. engi-j
shells, stones or fossils, plant your ineers and technologists exists
hydroponics gardens, breed your [right now, and will continue for
tropical fish, collect your insect many
__ „ have
L_._ the A
_ „years. You may
Eggs, butterflies or moths, work ability and desire to make science| E
up your chemical or physical ex- or engineering
_ your life work.
... ... C
periments and build your tele-One step in the right direction is, C
scopes, mass spectrographs, t_
to .....
make a good scientific exhibit C
C
Geiger counters and radio trans- which
----- a you can show at the local
E
mitters.
fair.
r
Huntington is going to have
Science is fun, too. Aside from E
another Regional Science Fair
the thrill you win get by being a
April 15-16, and the deadline for
contestant, there will be awards,
entering is March 15.
of course. In fact, the two exhibits IV
The fair will be in the Green
Judged best, together with their N
House of the cafeteria building
0
under the sponsorship of'Marshall exhibitors will be sent to the Na B
tional Science Fair, Case Institute
College financial sponsors are
S
the Chamber of Commerce, the[ (Con. on Page 4, in Col. 1) | V

I

(

(Continued From Page One)
of Technology and Western Re
serve University, Cleveland, Ohio,
May 12-14, all expenses paid.
Each of these winners 'will re
ceive the rainbow-ribboned, solid
gold and silver finalist medal of
the National Science Fair and
have a chance to share in the
sizable scientific equipment
awards. At Cleveland there will
be a round of meetings with the
nation’s leading scientists, visits
to laboratories and sightseeing.
Of course, making an exhibit
for display at the Fair does not
mean that you will ultimately
become a scientist or engineer.
But you will know a lot more
about science than the person who
does not enter the competition.
Remember that regardless of
age, within the limits set by the
rules, your exhibit will be com
pared with those made by others
of your own school age. You have
as much chance at the local or
national awards as any other
exhibitor. Your folks will be proud
if-your exhibit is good enough to
even rate showing. Your teachers
and school will share in your sue-ft
cess. You have a good chance for
honors.
Paper To Give Ideas
:Get started now on a project.
Develop some experiment or in-:
quiry that you have been working
on, or start something new. You
can discuss your ideas with your
fellow students and club mem
bers and teachers.
Even though the science fair is
some time away, an early begin
ning will produce a better result.
Articles being published in The
Advertiser will give you sugges
tions, But your best exhibit will
be worked out by yourself using
your own ideas.
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Go Tonigh
MIAMI BEACH, Fla., Feb.
—Kid Gavilan, fighting to k
the welterweight championshii
turns to his own division to
row night to meet Hector
stance of Trinidad in a natioiL
televised fight from the Mic
Beach Auditorium.
Gavilan was not Impressive w]
he scored a split decision o
Ernie Durando Feb. 4 in his f"
fight since he lost the title to Jo
ny Saxton.-Oct. 20. But many,
servers want to see him in act
again before making their gues
on whether the Cuban has enoi
left to win back the crown.

1 PARKERSBURG CATHOLIC — Newcomer to the state Catholic basketball tour
After the fight with Durandc
__
__ _ _________________________
___ week
r____ __
__ __
o Catholic team middleweight.
................. ’ Gavilan said
nament
at Memorial Field House this
is the
Parkersburg
I shown above. In the picture are first row, left to right, Jim McCarthy, Mike ^n”ue^rJ°
welters

f

(

^College Summer
Faculty Approved

'Green Frosh Beat
PKAs, 108 To 61
The Marshall freshman team
made it fifteen victories for the
season last night when they
trounced the Pi Kappa Alpha fra
ternity team 108-61. It was a pre
liminary to the Marshall-Miami
game at Memorial Field House.
Hal Greer and Jack Freeman
paced the frosh with 29 points
each and right behind them was
Dave Kirk with 22. Marshall led
at the half 46-32.

! The State Board'of Education,
I yesterday approved arrangements:
made by Marshall College for the
first six-weeks summer session be
ginning June 6.
Recommendations of Dr. Stewart
H, Smith, president of Marshall,
for employment of summer fac
ulty members were submitted to
the board at a session in Charles
ton. Except for six to be desig
nated later, all of the instructors
will be members of the regular
staff.
i The budget for the first six
iweeks of the summer session to[tals $73,788, the college reported.

2-3-

MARSHALL
pos.
PI K A
Greer
1
2
29 F Bradshaw
Freeman
29' F Barton
1
16
Mayfield
8 0 Wells
Kirk
22 g Keaton
:
Patton
4 G IHnte
19
SUBS — ......
Marshall, Dlngess 10, Blake
6, Hall Slbold.
PKA — Seacrest
crest 2, Hawkinr
ns "2, Chaffin.
if fin.
Score at half
lalf — Marshiiall 40, PKA
32.
Officials
Mazza and D'Antoni.
■

cKz
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Can Throw
MAC Into
3-Way Tie
By BOB PHILLIPS
Marshall’s Big Green puts all of
their eggs in one basket tonight
when they play Miami of Ohio at
the Field House in the tilt which
may decide the outcome of the hot
Mid-American-Conference race.
Game time is 8 P. M.
MAC games tonight could throw
the outcome into a three way tie if:
Marshall, now in a second place
tie with Western Michigan, both
with identical 9-3 MAC records,
beats Miami and goes on to whip
Western Reserve next Saturday.

(j

i
i
I
|
’

Conference officials announced
, yesterday that, in the event of such
a tie, they are considering neutral
floors in Dayton, Granville a n dr
Cincinnati on Feb. 28 and March 1
as the time and place to break
such a three-way knot for top
honors.

Blaze Damages
Apartment Of
Marshall Prexy ;

■
zlA.’7
Fire yesterday caused damage
estimated at $1,200 to the garage
and garage apartment behind the
residence of Dr, Stewart H.
Smith, president of Marshall Col
lege, 1636 Fifth avenue.
• The cause of the blaze, which
damaged
in the
_ ‘ woodwork
_________
J garage
and caused water damage to the
apartment, occupied by two
college students, was not known.
' Firemen said it started close to
a gas heating stove in the garage.
Dr. Smith’s' car was not in the
garage at the time.
On Saturday at Wayne, a fire!
broke out in a garage apartment
building at the rear of Fry’s mo
tor Sales. The apartment area'
was damaged by fire as was the!
downstairs garage. The Wayne!
Volunteer Fire Department fought)
the blaze.
Meanwhile, Fire Chief John W.
Gallagher reported that Mrs.
T. C. Moberley of 2661 Fourth
avenue, summoned firemen yes
terday after what she thought to
be the effects of carbon monoxide
poisoning.
Firemen said stoves in a room
where the woman was washing
were not properly vented and she
would have become more se
riously ill had she not called for
aid.
City firemen also answered
three false alarms, two before
midnight and one at 4 A. M. to' day.

J,

Marshall’s performance h a s |
These four are the probable j.
luxucu
uro vuinvienue
iu j ■-Ii
forced the
conference umuuus
officials to
start thinking of such a play - off [starters
either''
tonight
with
since they have won every game Frankie Crum or Lewis Burns, Since
‘
Marshall’-s ---------starting *f -i v■
this season which they have both who have been turning in ouU includes four players hitting in tt
played on their home court.
standing performances, filling jjj[double_ digit bracket,
.includir
the fifth position.
"Mr. Rebound" Slack, the Bi
If Marshall defeats Miami to
Green,
urieeu, on their
men’ home
nome floor, ma
|-night,
j
the Big Green and the
Miami’s Redskins will arrive in revenge the earlier 89-74 whippir
!>■ Broncos are heavy favorites to Huntington today at 3 P. M.. travdown next Saturday’s foes and; eling by plane in order to arrive at Oxford by Miami.
___ _ to- beAtthe
any
rate,
tonight
for Marshall
best
games
Big promises
Green fa;'
bring about the play-off for the ’fresh and ready________
.
will
se
MAC crown and an automatic (night.
’tight.__________________________ Iwill see this season.
1 Last Saturday the Redskins dis- MORE
berth in the NCAA tourney.
.played a rebounding ability which
Henderson’s crew has compiled I helped them dominate Kent State,
Mid-Amerlcan Conference Standingw ’L Pct.
Miami
”
individual scoring records in the >65-45.
11
MARSHALL
MAC which show four starters hit
9
Western Michigan
9
964
ting in the double figures, sopho
Pacing Miami to the win over!
over
7
957
Bowling
Green
4
more forward Cebe Price lead Kent was Don Barnette, who col Kent
4
ing with a 23.7 average per game. lected 17 points. Starting with Toledo
4 .
2 11
Big Charlie Slack, the nation’s Barnette tonight will be Tom Bry Western Reserve
1010 ]
*n,“F:
leading rebounder, is also a stand ant, high MAC scorer for the Red- PCT"’ rema
~
»
Uar
??
at
M»r«hall,
Weal)out in this column as he comes
skins With a 15.12 averaee D i o kl „„„ OMoat „Rr.wllns c.-ccs;
at
Western
up a close second to Price with Klitch and Bill Kennon who are; Feb. 28 — Ohio at
b
,an average of 19.8.
also averaging in double figures,)Gr<en at KenJ:___________
and Charles Fox. ----*
Rouding out the scoring in this and
one of Miami’s
(
^department
are Paul Underwood top rebounders,

Western Michigan whips Bowl
ing Green tonight and downs Ohio
U.’s Bobcats on the same night
again, next Saturday.
This would throw the conference
race into a three-way tie, Miami,
Marshall and Western Reserve all
with 11-3 records.
I'and Dave Robinson, with 18.9 and
14.7 per game respectively.
1
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 2-25-55
To the Heraid-Advertiser

For Release Sunday, Feb. 27

(With choir picture which you have)

(Marshall Symphonic Choir ---- 1)

The Marshall College Symphonic Choir has

accepted an invitation to appear in concert at the Music
Educators National Conference at New Orleans, La., March

24-29, it was announced yesterday by Dr. C. L« Kingsbury,

head of the Marshall College department of music•
v

l

The choir, directed by Professor R. Wayne Hugoboom, has been chosen by music educators as one of the
outstanding college choirs in the southern states.

The choir will appear in formal concert at the
EonsuasKi conference Monday, March 28, for the division of

higher education to perform and illustrate choral selections
for the college level.

Professor Hugoboom will lead the

discussion at this general session on the subject "Criteria

for Choosing and Performing Choral Works at the College
Level*"

Professor Hugoboom will use the choir to
illustrate performance possibilities for smaller or
unbalanced units, and the changing of parts necessitated
under actuaj. teaching conditions in various schools#
(more)

*s>-

I

I

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 2-25-55

(Marshall Symphonic Choir——2)

"This will be the first attempt to attack Is&sr and solve

realistically the ever-present problem of many choral

directors in the conference," Dr. Kingsbury said •
Before the concert, the choir will have a two-hour

rehearsel period on Saturday and Sunday afternoons which will

be observed by other students and faculty members.

"This will

give them a chance," said Dr. Kingsbury, "To follow the
building of a heterogeneous group into a choral unit in two

rehearsel periods."

For its formal concert on Monday, the Symphonic
Choir will present a compart program which will include two

selections written especially for Stear this group.

The

two selections are "The Hollow Men, " by Erickson and "Psalm\\

150" by Newbury, both of which will be presented for the

first time.

Other selections will include:

"Let Thy Holy

Presence," by Tschesnokov; "0 Magnum Mysterium," Victoria;

"Trots Chansons (in French), Debussy, and "Es Hat Sich
Heut’ Eroffnet," an Austrian ^rol.

Professor Hogoboom has been further honored by
being chosen as director of a two-day reading clinic for

"MENG,"

a national group of students members

attending the conference.

enrolled in the chorus.

About 150 student members are

The Marshall Symphonic Choir will

assist in the clinic as participants and as a demonstration
(more)

v*-—

—&

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—2-25-55
(Marshall Symphonic Chiir------- 3)

group for a final performance of some of the works to be

rehearsed.
The Symphonic Choir will also appear in concert

while en route to New Orleans, with concerts scheduled at
Chattanooga, Tenn., Vicksburg, Miss, and in New Orleans on

Sotaxx Sunday x evening.

The choir will return to Huntington

immediately following the performance on Monday*

As a means of financing the trip to New Orleans,
the Symphonic Choir, assisted by both the A Capella and the

Men’s Concert Choirs, has initiated a fund raising campaign

by presenting concerts and other scheduled events.

XAs one

observer put it, "the choir literally VEfc plans to sing its

way to New Orleans and back."

A Choir Benefit Dance is

xk

planned next Wednesday evening

(March 2) at the Student Union, at which time the Symphonoic

Choir will appear in a "Penny Serenade."

This will be the

first in a series of "penny serenade" programs.

The Men’s

Concert Choir plans to follow it up with another at the
Student Union the following day at 11 a. m*

All students

and friends of the choir are being urged to save their

pennies and donate them to the choir*
The choirs are eager to sing either a concert
or vesper service for any group that will sponsor them during

the fund drive*
The Symphonic Choir w
(more)

present a Vesper

I

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 2-25-55
(Marshall Symphonic Choir----- 4)

service at the Hunting ton

First Congregational Church

Sunday, March 13, and will appear at the Kiwanis Club

meeting Tuesday, March 15•
Other planned events include parties, private

teas and a benefit concert which will give Huntingtonians
an opportunity to hear the group before it leaves for

New Orleans*
-30-

b

li*.

n

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 2-25-55

For Immediate Release

(Ashland Student)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (MCIS)-- Roy Stein, son of Mr. and

Mrs. Edwin L. Stein of 4230 Gartin Avenue, Ashland, has been

elected president of Alpha Phi Omega, national honorary service
fraternity at Marshall College.

The fraternity is active in theaperformance of services
to the various youth organizations abound the Tri-State area.
Stein is an active member of the Pershing Rifles, honorary

military organization!' and is a Senior in the College of Arts
and Sciences at Marshall.
-30r

Marshall

Must Whip

Marshall Gals
Surpass Men In
Grade Average

Reserve"/

jyjy-.Cr

Frats Show
Film Friday ,
- (

1
I

Marshall College “Football
Highlights of 1954“ will be shown
at a dinner meeting of Phi Tau
’Alpha and Sigma Phi Epsilon fra
ternity alumni tomorrow evening
'at Robinsen’s Lakeside Inn.
| Tlie dinner will begin at 6 P. M.
■ and Line Coach Sam E. Clagg of
Marshall will show the movies.
The joint gathering is being ar-l
• ranged by the Sigma Alpha Ep' silon meeting committee.

Marshall College women at
tained a 2.58 first semester aca-.
demic average to top the over
all first semester male student
average of 2.30, according to
statistics released by the college
today.
Alpha Xi Delta led the sorori
ties with a 2.75 average, while
Sigma Plii Epsilon was first for
the fraternities with a 2.59 aver
age. The overall figures for men
and women were down slightly
in comparison to last year’s av
erages.
The figures were based on a
compilation of all first semester
grades of male and female stu. dents harrying 12 or more credit
hours.

OXFORD, Ohio, Feb. 23. WVMid-American Conference officials ■
are considering a Cincinnati site
if a play?!.’ is necessary to decide
the MAC basketball champion.
i

! Miami has finished its league
( season with a 11-3 record to hold
first place honors. Marshall could
gain a tie Saturday night by de
feating last place Western Reserve.

Dr. David E, Reese, MAC comi missioner, announced earlier in
• the week that the playoff would
I be held at Denison University at;
Granville, Ohio.
I,

But John L. Brickels, athletic'
director at
mi, and Robert:
Morris, Marshall athletic director,;
asked that a Cincinnati site be
considered. They conferred by
telephone today with Chic Mile
ham, athletic director at the Uni
versity of Cincinnati, to see if
the new UC fieldhouse could be
'secured for Friday, March 4.
Cincinnati would be more ac-|
cessible to the student bodies of
both schools than Denison.
i

MC Wrestlers
To Meet Miami
In Final9, Match/
9 j j')' v
Marshall College’s w i n 1 e s s
wrestling team goes into its final
match of the season Saturday at
2 P. M. against Miami before en
tering the Mid-American Confer
ence grappling tourney next
week end at Bowling Green.
Eight matches, including an ex
hibition bout, has been scheduled
for the college gym Saturday.
Despite their bad record, Mar
shall boasts two fine grapplers in
167 pound Charley Tanner, for
mer state champion, and heavy
weight Bill Harris, only o nc ebeaten in MAC events this year.
Lineup for Saturday’s matches,
with Miami men listed first are:
Exhibition-Bob Rychik vs. Don
Willis; 130 pounds-Wendell Gabier
vs. Dwayne Ryder; 137-Bruce
Harris vs. Don (Morty) Cartmill;
147-Tom Robinson vs. Jerry Bern
hardt; 157-Terry Stanton vs. Don
Adkins; 167-Dlck Frate vs. Char
ley Tanner; 177-Carroll Knight
vs. Dick Bryan; HeavyweightPete Davidson vs. Bill Harris.

I Mileham indicated a decision on
|thu availability of the fieldhouse
would be made this week.
j No playoff would be necessary
if Western Reserve knocks off the
Big Green. The Cleveland school
lost to Marshall 90-84 earlier in the.
season at Huntington. Western Re
serve will be playing its last MAC
basketball game. It will drop its
affiliation at the end of the spring
term.

. Need One
More Win

; For Tie

<r
By ERNIE SALVATORE
Advertiser Sports Editor

BsEfiM

¥
i

Marshall College’s surging bas- :
ketball varsity was granted a one
day holiday today by Coach Cam
Henderson following its great vic
tory last night over strong Miami
of Ohio, 89-77, in a Mid-American
Conference thriller at Memorial
I‘
Field House.
Tomorrow, the team will begin
• workouts for a season’s finale
! against Western Reserve at Cl'evei land which will decide whether or
■ not the Big Green and their van. quished rivals of last night are to
■
-? :
.
meet next week in a playoff for
the conference championship.
*
While the capacity, standing
room-only crowd of 6,500 roared al
rt^>
most constantly at the big east
end arena less than 24 hours ago, t <
• 'A
Marshall moved to within one-half #
■J
, game of Miami with its victory, g
Now it can complete its desperate S
run for the title by knocking off the
~w ............
‘
Red Cats.
w
That’s the way Miami coach Bill I
Rohr wants it, believe-it-or-not.
||
j Suffers First Defeat
'''
In the dressing room after the
%
1 .Marshall-Miami game, he said:
“We don’t want to back into the f
<&'
title. We want to win it on the f
■ court. So, that should tell you how £
k.
my sentiments lie Saturday night |
i when Marshall plays Western Re
Advertiser Sports Photo (Massey)
serve.”
Rohr, who suffered ««
his Aixou
first de- Co-captain Dave Robinson, playing his final home game for Marshall, leaps up and '
feaTat the"hands of w^rshall'in fires away at the Miami basket during last night’s hectic Mid-American Confer-'
a four year career at Miami, ence clash before 6,500 at Memorial Field House. Robbie’s pitch connected. Dei praised the Big Green.
fending Redskins are Tom Bryant (97), Bill Kennon (87) and Captain Dick Klitch
“When a team hits 51 per cent of (right). Marshall’s other co-captain, Charlie Slack (17) sets himself for a rebound
their shots like Marshall did, there pickoff. The Big Green won> 89-77, and now have a chance to tie Miami for the ,
isn’t much you can do about it,” he
MAC crown. See adjoining story.
.•
said. “We hit on 42 per cent ofours and still couldn’t win. It was|
almost a reverse of our game at;
Oxford last month when we beat I
Marshall.”
Over in the Marshall quarters,
stark drama took place. Hender
son, one of the great athletic
teachers of all time now nearing ]
! the end of a magnificent career,
. assembled his tired players.
,
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: Hides ^motions' —
“Bo'.j,” he rasped, shaking his
head'-flpwly, “you all played some
i real issketball out there tonight.
i You inayed enough out there to
night to last ybu 100 ball games.”
Glancing at the ceiling to hide
his emotions, Cam continued:
“I’ve never cried over a ball
game win or lose. But, I want to
tell you that I came as close to
crying out there tonight as I ever
did. When it was over, I just
couldn’t get up. I had to sit there.
I just couldn’t get up. It was just
wonderful, boys, not so much for
me, but mostly for you because
you showed out there that you can
work and learn and play it right.
You were thinking out there and
giving it everything.”
Since Western Michigan lost to
Bowling Green last night to drop
back to third, the worst Marshall
can do is finish in a second place
tie with tiie Broncos.
Miami tried to run with Mar
shall but failed. Miami tried a sag
ging zone defense, jamming up the
: middle, in the early part of the
contest, a trick which worked in its
89-74 win over the Green in Janu
ary, but it failed. Miami tried pos
session ball, but it back-fired.
Defense Loosened
Why? Well, last night Lewis
Burns, the sometime regular ,
guard, dropped in ten points in the
first seven minutes. Miami didn’t
figure on that so it had to watch
Burns as well as Paul Underwood,
the soph set shooting guard. The
Redskin defense, thus loosened just
enough, permitted Marshall to fire
away from all angles.
Miami tied the score five times
in the first half but Marshall never
trailed and the Big Green finished
at top speed.
Marshall sank 37 out of 73 field
goals for a 51 per cent mark and
big Charlie Slack, the 6-5 center,
snared 26 rebounds to keep his No.
1 ranking. Underwood hit for 22
points, seven of his ten buckets
coming on set shots. Cebe Price
the middleman bagged 26 as he
handled the attack.
. Meanwhile, there was Dave Rob
inson, the graduating senior for
ward from Wheeling, playing with
a heavily taped sprained ankle in
his final home appearance.
Dave Carried Off
Dave got 13 points and he was
all over the court, intercepting
passes, firing home bullet assists,
and playing a tremendous contest.
His fellow students carried him off
the floor after it was over — no
greater tribute could be paid to a
more deserving leader.
Por Miami, Bill Kennon and Tom
Bryant got 17 and 16 apiece to lead
the way. Bryant’s one-handed push
shot was easily Miami’s best
weapon.
The victory gave Marshall a 10-3
MAC mark and a 17-3 overall rec
ord. It was also Henderson’s 400th
college basketball win and it
ended a seven game losing streak
to Miami, the series now standing
. 12-10.
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/- FOR KKLaasE SUNDAY,
By Bob Null (Marshall Student Journalist)

The gridiron or the wrestling mats, it makes no difference to 212 pound Bill
from Spemcer, W, Va, who is Marshall’s top canidate for All Mid-American Conference honors

in both Mywtear sports.

Harris came to Marshall three years ago as a freshman footballer but had to^lve
the sport up because of head aches, that kesk were the result of a high school grid game

at Spencer. A doctor told him that his playing days were over for ever, but last year he was
as Honorable Mention on the all conference team. It is no longer the head aches for Harris
but for other conference linemen that have to face his bull like rushes from the left tackle
slot.

The ex GI doesn’t spent all his time on the football field. He is a member of

Coach Sam Clagg’s college wrestling team and has won six bouts this year, while dropping

two. Bill won his first six bouts in a row befor losing at Ohio University and at home
against VPI.

Harris will team with Charlie Tanner, a high-school state champion from Beckley,

as Marshall’s one-two punch in the All Mid-American matches to be held" the 5th of March.

Bill has one more year to shove his 212 pounds on the gridiron and mats. In

football he will team with 260 pound Ted D’Alesio to give Marshall plenty of weight at
the tackle positions. Bill and Ted could well be tops in the conference next year. In

wrestling he could even do better with the years experience behind him. R This is Billisecond
year as a wreslier.

At the present Harris is sporting a cauliflower ear from his battles on the
jfixtesx mats.
( the end)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 2-25-55
For Immediate Release

(Professor Whitsei)

Professor Lucy A. Whiteel, Marshall College Latin Department,
will represent Marshall at the Rockford College presidential

inauguration, Sunday, Feb. 27 at Rockford, Illinois.

Professor Whitsei will leave by plane Saturday for the ceremony
which starts with a 10:45 A. M. Sunday Whcship Service at the

Second Congregational Church of Rockford and ends with the
inaugural of the new president at 3 P. M* Sunday.

4

Professor Whitsei will return to Huntington Sunday evening*
-30-
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MARSHALLCOLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 2-25-55

For Immediate Release

(Dr. Hampel)

Dr.

Margaret Hampel, Professor of Education at Marshall

College, was born in Lee’s Summit, Missouri. She was educated
in Missouri public schools and now considers Kansas City, Missouri

her permanent home.

Dr. Hampel received her A. B. and M.A.degrees from the University
of Denver and in 193# she warned her Doctorate in Education at

Columbia University.
She has had eleven years of university and college teaching

experience at Oklahoma A. and M., Ohio University, and Marshall

College.

She spent one year as Education specialist for the

United States Office of Education, and in 1950 she served as

elementary educationist in South America.

Dr. Hampel is a member of the Association for Childhood
Education; Pi Lambda Theta; Kappa Delta Pi; and the National Council

of Teachers of English Association.
Dr. Hampel’s last position was as Supervisor of Elementary
Education at Oklahoma A. & M. College, Stillwater, Oklahoma.
She now resides at 1213 Sixth Avenue in Huntington.

-30■
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 2-26-55

For Immediate Release
to the Free Press, South Charleston, V/. Va.

(South CharlestonSStaudent)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA. —(MCIS) —

• < *5’’*

John Corns, son of Mr. and

Mrs. J. H. Corns of Route Two,South Charleston, has been elected
president of the Marshall College freshman class.
Corns, is a member of the Cavaliers, independent campus
social organization, and is

and Sciences at Marshall.

-30-

a freshman in the College of Arts
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 2-26-55

f

For Immediate Release

to the Princeton Observer, Princeton, V/. Va.

(Princeton Student)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.—-(MCIS)-- Joseph Hunnicutt, son of Mrs.
<

Kathryn Hunnicutt^of 1121 Merger Street, Princeton, has been
elected president of the sophomore class at Marshall College.

Hunnicutt, a member of the Marshall basketball squad,

is a sophomore in the College of Arts and Sciences at Marshall,
-30-

W. Va.—Sunday, Feb. 27, 1955

Orchestra- To Jit;
Play Strauss,
Beethoven
Eugene Ormandy, fourth man to
serve as conductor of the Phila
delphia Orchestra in its 55-year
history, will conduct the orchestra
in concert here Friday $t 8:30
P. M. at the Keith-Albee Thea
tre.
The program will be under the
auspices of the Marshall College
Artists Series. Seats for non-members of the Artists Series will go
on sale tomorrow at the Becker
Music Store, 1040 Fourth Avenue.
Back in the gay ’90s the atten
tion of music-loving Philadelphia
was attracted to a series of sum
mer concerts' of really superior
quality being given at a nearby
amusement park under the direcdon of a distinguished German
musician named Fritz Scheel. Mr. THE PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA, now rated the world’s greatest, will appear here in concert FrlScheel made so happy an impres- day at 8:30 P. M. in the Keith-Albee Theatre with En gene Ormandy conducting j’he concert
»ion that no less than three of will be the musical highlight of the current Marshall College Artists Series season, The| downtown
Philadelphia’s musical societies
asked him to assume leadership of Stokowski, brilliant British-b o r n
:hem and to stay in Philadelphia organist and conductor. Under his
through the winter. He agreed on guidance, his imagination and
condition that an orchestra of pro bold musical enterprise, the or
fessional musicians be put at his
disposal for at least two concerts chestra reached a peak of develop
and this condition was fulfilled. ment the like of which had prob
ably never occurred before in the
THE TWO concerts, given in the
history
of orchestral music.
spiring of 1899, were so successful
ihat steps were taken a few months AFTER 1926 Mr. Stokowski’s ex
later to organize a permanent panding and varied interests made
Philadelphia Orchestra of 80 play
ers with Mr. Scheel, as conductor. necessary the engagement of nu
That orchestra’s first concert was merous guest conductors and his
given on November 16, 1900.
appearances became more and
Then, as now, financial prob more rare.
lems developed and deficits In 1936 Eugene Ormandy, now
mounted. Scheel and his support
ers would not be discouraged, how conductor and music director, was
ever, and musical standards were appointed conductor with Stokownot only upheld but continuously ski. He already had achieved
improved. This ^policy eventually marked success as a guest and
was justified and year by year was firmly established in the esti
public interest increased.
mate of Philadelphia audiences.
His unremitting labors, how- Under Ormandy the constant techever, contributed to the death of nical improvement, the magniflMr. Scheel in 1907. Carl Pohlig, cent and sometimes daring proa splendid musician completely in gram-making, the distinctive qualsympathy with the ideals of ities of tonal beauty and power,
Scheel and his orchestra, was ap have never ceased to move for
pointed to succeed him and con- ward. Its American and European
t tinued as conductor for five years, tours, its recordings and broadf By this time the orchestra, ap casts, have brought its music to
proaching its 13th season, was every part of the world and it now
s solidly established in fundamentals is rated the world’s greatest ors and rapidly developing in virtues- chestra.
ity. The time had come for dy The program here will include
e, namic and adventurous leadership, the Prelude and Fugue in C ma- (
.e and such leadership was achieved jor by Bach-Ormandy; Symphony )
with the appointment of Leopold No. 2 by Beethoven, the tone
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THE ARTISTS Series will con- I
elude its current season with a *
(Victor Herbert Festival on March
|29. Curtis Baxter, series man
lager, has announced that the pro
gram for the 1955-56 season—the
120th anniversary of the series—
I will be announced March 27. He
II said negotiations have been under
II way for several months and outr standing attractions are being
VLbooked to celebrate the anniver
sary year.
v

box office for the sale of seats to non-series members will open tomorrow at the Becker Music Sior<
1040 Fourth avenue.
—

Win Would i
Mean Tie
For MAC :
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XK^By FRED BURNS

Herald-Dispatch Sports Editor

The Red Cats of Western Re
serve stand as the only hurdle be
tween Coach Cam Henderson and,
one of the best seasons he has had
with his Marshall College basket
ball in the 20 years he has piloted
the Big Green.
That hurdle will be faced tonight
in Cleveland when Marshall and
Reserve meet in the final Mid
American Conference game of the
season for both clubs.

Orient Film
On Community
Forum Tonight

For Marshall the game will have
^tremendous importance. The Big
Green needs a win to pull up into
a tie with Miami University for,
the conference championship. Ifj|
that comes about then Marshall
and Miami will meet in a playoff
game next week end to decide the
MAC champion and to that cham
pion will come an automatic bid
to the NCAA tournament.

If Marshall loses tonight, then
Miami will be champion. Whether
it is Marshall or Miami, the MAC
champ will go to Lexington, Ky.,
on March 8 to play Marquette in
the first of two NCAA playoff
games. The second game that
same night will pit Memphis
State against Penn State.
The winners of these two games;
move on to Evanston, Ill., on1 Marshall had to go all out to »'
March 11 with the first game gain a six-point win over Reserve ’
winner (Marshall-Miami or Mar in the opening conference game;
quette) meeting the champion of of the season early last December. *
the Southeastern Conference and And this same Reserve team •
the Memphis State-Penn State ( forced Miami to the limit before .
winner meeting the Big Ten!; the Redskins could gain a seven
champion.
j’ point win on the Miami floor just
.1 recently. And the conference’s
While Marshall will be battling['
. leading scorer, Dick Howard,
for a share of the conference title
wears a Red Cat uniform and be
they will be facing a team that
fore tonight’s game he is just 22
is on the bottom of the standings
with a 2-11 loop record. But when points short of the conference recyou’re in a game you “have” toj; ord of 352 points set last season by
win it is always pretty tough and I, Marshall’s All - American Walt
Western Reserve will be making)| Walowac.
However, Howard is the only
is as tough as they can. The Red
Red Cat in the top 13 scorers in
Cats are leaving the Mid-Amer
the conference and four of Mar- ‘
ican Conference and this is their
• shall’s starters are in that group. >
last conference basketball game. '
Cebe Price, Charlie Slack; Paul
So wouldn’t they like to bow out
and Dave Robinson
with a victory over the high fly-j 11 Underwood
jare per
the game
four. Price
is averaging
1-|23.9
to Howard
’s 25.4.
ing Big Green.

(
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'"This Changing Orient,” a color
film will be presented on the Mar
shall College Community Forum
at 8:15 P. M. tonight in the college
auditorium by “Singapore J o e”
Fisher, world traveler. Admission
will be by season membership
only.
The film shows changes that
have taken place in the Pacific
and Far East. The film sequences
include Honolulu, Guam, Hong
iKong, Shanghai, Manila, Sarawak,
British North Borneo, Singapore;
Malaya, and principal'cities of In
dia.
Mr. Fisher, known as “the mod
ern sinbad,” has circled the world
14 times and his means of trans
portation have ranged from ox
cart to stratoliner. He pioneered
in motion picture distribution inj
the Orient.
I
The name “Singapore Joe” was I
given to him by Sultan of Johore, •
a personal friend.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—3*16-65
For immediate release

To

Advertiser

(College Theatre)
The second play of the current Marshall College Theatre
season, "An Inspector Calls1’ will open a three night stand
tonight (Mar. 16) at 8 p.m. in the Marshall auditorium,

according to Clayton Page, director of college theatre.
With this production Marshall College Theatre joins with

more than 600 American theatres in celebrating International
Theatre Month.

Sponosred by American National Theatre Assoc-

iation and UNESCO, the month of March has been designated to
emphasize the production of classic and modern plays dealing
with the individuals dignity, human rights, and search for

peace and security.
"An Inspector Calls", written by J. B. Priestley, was first

presented inthis country in New York in 1947?

It deals with

an eminently respectable British family’s reaction to being

placed under suspicion concerning the tragic death of a young

The play revolves around the interrogation of the family

girl.

by British police officials.
Tickets may be obtained at the door on the nights the
play is presented.

Students will be admitted on activity

cards.
/
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-16-55

For Immediate Release

(College Theatre Production)

The second performance of the Marshall College Theatre
play,"An Inspector Calls” will be presented tonight, (March 17)

at 8 P. M. in the college auditorium, according to Clayton Page,
director of college theatre.

With this production Marshall College Theatre joins with
more than 600 American theatres in celebrating International

Theatre Month.

The month of March has been designated to emphasize

plays in the classic and modern vein, which deal with the
individual’s dignity, human rights, end search for security and
peace.
”An Inspector Calls” concerns the tragic death of a young

girl and the subsequent interrogation and investigation of a

prominent British family involved in the death.

The setting is in

sn English industrial town in 1910.
Tickets may be obtained at the door on performance nights.
$

Students will be admitted on activity cards.
-30-

